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HIS SHIP WAS SHELLED
But Charles Pierce Of North Main street
Survived Torpedo Attack

WAR NEEDS MONEY!

will cost money to defeat ou,
fmy aggressors. Vour govern.
Inf calls on you to help now,
luy Defense Bonds or Stamp,
Ifay. Make every pay day Bond
'/ hy participating in the Pay.
' Savings Plan.
londs cost $18.75 and Up.
Imps are lOt, 25t and up.
rhe help of every individual it
sded.
If

)o your part by buying yOur
ire every pay day.

SON!
Sd»lt Super-Hilt

SKUNK
DYED
OPOSSUM
Great Coat
Sale Priced

Word was received in the city
yesterday that Charles Pierce ot
pcck'.and was cn his way home from
Chai lesten. S. C., where he had
;.nded after having been rescued at
ea after a cargo ship cf which he
wa third officer was torpedoed and
.he led eff the coast early Sunday
morning.
Hi wife, the former Fearl Thcmp,9 ii cf Warren, makes her home at
8 North Main street with their
3 year-old daughter, Katherine, and
is anxiously awaiting her husband’s
arrival which is expected late today.
As nearly as could be learned by

Wanted, Recruits!
For Home Company of Maine
State Guard-—Fine Class
Joining
Capt Laurence K. Mansfield,
v,ho commands Co. L, Maine State
Guard, expresses a desiTe to have
the outfit recruited to full strength
at the earliest possible moment,
and the Spring Street Armory will
be open from 7 to 9 Friday night
for that purpose. Next Tuesday it
will remain open all night.
Tuesday night lft men passed
the physical examination and were
mustered in, wfliile considerably
more than that number Is ready
for enlistment.
We desire to have about 20 more

men,"

Capt.

Mansfield

a

told

Courier-Gazette reporter yester
day.
Men upward of 45 years of age
are especially urged to Join and
another desirable adjunct would
be men with dependents who have
seen military or naval service. A
fine class of citizens has already
aligned itself with the movement,
which ls a patriotic demonstra
tion of their willingness to help
defend their homes and their com
munity.
•
As fast as they enlist the mem
bers are measured for uniforms,
shoes and a complete equipment,
the expense of which is being
borne by the State,

Chemical Warfare
John M. Pomeroy To Conduct
Class In It Monday
Night
John M. Pomeroy will conduct
a class in Chemical Warfare next
Monday night at the Community
Building. The time is 7.30. Ail
members of the Disaster Commit
tee who have not taken this course
are urged to be present. The mem
bers of the Food, Shelter, Cloth
ing and Transportation squads,
while not forced to have First Aid,
must have Chemical Warfare be
fore identification cards and in
signias can be ifeued.
First Aid and Labor squads must
have First Aid and Chemical War
fare before credentials can be is
sued them. Without these cards it
will be impossible to get through
police lines.
In order that this disaster organ
ization may function I ask all who
have been assigned! to the various
squads mentioned above to attend
this class next Monday evening.
The course in Chemical Warfare
will be completed in two evenings.
The above class is open to aJl men
and women whether or not they
are enrolled in the Disaster Com
mittee.
William J. Sullivan,
Chairman Disaster Committee,
Rockland, Me.

MONDAY-TUESDAY

“A NEW REVUE
with

NEW FACES”

ON THE SCREEN

“Night Before Divorce
with

LYNN RARRI. J. ALLEN. JR-

NO ADVANCE IN PRICES

Mrs. Peirce in a telephone conversa
ticn with her husband his ship was
attacked by two subs and was tor
pedoed and shelled when it was in
a position some hours off the South
Atlantic coast of the United States
early Sunday morning.
Pierce has held hLs position as
third officer of the same vessel for
the past two years and has been
following the sea since he was 17
years of age, always going in deep
water ships.
He is a graduate of the Polytech
nic High School of San Francisco
anl is the son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Horace Pierce of Rockland.

IN PROBATE COURT
Inventories filed: Estates of James
W Sayward. Union, $3012; Wateon
T. Barter, Tenant’s Harbor. $2337.5P;
Minie EL Heal, Camden, $2283.52.

SEMI-FINALS

STATE ONE-ACT PLAY CONTEST
—AT—

Rockland High School Auditorium
Two Plays in Afternoon; Four Plays in Evening

Friday, March 20
Afternoon at

4

o’clock; Evening at 7...0

Admission: Afternoon 17c; Evening 28c

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Editor, PRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor. MRS. WILLIAM O FULLER

[EDITORIAL]
When this newspaper asked the other
MacARTHUR day what was to become of Gen. Douglas
MacArthur it did not know that the answer
AT THE
was
already in the making, and would come
HELM
in such dramatic form. We have already
told—the first newspaper in the State to do so—of the Gen
eral’s transfer to Australia as allied commander in the south
west Pacific. It means that he has been placed in supreme
charge of the operations which are intended to save the day
for Australia, if it is humanly possible to do so In the face
of repeated defeats and rebuffs which have been sustained
by his predecessors wherever the war has thus far been waged,
it must be admitted that Gen. MacArthur has been given a
tough assignment, but it is also a much more satsfactory field
than in the Philippines where he and his limited forces have
so long been cooped up awaiting almost certain capture or
annihilation. Reinforcements are said to be arriving steadily
at Australia, leading to a much stronger hope that the country
may not fall before the invading forces. The arrival of Gen.
MlacArthur, vested with the supreme command, cannot fail
to give the Aussies new zest in their fighting, aided by supplies
and men from the United States. It now remains to be seen
whether Gen. MhcArthur will be able to live up to the repu
tation which he has earned in the Philippines, plus the build
up which the daily press and the radio commentators have
given him. Gen. MacArthur is our hero, as well as the rest of
the nation’s, but we cannot help wondering if he is not a vic
tim of over-heroizing which may lead the world to expect
too much. Time alone will answer that speculation, and tlie
time would seem; to be close at hand.
With an increase of $103,000,000 in
OPERATING gross operating revenues in January, 1942,
AT A
as compared with the same month last
PROFIT
year, net railway operating income %f Class
I railroads increased by less than seven mil
lion dollars, according to reports filed by the carriers with the
Bureau of Railway Economics of the Association of American
Railroads. The other $06,000,000 of increased revenues was
absorbed by operating expenses, which rose 29.7 percent, and
taxes which advanced 42.7 percent. War activities are, of
course, largely responsible for this increased prosperity on the
part of the Nation’s railroads, but be that as it may, it does
not decrease the satisfaction everybody feels in the success of
these great public service corporations when railroad traffic is
down; you do not have to look lar to find industrial depression.
The news is heartening in itself; it also
MacARTHUR carries its more soberly encouraging impli
GOES TO
cations. The Australians are fighting men
AUSTRALIA themselves, not lacking in self-confidence,
and it seems hardly probable that they
would so enthusiastically accept MacArthur as supreme com
mander on their home shores unless those “cons derable num
bers" of American troops already in Australia are really very
considerable indeed. Things are beginning to fit into a pat
tern. General MacArthur, with enough American men and
planes in Australia, suggests that the Japanese are about to
meet something serious at last. If the convoys to Australia
have been large, that in turn explains where the main body of
the Pacific Fleet has been, and why; it goes far to justify the
policy that left the Asiatic Fleet to take the unavoidable risks
of its tragic delaying action off Java. At the same time we
know that American men and planes have been reaching
India, where Wavell, the other able Allied commander in the
East, is certainly organizing for more powerful action than the
Japanese have y et met on that side. Things are fitting into a
pattern. Its outlines are still dim; but they tend to spell the
hint that there is a plan, there is a consistent grasp of the
problem and one that is going to eventuate in action.—Herald
Tribune.

Rockland citizens who have been considerably amused and mildly disgusted at
WANT TO
the deadlock which exists in the City GovKNOW
ernment over the appointment of a chief of
police, are now expressing a desire to know
what it is all about, and the suggestion is made that there be
some sort of a public discussion before the Mayor and Board
of Aldermen have their next meeting. If there are any
charges to be preferred against Chief Arthur D Fish, or any
sufficient reason for his non-confirmation, it is felt that the
taxpayers have a right to know. It is understood that Mr.
Fish would warmly welcome any such discussion.
CITIZENS

The county is constantly being urged to
increase its facilities and production, due
to war emergencies. So it is not surprising
to read the warning of Dairy Specialist
Richard F. Talbot that the farmers will
need a bigger and better hay crop this year if they are to
attain their production goal of 700.000,000 pounds of milk in
1942. Farmers have less hay on hand than usual, says MrTalbot. because of the short crop last year due to the severe
drought, and because many have fed more hay than custom
ary on account of the rising prices of dairy feeds. More hay
will also be needed because more of the older cows are being
kept for milk production, and more calves and heifers are
being raised to maturity. There is, furthermore, a possibility
of a shortage of feed grains due to difficulties in transporta
tion that may arise from the increased tonnage of war ma
terials that the railroads will have to carry.
Mr. Talbot suggests five ways by which farmers may in
crease their hay crop. They are: Topdress hayland with forti
fied manure or commercial fertilizer, harvest hay early when
it contains the greatest feeding value, put up grass and clover
silage, buy standing grass aud cut it early, and grow oats and
peas, barley, and hungarian millet as supplementary hay
crops.

WARNING
TO THE
FARMERS

Help equip the Elks Emergency Hospital and
American-Australian air

Purchase Supplies For Disaster Relief
BENEFIT TO ROCKLAND AND VICINITY

ENTERTAINMENT AND DANCE
Thursday, March 26
8.00 to 12.00 P.

M.

COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
Bud Clarks’ Orchestra

Levi Flint’s Band

Auspices Rockland Lodge of Elks
Adults Tickets, established price 50c, tax 5c; total 55c

OTtiER&l

34-36

forces strik-

ing with relentless fury at Japanese invasion bases in New Guinea have sunk or
damaged 23 enemy ships, including 12 war
ships, and wrecked numerous shore in
stallations in one of the greatest Allied aerial actions of the
war in the western Pacific. Allied forces lost one plane.
Under America’s finest military leadership and supported
by still growing American reinforcements, Australia was being
converted yesterday into a great continental fortress.
The battle for central Burma, its oil reserves and its ap
proaches to India, was on in earnest last night with sharp
fighting between British forward troops and a strong Japanese
force pushing northward up the main road toward Toungoo.
Digging deep into the Germans' strongly-held Vyazma
pocket, the Red Army last night had encircled the Nazis’ most
advanced spearhead pointed at Moscow and put Hitler’s great
Vyazma garrison itself in a position of grave menace. Stock
holm reports estimated 200.000 German troops were sur
rounded in the Vyazma-Rzhev pockets.
Paul A. Dundas, mayor of Waterville, yesterday announced
his candidacy for the Democratic nomination for Governor.
Papers are being circulated for Louis J. Brann as a candidate
for the Democratic nomination for Representative to Congress
1©
FUrst DUttict.
MORNING'S
NEWS IN A
NUTSHELL

THREE CENTS A COPT
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REPORTED LOST ON U. S. S. SHARK
The

official

news

release

this I some time on duty In Asiatic waters.
suo- The last time that his family heard

Thursday
Issue

Volume 97. .... .. .. .. .. Number 34.

The Black Cat

morning by the Navy that the
marine USS. Shark was one month ' frcm him was in November and at
overdue and considered to be lost ! that time he was a seaman first
came as a blow to a Rock'and class a(fd expected premotion to
couple, Mr. and Mrs. Hawley Bran third class signalman shortly.
Mr. Brannan, the father, is Naval
nan of 56 Talbot avenue, whose son,
'
Inspector
at Snow Shipyards and is
Thomas, is knewn to have been
j a retired naval man. The family
aboard the ship.
I made their home in Arlington,
Thomas L. Brannan enlisted
years ago, after graduation from i Mass., prior to moving to Rcckland
Somerville < Mass.) High School, did I w’hen Snew Shipyards first started
has been assigned to the Shark for on the present Navy contracts.

Rockland Lions

Elks Great Stunt

Bill Kelley Tells of Duties As Local Club Is Doing Fine
Piece of Work—Support
Traveling Salesman—
Entertainment Dance
Zone Meeting Next
Tuesday Night
It is not often in war times that
pleasure and duty combine but
that is exactly the story on the
grand entertainment and dance to
be held March 26 at Community
Building auspices of the Elks Club.
The entire proceeds of the affair
will be devoted to two top flight
defense projects, the sorely need
ed Elks Casualty Receiving Hos
pital and local disaster relief. Fred
C. Black of the club is the gogetter chairman of the affair and
has lined up a splendid program
supported by two dance bands—
Bud Clark’s Orchestra. Levi Flint's
Dance Band, which will engage in
a continuous battle of music from
the completion of the program un
til midnight.
The Elks have made a patriotic
pledge which has attracted State
wide attention. They have offered
their fine well equipped home on
Main street as a casualty receiv
ing station and are going even
further, they are doing the great
trick of the work of black-out,
preparation of the interior and
securing of supplies and equipment. This is a tremendous job
and the Elks must have all possible
monds, where he worked Saturdays
help from the public in this great
frcm 2 to 11 p. m. wrapping up work.
bundles.
The immediate need is for funds
He recalled that his largest order | and the big show of the 26th dewas for bathing suits sold on a
j serves full public support. The
stormy day in January. He is wear
ing out his 11th Oldsmobile. won- entertainment starts at 8 o’clock
and the dance should be running
| dcring. as all other motorists are,
by 9.30. The orchestras are do
•*1 what is coming next. He told of trav
nating their services to the proj
el conditions, and’the difficulty cf
ect
as are the entertainers. The
reaching certain places. Nowadays
entire
proceeds will be presented
it is possible, almost to keep on hard
in
these
columns shortly.
surface roads all the way. Told of
As
soon
as the work progresses
being three days on the read to
a
bit
further
public support in
Eastport riding through fogs so
other
ways
will
be welcome, such
dense you cculd scarcely see ahead
as
helping
build
cots, etc., at the
of yourself. He reached Vinalhaven
Elks
Home.
Plans
are completed
on a Thursday and became stormalready
to
such
an
extent
that the
stayed until the following Monday.
In another island town he made his entire building can be cleared of
furnishings and be ready for hos
way about in pitch darkness.
pital
service in a matter of minutes.
"Remember the old Central
House at Vinalhaven?” he asked,
‘where the waitress always asked
whether you wanted lobster stew
or tomato soup.”
The salesman, tlie speaker said, An Interesting and Jolly
Event At The Bok Nurses
is a "father confessor" wherever he
goes.
Home
"But it has been lots of fun" he
A surprise party for MLss Frances
said in conclusion, “and has afford
Quint
laboratory technician, at
ed me a chance for some good va
Knox
Hospital,
was tendered Wed
cations.”
nesday
at
the
William
Bok Home for
Next week's meeting will be omit
Nurses
by
hospital
associates
and
ted in ifavcr of the zone meeting
friends.
The
occasion
was
in
the
which takes place next Tuesday
form
of
the
regular
weekly
after

night at the Thorndike Hotel, and
noon
tea.
and
Miss
Quint
had
no
to which will come large delegations
from the other clubs in the district. inkling of its import until she ap
Kelley promised that Camden would peared on the scene
Upon her arrival at the Home,
have a larger attendance than
the
merry group quickly decked her
Rcokland. Incidentally it is "ladies’
out
in a sheet as a "bridal veil,”
night," with the banquet at 6.30.
shoved
a bouquet of pussy willows in
Capt. Ralph J. Pollard of Waldoboro
her
arms,
and she then entered the
will be guest speaker.
living
rocm
just as MLss Beverly
Frank Harding was named as edi
Byther,
student
nurse, started play
tor of the next edition of "The Lions
ing the "Wedding March.”
Tale.”
Miss Eva Reinauer, x-ray techni
Lloyd E. Clark, a Rockland sol cian. presided at the tea table and
dier at Camp Stewart, Georgia has while refreshments were being en
again been promoted. His new rank joyed. a prettily wrapped box was
presented to Miss Quint by Miss
Ls 1st Lieutenant, as of Feb. 3.
Nellie E. Button, assLstant superin
tendent. The opening of the pack
age afforded much merriment as its
contents proved to be joke replicas
of the technician's equipment but in
Three Shows Daily. 2.00, 7.00. 9.00 the very bottom reposed a bulky ob
Sat. Evg. 6.15. Sun. Mat, 3.00
ject far from that nature This was
STARTS SUNDAY
presently revealed as a handsome
Three Big Days

For the first time in the history
of the Rockland Lions Club the
members walked out on their guest
speaker yesterday afternoon. But
it was all a planned joke, for they
marched out of the Thorndike din
ing room through one door and back
into it through another.
The guest speaker was the genial
zone chairman. Past King Lion
William P. Kelley of the CamdenRockport Club, who in a delightful
ly informal way gave some of his ex
periences since he became a trav
eling salesman for the Boston firm
of Brown, Durrell & Co., 23 years
ago. Bill called his lecture "Travelcgue of a Commercial Tourist-’
although he cited several other
names which people bestow upon
this fraternity, the latest being that
cf "dictator.”
At the outset Mr. Kelley’s route
embraced a considerable section cf
New England, but now he visits cus
tomers on the highways and byways
between Boothbay and Calais. He
“broke in," as other Brown-Durrell
1
salesmen had before him, at Ray

’Twas Real Surprise

K CAMDEN

“I loved every minute
of it and know you
wiU, too!”

(By The Roving Reporter)

The Lewiston papers devote con
siderable space to an address deliv
ered by Principal William M. Cullen
of the Jordan Platoon School, urg
ing a Junior High School for Lewiston. The plea will interest Knox
County readers because Principal
Cullen is a former Thomaston boy
who long age made good in the city
on the Androscoggin.

It is noted in a New York book
catalogue, thLs month, that the first
edition of the first book by Sarah
Orne Jewett, who belonged in Ber
wick. is valued at $15. The title is
"Deephaven;” and it made enough
of an impression on the literary
world, which had just become in
terested in genre regional studies,
that it sent her to Boston, New
York and Philadelphia, and intro
duced her to HowelLs, Lowell, Whit
tier, Thomas Bailey Aldrich and
others of note. Whittier wrote that
he had read it three times, and had
been sending copies to friends.

Those who are employed ln the
canning industry of Knox and
neighbtring Counties may be inter
ested to know that 50,929,852 cases of
canned fruit were packed last year.
ThLs Ls nearly 12 times as much as
was packed in this country 40 years
Roscoe Emery, editor of the East- ago.
port Sentinel, says that two catas
It will probably surprise many
trophes befell Eastport in the year
readers
to learn that the use of snuff
1886: ‘‘I was born in the Spring and
Ls
increasing
ln thLs country, near
the city was burned in the Fall.’’ The
ly
40,000.000
pounds
being used an
Sentinel, it is of interest to note, Ls
nually
Hope
all
of
the takers do
the eldest newspaper in Maine, hav
not
sneeze
in
the
theatres.
ing been founded in 1818. Besides hi
interests in dams, the fishing indus
Over 9,000,000 horses and nearly
try, educational projects and art,
4.000.000
mules were being used on
Mr. Emery is active in local affairs
the
nation
’s farms in 1940. And
and in fraternal work. In 1933 he
that
occasioned
considerable “re
was grand Chancellor of the State in
treading.
”
the Knights of Pythias, and he
was active in raising the money for
During the last hunting season
the $35,000 K. of P. building in East19,881 deer were killed in Maine.
port.
E. H. Philbrick figures it out that it
In an establishment not far from they averaged only 60 pounds apiece
The Courier-Gazette office is a it would mean one and one-half
clerk whose day’s worx would be pounds of meat for each person in
about 30 percent less did it not en Maine. "Did you get yours,” ho
tail the answering of numberless wants to know.
questions as to when the bus arrives
The Census Bureau warns careless
or departs. Questions, which, I may
“
Sunday
Drivers” that 40 percent of
say, are always promptly and glad
all
accidents
which kill city resi
ly answered. But the other day he
dents
actually
occur on rural high
had a new one.
ways,
only
one
out of every 10 fatal
"When does the Augusta bus go?"
crashes
involving
a driver from a
a woman inquired over the phone.
rural
area
occurs
within a city.
And the busy clerk told her.
From
which
we
must
draw the con
"But," said she, “isn’t there one
clusion
that
it
ls
safer
to travel in
which goes later?” and the busy
the
city.
clerk said there was a later cne, but
it would take her a roundabout way
Smallpox! Hew I used to shudder
to Augusta.
at
the mere mention of that word,
And then the busy clerk’s contriv
due
no doubt that we once had it in
ing and desire to be of assistance,
my
own home. But according to
went for naught. "Oh.” said the
the
Census
Bureau there were only
woman, "I’m only going to Warren.’’
19 deaths from it in 1940 as against
It would never have been re 41 in 193f>. Anl that for the whole
ferred to as "apple blossom tim<’ United States.
in Normandy.” or apple blossom
A New Jersey man has invented a
time anywhere if I had taken &
wooden
automobile tire which is said
second Icok at the beautiful tree
to have been successfully demon
pictured in Tuesday’s issue. The
strated on a car going 75 miles an
kidding I am taking on account of
the slip may be judged from tlie hour. Now who is going to invent
wooden gasoline, which will also be
following, which came yesterday.
successful?
“Hi Cat: Shades of Luther Bur
bank! (or is Luther in the shade
"The Maine soldiers who were
too)! Apples on a maple tree ye sent into the South were mortally
Gods! And what are these things on afraid of snakes,” Majcr Corwin H.
the Elm tree, forget-me-nots or Olds tells me. But they became ac
daisies. I could eat at one sitting customed to them as everybody else
all the apples that ever grew on does, he added, and some even take
that tree. Who is doin’ the kiddin' them to bed with them. Excuse mei
you or Blackie?"
Is 13 an unlucky number? So
’twould seem after reading in the
current issue of the Deer Isle Mes-

REFRIGERATORS

OIL BURNERS
VACUUM
CLEANERS
RANGES

WASHING
MACHINES
SEWING
MACHINES
RADIOS

EASY TO FIND IM
TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

YELLOW PAGES

sengcr the following news Item:
"It is quite a chore for a man 75
years old to cut, split, haul and fit
13 cords of fire wood and fate
shouldn’t have been so unkind to
Charles Stinson of Sunshine as to
lay him up just as he was finishing
the job. He had the wood all piled
up in his yard and went back for
one last load when he caught his
foot in the sled and sprained his
ankle badly, so much so that Dr.
Kcpfmann says it will be several
weeks before he can use it. It's
going to be plenty Irksome to Charles
to have to remain inactive because
he isn’t used to it. Perhaps he
should he isn't used to it. Perhaps
he should have left that 13th cord
lay in the woods.

gift of silverware..
MLss Quint is the fiancee of Jchn
Smith Lowe, Jr., and has been a
member of the hospital staff for the
past two years. She enters soon
upon her annual vacation.

FRUIT BASKETS
Choice Fruit, carefully packed,
tastefully arranged, promptly
delivered

NAUM & ADAMS
220 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. on

Buy Defense Bonds and Stampa

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Tf I had my life to live again ]
would have made a rule to read soma
poetry and listen to aome music a*
least once a week. The lose of those
tastes ls a los6 of happiness.—Charlo*
Darwin

THE WATER LILT
O star on the breast of the river!
O marvel of bloom and grace!
Did you fall right down from Heaven
Out of the sweetest place?
You are white as the thoughts of an
angel.
Your heart ls steeped fn the sun;
Did you grow ln the Golden City,
My pure and radiant one?

Nay. nay. 1 fell not out of (Heaven;
None gave me my saintly white;
It slowly grew from the darkness.
Down In the dreary night.
From the ooze of the silent river
I won my glory and grace.
White souls fall not. O my poet.
They rise—to the sweetest place.

Every-Other-Day

Every-Other-Day
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Jan. 1, 1943. lacks $250 of attain
T-838 Louis Benovitch, Rock
Head.
Vital To Defense
ment and this can only be attained
The Courier-Gazette
land.
T-788 Harold E. Braley, Hope.
through public contributions. Of
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
T-839 Lawrence ip. Bagley, Vinal
T-789 Harold A. Engelson, Rock
Boy Scouts Play Important ^e is months* budget, $56o is aihaven
Putting away lying, speak every land.
ready in hand and it is heped that
Role—They Need Your
T-840 Francis W. Richardson.
man truth.—Eph. 4:25.
the remaining $250 may be obtained
T-79O Harvey Q. Crowley, South
Help
very shortly. A group of interested
Rockland.
Thomaston.
citizens
have been conducting a
T-791 Charles
A.
Maddocks,
T-841 Ralph E. Starrett, Union
Of vital importance to this ccmThe Third Draft
,
,
J
,
,,
.
.
quiet
canvass
in behalf of tlie Scouts
Rockland.
T-842 Thomas J. Tuttle R:ck- numlty In,
delens' effort is the and
nM
T-792 Edwin Leo Donovan, Cam- land.
responsibility training accorded the
T-843 Lawrence
D
Ted,ford. 125 Bey Scouts of the city. To the staff are asked to send their conA Partial List of Knox County den.
,,
, tributions to Dcnald C. Leach,
T-793 Harold J, Smith, Rockland. Camden.
Men Who Registered
older boys in this group goes tne T;easurer Rcckland Boy sc0Uts at
T-794 Albert Dirion, Unicn
| t-844 Harry E. Wi'.bur Rock- grave duty cf maintaining depend
For It
415 Main St. City.
T-795 John M Ingram, South iand.
able communications between the
T-744 Ture A E. Jacobson, St. i Thomaston.
j T-845 Raymond B. Rich, Thom- various air-raid centers in tlie event
T-796 Clifford C. Melvin, Reck- ast:n.
The Orient Alleys
George.
of a raid or a practice raid. One cf
j T-846 Golden A. McDonald. the most interesting things to ccme
T-745 William A Heath, Warren. land.
Standing—March 14
T-797 Irving A. Fales, Cushing , North Haven.
T-746 Seth N. Spear, Rockland.
1 out of the great air raid test in PortW. L. Ave.
T-798 George H. Sprankle. Cam- • t-847 lomont R. Thayer War I land was Col. Knight’s comment
T-747 Bert Henry
Dearbcrn,
Dodgers
....................
37 17 .685
den.
I ren.
I that cf all the many groups partici- j
Union.
20 .630
T-799 Parker E. Crockett, North ( t-848 Walter L. Kaler, Rock- pating in tlie test, the Boy Sccutsi Cubs ......................... 34
T-748 Aw. tin C. Billings, Rock
Senators .................. 39 24 .556
Haven.
land.
! alone were entirely efficient, the
land.
T-800 Donald H. Farrand, Rock T-849 Edward B Grinnell. Ap only group that needed no criticism. Tigers ........................ 26 22 .542
T-749 Richard A Trask, AppleIndians .................... 15 21 .417
land.
pleton.
ton.
| Rockland shares with Portland
*............... 16
T-801 Frederick G. Kendall, Ap
T-850 Merle A. Allen, Rsckland this same type of Scout efficiency.! Red Sox ... '.................. 16 26 .381
T-750 Charles W. Livingston,
Yankees
.....................
15 27 .357
pleton.
T-851 Maurice A Bickford. Vi The local Boy Sccuts, of which the
Rockland.
Athletics
....................
13 29 .310
T-751 Henry W. Montgomery, T-802 John W. Sears, Warren.
nalhaven.
older section has had intensive
High
scores
for
week
—
E. Elliot
T-803 Thomas E. Gower, Rock
T-852 Charles Jones Crummett, training, are thoroughly efficient
♦Thomaston.
539.
Anderson
532,
K
Feyler
527, K.
Washington.
T-752 Libby Forest Hupper, Crie land.
and entirely dependable. Citizens
Feyler
131,
E.
Elliot
122.
T-804 Harry F. Stewart, Union.
T-853 Joseph
Aime Trahan, have seen this statement work out
haven.
Seasons records — Indians 2447,
T-805 Charles A. Heino, Rock Rockland.
T-753 Eugene C. C. Rich, Cam
in many previous public service el- Indians-Senators 4772,
Dodgers
land.
T-854 Frank L. Warren, Rcck forts for which Scout aid was sclicitden
530,
Young
583,
Vinal
139.
T-754 Joseph
Aaor
Belyea, T-806 Felice Oalanti, Camden.
land.
ed. It will be equally true in the
Alley records — Senators 2442,
T-807 Harold A. Dean, Rockland.
T-855 Raymond Rodney Butler, forthcoming graver tests of air raid
Rcckland.
Dcdgers-Senators
4727, Cubs 514,
T-308 Arthur E. Emerson, North Union.
T-755 Frank DeCastro. Rockland
precautions.
Senators 514 Stetson 565, Stet9cn
T-856 Chester Melvin Brown, Vi
'1-756 Walter L. Nutt, Rockport. Haven.
The Boy Scout program for Rock
138.
T-809 Forest Lincoln Chapman, nalhaven.
T-757 Robert T. Wadsworth,
land has been amazingly successful
Anderson 1C35, Elliot 1011, Cole
Washington.
T-857 Alfred H. Orne, Cushing during the past twe decades and has
Vinalhaven.
984,
Gardner 991.
T-810 Augustus
B.
Huntley. T-858 Philip R. Seekins, Thom been a vital factor in producing fine
T-758 Francis D. Harden, Rcck
Friendship
— D. Wallace 413,
Rockland.
aston.
men and providing a wholesome
land.
Cushman
404,
B. Wallace 441, Car
T-811 Malcolm Otha Hannan,
T-859 Samuel F. Morris, Ten normal activities for the boys. This
T-759 John Nestor Johnson, St
ter
359.
R
Winchenbach
450, total
Union.
ants Harbcr.
present program, under leadership
George.
2067.
1
T-812 Merton F. Warren, Rcck T-860 Cornelius F. Magee, Cam of Principal Joseph Blaisdell of the
T-769 Frank Carroll, Camden.
Thomastcn
—
Smalley
411,
Ander

T-701 Warren H. Lenfest, Glen port.
den.
High School carries only a nomi
T-813 Richard E. Hart, Hope.
T-861 Dewey Curtis, Rockland. nal operating ccst which Ls defrayed son 468, Olson 387.' Grover 430,
Cove.
Adams 469, total 2165.
T-814 Ftollo M. Gardner, Cam T-862 Elwin S. Mank, Appleton by public contribution.
T-762 Albert L. Pease Hope.
Feyler’s Gigglers—Sprowl, 63 , 88;
T-863 Maynard W. Curtis, Owls
T-763 Norman
P.
Richards, den.
The 18 months budget, which ends
Staples, 53. 48; R. Feyler, 77 , 86; H.
T-815 Herman M. Hart, Rock- Head
Rockland.
Elliot, 58, 56; Batchelder, 86, 68.
T-864 Frank H. Peterson, Vinal
T-764 Clifford It. Felton, Cam land.
T-920 Frederick H. Small, RockDennison, 85 , 74; Strout, 71, 73;
T-816 Bowdoin L Grafton, Thom haven.
den.
land.
G.
Feyler, 87, 89; R. Chase, 70, 82;
T-865 William T. Hall, Hope.
T-765 Sylvanus H. McKenzie, aston.
T-921 Ralph W. Hall, Camden. N Elliot, 61, ^5.
T-817 Rudolph H. Gilley, Rock
T-866 Charles B. (Watts, Rock .T-922 John M. Philip, VlnalhaRockland.
Ben's Bums—Beverly 220, Janette
T-766 Alton E. Bickford, Apple- land.
ven.
port.
240,
Fiorine 2X17, Maxine 234, Sally
T-818 Everett E. Billings Vinal
T-867 Emery W. Strout, Rock T-923 Frank H. Morse, Hope.
ton.
196,
total 1041.
T-767 Lawrence
S.
Weaver. haven.
T-924 Sam J. Savitt, Rockland.
land.
Dennison
’s—Dennison 253, Strout
T-819 Augustus P. Delmonico,
T-868 Stephen R. Willis, Rock T-925 Walter O. Berg, ThomasThomaston.
216, G. Feyler 223, Chase 176, N.
T-768 Alton J. Mank. Rockland. Rockland.
ton.
land.
Elliot
173, total 1041.
T-820 Harry S. Winslow, Cam
T-769 Harold S. Davis, Camden.
T-869 Earl Byron Carvr, Cam T-926 Ernest H. Grover, ReckNat
’
s
Bats—Nat Bell 241, Char
T-770 Clarence
P.
Whitney, den.
den.
land.
lotte
Welch
222, Esther Achorn 190,
T-821 Nelson E. Calderwood, T-870 Lloyd W. Oxton, Thom T-927 Joseph R. Bunidge, CamUnion.
Mildred
Stewart
226, Polly Burn
T-771 William Fred Soule, Rock Union.
den.
aston.
ham
225,
total
1104.
T-822 Roland M. Edgecomb Ap
T-871 Lerman F. Thompson,
land.
T-928 John D. Mathews, WarFeyler’s Gigglers — Mary Sprowl
T-772 Byron McDonald, Vinal pleton.
ren.
Matinicus.
T-823 Carl O. Nelson, Rockland.
haven.
T-872 Irving H. Turner Appleton
T-92?. Wiilis E. Thompson Thcm- 216, Lucy Staples 175, Ruth Feyler
244. Helen Elliot 105, Bar|> BachT-824
Georpe
T.
Wright,
Vinal

T-773 Alvin Lester Baines, Rock
T-873 Clifford H. Smith, Rock aston.
haven.
Owl
’
s'
e
^er
1042.
land.
land.
T-930 Elmer D. Curtis,
Upstairs
—
Anne
Robinson 226,
T-825
Oliver
W.
Holden,
Rock

T-774 Harry J. Gerrish, Rock
T-874 Lester E. Pullen West Head.
Pat
Ward
215,
Mrs.
Libby
192, Liz
land.
land.
Washington.
T-931 George E. Baum. Claik
Pease
213,
Hilda
Keys
211,
total
T-82C Atwood E. Moore, Wash T-875 Robert A. Stevens, Rock Island.
T-775 Kenneth A. Friou, Friend
1155.
ington.
ship
land.
T-932 Samuel T. Jackson Scuth
Downstairs -Carolyn Elwell 220,
T-827 Ernest Achorn, Rockland.
T-776 Ronald K. Somes, Warren.
T-876 Chester H. Buck, Camden. Thcmaston.
Barb
Sullivan 230. Beverly Kirk
T-828 Edward E. Albert, East
T-777 Henry A. Gardner, Rock
T-877 Bernard V. Cushman, Port
T-933 Ralph E. Marston, Rcckpatrick
203, Fiorine Burnham 226,
Union.
land.
port.
Clyde.
T-829 Joseph V. Tardif, Rock T-338 Lowell R. Moody, Warren.
T-778 Barclay R. Miller, AppleT-934 Myron
D.
Woythaler, Dot Cock 226, total 1125.
land.
ton.
T-879 Garnet H. Thcrnton, North Rockland.
e
T-830 Orrie F. Buck, Hope.
T-779 Alvin S. Gray, Rcckland.
T-935 Edmund A Wotton, Owls
Haven.
T-831 Homer J. Marshall, Cush
T-780 Fritz Broderson, Camden .
T-880 Vernal P. Hall, Rcckland. Head.
T-781 Charles E. Rhodes, Jr., ing.
T-881 Howard
T.
Dearborn,
T-936 Horace A. Upham, CamT-832 Walter E. Dyer, Rockland. Camden.
Rockport.
den.
T-833 Melville J Maloney, South
T-782 Herbert
Irving Spear,
T-882 John T. Thompson, Rock
T-937 Davis T Condon, RockCushing,
Cushing.
land
land.
T-834 Raymond G. Manning,
T-782 Herman E. Johnson, Rock
T-883 Norman
B.
Simmons, T-938 Bernard W. Halle well, Jr.,
Camden.
land.
Thomaston.
West Washington.
T-835 Walter J. Dorgan, Rcck
T-784 Stanley A. Miller, Thom
T-884 Kay A. Rosen, Vinalhaven.
T-939 George C. Carr, Rockland.
IWCK UM NU0S niOTt
land.
aston.
T-940
Rcbert H Libby, Thomas
T-885 Bryan M. Clark, Unicn.
It * « 1 MMT
Infinite c«oh
T 785 Harry Marshall, Rockport. T-836 Everett A. Murphy, Friend
T-886 Leslie B. Seavey, Pleasant ton.
T-786 Alden A. Stanley, Rock- ship.
T-941 William H. Carlettn. RockPoint.
T-837 Leslie R. Simpson, Thom
lanl.
T-887 Horace H. Benner. Rock port.
'I' 787 Clarence H. Rogers, Owls aston.
T-942 Leland I. Martz, Appleton
land.
The first close-up in motion
picT-943 Julian M. Hawkins, St.
T-888 Roscoe
M.
Simmons,
I
tures was invented by David Wark
George.
Friendship.
Griffith, the famous director.
(Continued on Page Five)
T-889 Eugene F. Fales, Thomas
ton.
T-890 Philip Hofer, Camden.
PROTECTIVE VALUES
T-891 Mark L .Reed, Rockland.
k
ON THE
T-892 Hollis R. Chadwick, Ten
ant’s Harbor.
T-893 Gerald U. Margeson, Owls
©•
Head.
iff. -1!*- ♦
y *
i
To Our Customers
T-894 Jasper A. Spear, Warren.
T-895 Lavon S. Ames, Matini
These are the days when good values count as
cus.
never before, when it is patriotic to buy wisely and
T-896 Ralph
E.
Martineau,
We summarize the General Conservation Order
Washington.
when as never before it is smart to be thrifty. Buy
M73A,
effective March 30, 1942, as follows:
T-897 Rufus P. Bunker, Jr.,
Wisely. Protect the Home Front.
South Hope.
The highlights or drastic changes in the style of
T-898 Leslie H. Knight, Rock
NEW PLASTIC
men
’s suits are:
land.
j
PASTRY BOARD
FLASHLIGHT CASE
T-899 Cecil V. Bacon. Thcmas
ton.
1. No two-pant suits.
Built for years of serv
T-900 Hazelton G. McLaughlin,
ice; can be taken apart
St. George.
2. All vests must be eliminated from double
T-901 James Widdecombe, Rock
easily; no rivets. Prebreasted garments.
land.
focused
Mazda
Lamp.
Made from clear-grained
3. All trousers must be made plain—no
T-902 Edmund F. Dougherty,
smooth lumber$1.00
Camden.
pleats.
size lrsM*
T-903 Berl E. Willey, Thomas- ■
Batteries Extra
4. No trousers can be processed over 35
ten.
$1.00
T-904 Karl M Leighton, Cam
inches in length to a regular. Shorts and
New Baked Enamel Finish
den.
longs
will be cut in proportion.
OVAL
“It’s Baked On To Stay*
T-905 Myron E. Young, Rock
CLOTHES BASKET
HEAVY WIRE
land.
5. No sack coat can be processed over 29%
Smooth white
T-906 Eugene
H,
Stockford.
DISH
DRAINER
inches long to a regular. Shorts and longs
ash splints
Rockland.
with heavy
Size 16” wide x
will
be cut in proportion.
T-907 John J. Phillips, Vinal
canvas
12*4
”
wide
x
handles.
haven.
3ki” deep
Large size,
NO FINISHING OF WOOL TROUSERS WITH
T-908 Alfred C. Hawes, Unicn.
Red, White or
25”xl8”x9”
T-909
Ralph
P.
Thorndike,
Rock

CUFFS
deep.
Green
port.
$1.00
No person shall finish a pair of trousers
$1.00
T-910 Willard S. Wentworth, Ap
pleton.
made of wool cloth with cuffs or cause such to
T-911 LeRoy E. Seavey, Pleasant
be finished for his account.
Point.
T-M2 Charles R. Duff, Rock
.-m
Garments in our stock prior to March 30, 1942,
land.
T-913 Earl B. Davis. St George.
are not affected by the above except with regard to
T-914 Fred C. Gatcombe, Owls
finishing of trousers, all of which must be finished
Head.
plain after the effective date of the order.
T-915 Harry D. Hodson. Camden
T-916 Harold I. Drewett. Warren.
GREGORY’S
T^bl7 Keith Goldsmith. Rcck
p PAINTS • STOVES • KITCHENWARE
land.
"FORMERLY VEAl/E'S"
T-918 Rev. John W. Ames,
& ■
441 MAIN 57.
ROCKLAK’D
Union.
!
DOCKLAND, MAINE
T-919 TYeeman Brewer, Rcck
land.

“ HOME FRONT

Floor Sander To Let
Floor Sander Supplies'

IN FAIRNESS

talk of the

The crab spider assumes the col
or of the flower on which it lives
and hides in the heart of the blos
som awaiting its prey.

For Victory •

• •

•

Buy
UNITED STATES DEFENSE

Bowdoin College is represented
ln basketball this season for the
first time in the history of the
school.

BONDS* STAMPS

"Saper-BIght” Ends Meat Buying By Guess
you see> we seIect meats so carefuny, and

sell ’em to yoiFat the peak of flavor! you gel
tender, juicy, delicious cuts everytime! Prices
are “Super-Right” too.

CHEESE

PORTERHOUSE^SIRLOIN^BOTTOM
ROUND or N
iiKLUIIN, BUI IOM R<

SIRLOIN

Y

STEAKS
“
« ROASTS
“

lb ggc

CHICKENS

AAr
Zj,
LB O*VC
37

"SUPER-RIGHT"-FR£SH ROASTING
4 TO 4.4 LB. AVERAGE
LB

it’s a delicious COOKED HAMS SUNNYFIELD-WHOLE
or EITHER HALF
I SMOKED HAMS SUNNYFIELD-WHOLE
habit...
... but you’ll flnd yourself eat

LAMB LEGS

ing our tempting cheese far pure

mostly. “You

need

plenty ef milk, eggs, butter and
ether dairy feeds, tee,” nutri

tionists say. And far yaur pock

1

SELECTED SPRING
’’SUPER-RIGHT"

LAMR ■FRRFC
BONED AND
unco DESIRED-’SUPER-RIGHT"

35c

LB

37c

LB

27e

rolled if

BROILERS

615c

NATIVE-2T2 TO
LB AVG
"SUPER-RIGHT"

etbook's sake, you need te buy
possible.

THICK
ENO
------- -----------------

Come te the dairy counter at

n!SN.EI.L»

these feeds «S reasonably as

LB

or EITHER HALF
FANCY NORTHWESTERN
’’SUPER-RIGHT"

TURKEYS

Vitominn, Proteins and minerals

pleasure

LB

/> Ar

a 4 ft

CORNED BEEF
"SUPER-RIGHT"

lb3|

M^b35C

CH0PS

yaur AAP Super Market... here
you get such high quality at

Savingsl

MUiAcNHA ■ HOPS

LINK SAJjSA-GE _

25®
, 35c
IB

SUPER RrcHT

su err,ght

SMALL HADDOCK FILLETS
Steak Cod
wwa
' e 12C
Smelts
Stewing Oysters p 33c Halibut

FRESH
FANCY NO. 1

LB

SLICED

SUPElCS

AP
MAPMSTS

★ Ann Page will save
you money.
It's news when you can save without
sacrificing quality!
Yet that’s ex
actly what the buyers of the 33 Ann
Page Foods do.
Money Back if not
100% satisfied!

Chili Sauce 12 OZ BOTTLE 15c
ANN
□ oz
Chili Sauce PAGE BOT
ANN
AlO'^OZamp
Tom. Soup PAGE 0 CANS If
29c
Lemon Extract Ann
2 oz Page
bot
ENJOY THE FINER, FRESHER
FLAVOR OF A&P COFFEE--1 LB J-C
BAGS *t I
(or) 3 Ib bag 59c

BORDEN’S CHEESE assorted variety pkg 19’
MEL-O-BIT CHEESE Aci COLORFD FAMILY LOAF 67c

RED SKIN CHEESE

CHANTELLE TYPE CHEDDETT LB

SILVERBROOK BUTTER
2
SUNNYBROOK EGGS
MEDIUM SIZE

2

39®

tbs

75c

DOZ

35'
15’

PURE LARD

★ Farm favorites for so much less—
r*leJinpt rip-*, fruits and vegetables brimming wifb rich natural vitamins
and minerals. AAP experts pick the best of tne crops and rush them direct
to yu J at i<al savings.

RED
CIRCLE

A 1

BOKAR
COFFEE

2

Z

LU
BAGS

{ A,
Mello-Wheat 28 OZ PKG IZ
OZ - qc
Mayonnaise ANN PAGE 8JAR
I□

Mayonnaise
Mayonnaise

VITAMINS B, C, G

LEMONS

CALIFORNIA JUICY
VITAMINS B, C, G

SPINACH

VITAMINS A, C, G

C

cL™

CALIFORNI" ICEBERG—VIT. B. C. G

2 hds 17C

Lettuce

2 BCHS 1 36

3

bs

19‘

New Cabbage

20c
31c
PT
ASr
JAR Z 1
32 OZ ACC
JAR □0*'

O 14L1OZ

Ribier Grapes

2 LBS 25c

you money.

DRESSING
ANN PAGE

French
BOT 12C
ANN PAGE
Jelly Current or rasp 2 j8a°rzs 29c
ANN PAGE
3
ff |
JAR
|I
Jelly BLACKBERRY
ANN PAGE 16 OZ
Marmalade orange JAR 15c

LB
MARVEL “ENRICHED” BREAD 14
LOAF 11’
100$b Xte BREAD
2 LOAVES 19’
PLAIN. SUGARFD
JANE PARKER DONUTS Ol CINNAMON DOZ 13’
DELUXE SPICE LOAF CAKE
EACH 21'
14 LB
POUND CAKES
ASSORTED VARIETY
CUT 29'
HOT CROSS BUNS
PKG 17'

1 ""Tt-^KDfJI kJ
- -----

NUTRITIOUS.
FLAVORFUL-MADE WITH
FANCY
SEMOLINA

A

4 PKGS

The Courier-Gazette n
pd that another Rocklai;
age figures in the cun t r
"Who's Who,” Rev Dr jl
Lowe. As a matter of
figured in the pages t
mous book for 20 year
course of which he w
superintendent of the U
Churches of the Units
Recognition is also Laki
Masonic connections,
special ability as a wril
speaker.
Mrs. Humphrey Plo
English air raid wardei
one of the principal si
Lhe Civilian Defense ir
the Community Buildin

We have a fine co
Spring suits sizes 12 to
Perry, 7 Limerock street

WALDO THE
MAINE’S LITTLE RAF
TEL. WALDOBOR!
SHOW TIMI
Single Evening Sho
Matinees Saturday
Sunday at 3

THllRS.-FRI., MARC
MGM Present:
FRANK MORGAN
KATHRYN GRA
in

“THE VANISH
VIRGINIAN
with Spring Byingtt
_______ Natalie Thom-M
SATURDAY ONLY. Y
TW O FEATI Rl
WM. “Hopalong Cassit
Brad King and Ant

“TWILIGH'
ON THE TRA
also

“CANAL ZOI

Starring
Chester Morris, .lohiij
SUN.-MON.. MAR(
MOM Presen 1
GRETA GARBO
MF.LVYN DO 11

“TWO-FACED

with Roland Youii
Constance Bcni(
Plus Walt Disney

‘Mickev’s Birthdal
Sparkle

Vanilla Extract
29c
Cake Flour :LoSe\Vko/25c
Cake Fleur Sunnyfleld PKG 16c
Soap Pads BRILLO 2 PKGS ib2
tifeuLsy Soap 3 cake 20c
Fairy Soap
CAKE 5^
Swan Soap
6C bar 10c
Silver Dust
PKG 24°

Mark W. Ingraham <>
was elected to deliver
prophecy of the Uni
Maine Senior class da
meneement. at the stn
tions held there yesteio.
ham, a Senior majorin
engineering, is a son <
Mrs. Mark W Ingrah?..i
been a member of the
Owl9, the Pale Blue K<
the Civil and "M” Club
member of the indoor
cross country teams ai
Kappa Sigma, .social
—Iva V. Henry, duugli:
Mary L. Henry of Thou,
elected president ol tli
Athletic Association in t
elections of the W A A
been active in the asso
in women's athletics, hj
the Chevron and Unn.

CANS

VITAMINS A. Bl. 02. C

Cakes, cookies, rolls and bread — the kind you'll be proud to serve.
Baked
of highest quality ingredients by A&P’s own expert bakers. Priced to save

2 jar/ 25c
Corn
16 OZ
Tomatoes XE£! JARS 25c
16 OZ
Spinach
JARS
2
12 OZ
Pavr
del ma,z
WUrn whole kernel 2 CANS
A NO. 225c
t-cas MORNING SUN
Nonpareils
Peanut Brittle
’S Ann
Vanilla Extract 2BAKER
OZ BOT ZU

22c

FOR INFANT FEEDING,
i OR COOKING. BAKING
USE WHITEHOUSE-IT COS’S I ESS.

3 LBS 10c

★ We do your baking— g

SNIDER’S
GLASS JARS

62e

Salad Dressing
Salad Dressing
SPREAD
Sandwich ANN
PAGE
SPREAD
Sandwich ANN PAGE

VITAMINS A. B. C. G

19°

24c
40c

, ANN PA<
PIN! JAR

VITAMINS C. G

EXTRA FANCY—VITAMINS A. B

Tomatoes

3 LB
CAN

2bchs29c

CELERY

ANN
PAGE

Doz25e

VITAMINS A, B, C, G
VITAMINS A, B, C, G

16 OZ
JAR

(or) I Ib can

2bhS13c

CARROTS

ANN
PAGE

Our fastest selling
high grade pure
vegetable shortening

doz

UtlMllUkU

jgarch 19 - Vinalhaven—
Caucus at Fireman s hull
March 20 — Woman’s 1
Club meets at G.A R ha!
March 20- Republican
Court House. 7.30 p m
March 21 Spring begins
MaJ’ch 24 (6.30 p m j Zn
of the Lions at the Thorn
March 26 27
Waldob.
American Carnival by H
March 27—Warren Conn
way for Gracie.” uuspii.
Ladles Auxiliary at Town
March 29 Pulm Sunila-.
March 30—Annual roll m
Lodge. 1.0 OF.
March 30 — Impersom
Dlcaens’ "David CopperTb
ine Graham Talbot at
vestry.
March 30
Washington
class play. "Don’t Darken
April 1-2 — Republican
ventlon meets ln Portlain
April 3—Good Friday.
April 5—Easter.
April 10—Democratic S'
tion In Bangor
April 10 Methebesec ( ,
banquet at Hotel Rocklan
May 1—Montgomery pri
contest at C^lby College

1 LB
BAGS

ANN PAGE

LARGE SEEDLESS
5 FOR 29*
GRAPEFRUIT VITAMINS
B, C, G
2
49‘
flDilAIPEC CAII.-ORNIA NAVEL

BEETS

•

annddage

pkg 5c

CHOCOLATE. VANILLA or BUTTERSCOTCH

ANN PAGE
Peanut Butter POUND
JAR 21
Soap Powder > ARGE PKG
WHITE

SAIL

HEIkZ

South Hope
WOODCOCK’S OR<
With Billy Dean and

EVERY SATUI
Admission 25c and 35<

FReSH CUCUMBER
PICKLES

24 OZ
JUMBO JAR

SAVE PAPER FOR
NATIONAL DEFENSE

Ole
dC I

NOTICE TO BOV
All operators of boats
hegao harbor are warm.I
the harbor rules, copies i
be obtained from the tov
to be guided in docking
posted on the front uf tli
Wharf,
Bv Authority
Selectmen. Plantation of
March IT. I94’».

WILSON'S

uMnD” luncheon
IllUn
MEAT
‘12 oz OQc

Paper is a vital defense need in the interest of
conserving supplies - - - we respectfully suggest
that you take a paper or cloth shopping bag or
market basket on your next visit to the store.

TIN

MHIN ST. HRRDWHREo

BURPE
FUNERAL* H

462 MAIN SY.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Priceg Subject lo Marks! Chang.. _ We

H...tv.

ik, R,gU,

prices also effec
tive at Belfast,
and 37 Elm St.,
Camden.

U«uit QuaotiUeg

Ambulance Se
IM er 7H-1 er 7
XlA-ltt UMEROCM

Every-Other-Day

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 19, 1942

Members of the Baptist Men’s
talk of the town League
know of Hon. H. C. Buz-

it Buying By Guess
meats so carefully, and we
lie peak of flavor! You get
9us cuts everytime! Prices

too.

Y

or N

ROUND

SIRLOIN

Am.

|)0
AAe
OTfi
Qf

"SUPER-RIGHT"

Heavy Steei Beef LB
-FRESH ROASTING
8 AVERAGE
IB

29

NYFIELD-WHOLE
f EITHER HALF
LB

Ar.

^NYFIELD-WHOLE
■FITHER HAIF
LB

THWESTERN

RIGHT"

lB

hD SPRING

tB

fER RIGHT''

AND ROLLED IF
-"SUPER RIGHT" (6

3'2 LB AVG.
RIGHT
ED BEEF

0

Ic
LB

Super-

Right" LB

JPER

RIGH1

IB

I RtSII

Its
Ut

FANCY NO

|B

1

'

ib

SLICED

Ann Page will aave
you money.
news when

rihtiiig

you can save

Yet

quality!

without

ex-

(hat's

y what the buyers of the 33 Ann
;e Foods do.
Money Back if not
satisfied!

4 Pq

ANN PAGE

15
iili Sauce
iili Sauce pace %o°tz 11c
m. Soup pTe 3
3 ‘cans
coan°s2
z 17®
mon Extract *ozpB^ 29°
12 OZ BOTTLE

Ann Page
2 OZ BOT

ENJOY THE FINER, FRESHER
AVOR OF A&P COFFEE---

2ba£41
jag

59c

P'clockS
47l Cofa'ch!

1 lu A7C

2

hags

0
Z

KAN
ute

U C1C

01

hags

t2c
15®
24®

ello-Wheat A »rX-.
ayonnaise
ayonnaise page jacn
ayonnaise page

ANN PAGE JAN

40c

□ur fastest selling
high grade pure
h»-table shortening

* * tr>~nw^

•• £7se4?S«
Mflff

62e

exft

oi) I Ib can 22c

AA.
Lead Dressing
ZU
Age
alad Dressing
dl
Adp
indwich
/1*
anriwich SHREAD 32 oz 35®
ANN HA^E
PINI JAN
Ann Page
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March 19 —Vinalhaven— Republican
Caucus at Fireman's hall.
March 20 — Woman’s Educational
Club meets at O.A.R. hall.
March
20 Republican
caucus
at
Court House. 7.30 p. m.
March 21 -Spring’ begins.
March 24 (6.30 p. m.) Zone meeting
, ! the Lions at the Thorndike Hotel.
March 26-27 — Waldoboro — PanAmerican Carnival by High School.
March 27—Warren Comedy "Gang
way for Gracie."
auspices 'Baptist
Ludles Auxiliary at Town hall
March 29 Palm Sunday.
March 30_Annual roll call of Knox
Lodge. I.OO.F.
March 30 — Impersonations from
DicKcns’ “David Copperfleld" by Paul
ine Graham Talbot at Universalist
vestry.
March 30 —Washington— Sophomore
class play. "Don't Darken My Doors”
April 1-2 — Republican State Con
vention meets ln Portland.
April 3—Good Friday.
April 5—Easter.
April 10—Democratic State Conven
tion ln Bangor.
April 10 Methebesec Club's annual
banquet at Hotel Rockland.
May 1—Montgomery prize speaking
contest at Cylby College.

There is an opening for five men
to train as shaper, engine lathe or
drill press operators at the Cam
den Tool Operators Training
School. The class starts April and
is 10 weeks in length with classes
40 hours per week, information
may be obtained at the Rcckland
offlce of the United States Em
ployment Service. The same offlce
has an urgent call for 25 woolen
mill weaves on hand looms and
five mule spinners as well as all
types of shoe factory workers and
a large number of factory sewing
Mark W. Ingraham of Rockport
machine operators. These calls
was elected to deliver the men’s
are for immediate employment.
prophecy of the University of
Maine Senior class day at com
Eliza (Bunkierl widow of the
mencement. at the student elec late Postmaster Edward C. Moran,
tions held there yesterday. Ingra Sr., does not observe her birthday
ham, a Senior majoring ffl civil until Saturday, but fearful that
engineering, is a son of Mr. and his secret might leak out her son,
Mrs. Mark W. Ingraham. He has E. Carl Moran, Jr. has already
been a member of the Sophomore presented heT with a book of 232
Owls, the Pale Blue Key Society, pages, handsomely bound in Mo
the Civil and “M” Clubs. He is a rocco, and with a fine portrait of
member of the indoor track and Mrs. Moran serving as the fron
crass country teams and of Phi tispiece. The book is entitled
Kappa Sigma, social fraternity. “The Bunker Genealogy,” and rep
Iva V. Henry, daughter of Mrs. resents 15 years of intensive study
Mary L. Henry of Thomaston, was by Mr. Moran who dedicates the
elected president of the Women’s book to his mother.” The Bunker
Athletic Association in the annual Genealogy” is not likely to become
elections of the W.A.A. She has one of the ten best sellers, be
been active in the association and cause that is not the way of genea
in women’s athletics, having won logical books, but to Mrs. Moran
the Chevron and University Seal. it is the finest birthday present she

ever received and with Mr. Mo
The Courier-Gazette is remind
ran lies the satisfaction which
ed ttiat another Rockland person
comes from hard and well directed
age figures in the current issue of
work
Who’s Who,” Rev. Dr. John Smith
Lowe. As a matter of fact he is
BORN
figured in the pages of that fa
Malburg—At Rockland. March 14, to
mous book for 20 years, in the Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Malburg. a daugh
course of which he was general ter—Rose Marie.
McLure At Rockla'nd, March 10. to
superintendent of the Universalist Mr. and Mrs. Janies H. McLure, a
—Margaret Regina.
Churches of the United States. daughter
Matson—At Knox Hospital, March 6.
Recognition i? also taken of his to Mr. and Mrs. Eln4 Matson ot East
Warren, a son—Nllo George.
Masonic connections, and his
Boynton—At Rockland. March 16. to
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley C. Boynton, a
special ability as a writer and a daughter.
speaker.
MARRIED
Mrs. Humphrey Plowden, an
Nay-Brown—At Wellesley Hills. Mass
16. Dr. George Elliott Nay of
English air raid warden will be March
Wellesley Hills and (Maxine M Brown
one of the principal speakers at of Camden
the Civilian Defense meeting in
DIED
the Community Building.
We have a fine collection cf
Spring suits sizes 12 to 20. Afreda
Perry, 7 Limerock street.

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8
Matinees Saturday at B.30
_________ Sunday at 3_________
THURS.-FRL, MARCH 19-20
MOM Presents
FRANK MORGAN
KATHRYN GRAYSON

“THE VANISHING
VIRGINIAN”
with Spring Byington and
Natalie Thomson
SATURDAY ONLY, MARCH 21
TWO FEATURES
WM. “Hopaiong Cassidy’’ BOYD
Brad King and Andy Clyde

CANS

“TWILIGHT .
OZ

uwtSSiNG
ANN PAGE

I

ANN PAGE
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ANN PAGE
EJIACKBERRY
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2

8OZ
JARS
3
JAR
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ANN PAGE 16 OZ

orange

15®

JAR

NU I RITIOUS.
F LAVORFULMADE WITH
FANCY
SEMOLINA

mACARqn |

also

“CANAL ZONE”

Starring
Chester Morris, John Hubbard
SUN.-MON., MARCH 22-23
MX3tM Presents
GRETA GARBO
MELVYN DOUGLAS
in

with Roland Young and
Constance Bennett
Plus Walt Disney Cartoon

PKGS

‘Mickey’s Birthday Party’

.EG-SNCODLEs ,

oarkle

ON THE TRAIL”

“TWO-FACED WOMAN”

SpAGHEl

PUDDINGS
ANN PAGE

vanilla

PKG

A.
0"

or BUTTERSCOTCH

eanut Butter
oap Powder

X'A ££

21c
13=

South Hope Dance
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
With Billy Dean and his Violin

PICKLES
21‘

24 OZ
JUMBO JAR

u

Wood —At Tenants Harbor, March 19.
John L Wood, aged 58 years, 7 months.
11 days.
,
1 .•’■’I
Sum van—At sea, March 15, Capt
Laurence T. Sullivan of East Boston,
formerly of Thomaston, aged 41 years.
Requiem Mass Saturday at 9 o’clock
from
St.
James
Catholic Church.
Thomaston.
Burial
ln
St.
James
cemetery.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank the neighbors
and friends for the many cards and
floral tributes sent to us ln our re
cent bereavement.
Mrs. George Garter and family
Friendship.
*

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere ap
preciation for the many deeds of
kindness expressed to Capt. Ernest M.
Torrey during his long Illness; to the
fraternal orders of Odd Fellows and
Masons and all the allied bodies of
the G.A.R.; the United States Marine
Hospital
of
Portland:
Community
Hospital of Camden and Its staff of
Doctors and Nurses; Churches and
pastors of Portland and Rockport;
undertakers, neighbors and friends,
and for the beautiful floral tributes
and use of cars.
Mrs Ernest M. Torrey. Mrs. Cacllda
L. Caln, Capt. and Mrs. George W.
Torrey. Capt.
Wfnsor Torrey. Mrs.
Delmont C. Torrey.
*

In closing his Gettysburg ad
dress, Lincoln called on his hear
ers to highly resolve “that this
nation under God shall have a
new birth of freedom and that
government of the people, by the
people and for the people shqjl
not perish from the earth.”
In these days, as in Lincoln's
time, popular government is in
peril. We have need, therefore,
to highly resolve that this nation
under God shallr once again ex
perience a new birth of freedom.
To that end we exhort our fellow
citizens to draw near unto God,
in coming weeks, by repairing to
their several places of worship in
ever increasing numbers. Religion
is the foundation of democratic
government.
23-41

EVERY SATURDAY

Admission 25c and 35c, tax incL
148-Th-tf
FRcSH CUCUMBER

zell aa one of Maine’s best orators,
and they are looking forward to
tonight when he delivers his lec
ture “The United States of Ameri
ca, in the First Baptist vestry.
It will be his first public address
since his election as mayor of Bel
fast. Preceded, of course, by one
of those nice suppers which have
their breeding place in the Baptist
pantry.

NOTICE TO BOATMEN
All operators of boats using Mon
hegan harbor are warned to abide by
the harbor rules, copies of which may
be obtained from the town clerk, and
to be guided ln docking by the rules
posted on the front of the Plantation
Wharf.
Bv Authority.
Selectmen. Plantation of Monhegan
March 13,1942.
T2-43

BINGO
FRIDAY NITE, SPEAR HALL, 7.45
Given Away, Dinner and Six Exira
Prises, and $2—1 each.
34* It

WILSON'S

MOR”
'2 OZ
TIN

iunmeat>n

90c

and

37

Belfast,
Elm

St.,

State Contest Will Be Held
In Rockland Tomorrow
Afternoon and Evening

News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

Rockland High School will be
host to the Regional one-act play
contest Friday, March 20. The
plays commencing at 4 o’clock in
the afternoon will be “Of All
Things!" presented by Bridge
Academy, Dresden Mills and “The
Strange Road” by Waldoboro High
School. The evening competition
starts at 7.30 with “Pink and
Patches” by Cony High School.
Augusta. This is followed by “The
Professor Roars" by Crcsby High
School, Belfast; "The Last Cur
tain" by Rockland High School
and "Sari with the Tragic Eyes"
by Vinalhaven High School. The
Rockland play will be coached by
Allston E. Smith of the ^lockland High School faculty. Musical
selections between plays will be
furnished by the Rockland High
School Band under the direction
of George Law.
All doors to the auditorium will
be kept closed during the perfor
mance of each play. No one will
be allowed to enter or leave except
during intermission. At 6 o'clock
the visiting play casts, their di
rectors and stage managers will
be guests of Rockland High School
at a dinner to be served in the
gymnasium.
This play tourna
ment is sponsored locally by the
National Thespian Society, Troupe
431 and assisting faculty members

A Juvenile Grange was organized
at Maple Grange hall in North
Waldoboro recently by State Deputy,
Mrs Gladys Burk. The installation
of officers will take place Thurs
day night.
«
• • • •
Pleasant Valley Juvenile Grang?
will have a party Saturday at the
V.P.W. hall a z2 p. m. Each mem
ber is asked to bring funny clothes to
dress in with a prize for the funni
est. Refreshments will be served.
Any not solicited may bring cake,
cockies or sandwiches. The lecturer
will present the fcllowing program:
Piano solo, Elwyn Hickman Elmer’s
lune, Baibara Bartlett, Rose Evan
sky, Elinor Young; piano solo, Anna
Heino; God Bless America, by all
Madeleine, Rose Evansky; pcem
Charles Heino; Ro9e O’Day, Barbara
Young; quartet, Charles Heino. Bar
bara Bartlett, Anna Heino, Robert
Margeson; jokes. Rose Evansky;
Let’s Remember Pearl Harbor, Rose
Evansky and Robert Margeson. It
is hoped to have a good attendance.
Pleasant Valley Grange will serve
a public supper consisting of beans,
covered dishes etc at the V.F v’
Tuesday at 6 p. m. The first and
second degrees will be conferred at
the evening meeting. Myron Ycun
and Raymond Andersen will have
charge cf the supper.

Your table is the proving ground of that
statement and we’re willing to rest our
case on it. Serve one of our roasts or
steaks this week-end. You’ll find it ten
der, juicy, flavorful; and if you don’t see
what you want in our cases, ask for it.
We’re always ready to make any cut to
your order!

Lieut. Oominander Frederick D.
Nomination of officers will take Powers completes his duties as
place at the meeting of Huntley- offlcer-in-charge of the Boston Re
Hill Post V.F.W. tomorrow night. cruiting District April 9, and will
be succeeded by Lieut George MBertram A. Gardner, manager of Powers, Jr. In a personal letter
the local offlce of the Western to the editor of The Courier-Ga
Union goes on his annual vacation zette, thanking it for its co-opera
tonight. He will be relieved by a tion, Commander Powers says: “I
Mr. Eddy, one of the relief manag have enjoyed1 my duty here, and
ers of the company.
while I damn your climate I am
full of gratitude to your wonder
Girl Scout leaders are organiz
ful people.”
ing a new Brownie troop and will
be at the Community Building to
The United States Employment
day from 4 to 5 p. m. to explain Service, Rockland offlce, has a call
Girl Scouting to girls between for wood choppers, local, at a rate
seven and 10 years of age.
of $3.50 per thousand, plus living
quarters. Also there is an urgent
The Women’s Auxiliary of St. call for women to work in a local
Peter’s Church will meet tonight canning factory. The usual de
at 7.30 in the Undercroft.
mand for women to work as do
mestics in private homes still ex
Joe Neptune, the Penobscot In ists with some excellent positions
dian, well known in Maine baseball
being open.
circles died in the Togus Veterans
Hcspital yesterday.
Chief Air Raid Warden Alfred
Fredette of Owls Head expresses
Appreciation reached a high
his appreciation of the splendid
pitch Tuesday at the St. Patrick's
co-operation of the Rockland Fire
concert presented by St. Bernard’s
Department and Rockland High
choir at the High School audi
School in loaning the film and
torium. A detailed article has been
equipment for the showing of the
held over to Saturday’s issue to
give right of way to Uncle Sam's defense motion picture at the Owls
Head town hall last week.
draft numbers.
Mrs. Evelyn Orcutt, Mrs. DorLs
Jordan, Mrs. Laura Maxcey and
Mrs. Laura Buswell will act as a
committee in charge for the sup
per the meeting of the Albert H.
Newbert Association at Masonic
Temple tonight.

There will be no session of the
auxiliary police schocl tonight as
all members are scheduled to at
tend the get-together at the Com
munity Building. Classes will be
resumed one week from tonight.

Taking certain precautions will
aid in holding flavor and sweet
ness in your every-other-day
supply of milk.
1
Keep bottles of milk out of the
sun. The sun’s rays, even through
the glass bottle will affect the
vitamin content.
2
Do not mix warm milk wih
cold milk. When only a part of
a bottle is to be used, pour out
what is needed and immediately
return bottle to cooling ptace.
Never pour milk back into that
bottle if it has been exposed to
room temperature. Warm milk
poured into cold milk stimulates
the growth of bacteria and has
tens souring.

RUSSELL

119-tf

TEI. M>

Don’t Drive Your Car
Unnecessarily!
“Be Patriotic!”

Soft Meated
Fancy Lamb Fores,

RIB

ROUlfa TOP FARMS
PARK ST.,

TEL. 622
ROCKLAND, ME.

lb
lb
Ib
lb
lb

25c
27c
35c
37c
29c

HADDOCK

COD TONGUES 2

$29.95 to $49.95
Bicycle allotments are now under
strict Government control
We urge an early selection

Haskell & Corthell
Exclusive Schwinn Dealer

CAMDEN, MAINE

doz 39c

Save Time—Save Money—Very Economical
STRING BEANS
BROCCOLI
BRUSSEL SPROUTS
CUT CORN
CAULIFLOWER

PKGS

12c

fL0u%

“Kitchen Tested"
Enriched
2414 LB. BAG

29c

SOAP
CHIPS

1.19

■Umw,

rowjtfl

HURRY DOWN FOR THESE SA VINGS

sMEw™7

CRISED

o,

A MONTH ON YOUR FOO

-

W1IH CRISCO S

30 LOW COST MENUS
(30 NEWRECIPES

VEGETABLES
FRESH CRISP

SPINACH
LARGE
GREEN
LEAVES

PK.

FANCY NEW

71c

GET DETAILS "

ON

OUR OFFICIAL

ORDER

BLANKS

4 W

Cucumbers, ea*"®
RED RIPE

Tomatoes, lb *
CALIFORNIA NAVEL

ECONOMICAL PACKAGE
15 ROLLS

TEA ROLLS

12c

FRESH SHIPMENT
DIRECT TO OUR MARKETS

COTTAGE CHEESE

COOKIES
JELLY ROLLS
THF NFW

C R ANU LATE (L SOAP

Heinz Sour Pickles
Heinz Dill Pickles

3 for 10c

LBS.,
HOSTESS

QUALITY

EACH

15c

Apple Juice,

Macaroni or Spaghetti, 5 Ib box 33c
Molasses.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ige tin 33c
Friend’s Puddings.. .. .. .. 2 tins 25c

Salad Dressing.. .. .. .. . qt

Apricots.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. tin 25c

Veg. Juice Cocktail .. 46 oz tin 29c
X-0 Magic Wash’g Powd’r 2 pkg 15c
Peas, Phillips Delicious, 3 tins 29c
Tomatoes, hand packed 3 tins 29c

Brer Rabbit—Green Label

Sun Dine
Wilson

Apple, Tapioca, Indian

IVORY SOI
MED.

6c
19c

5Pkf>efSEEDS

gal jug 29c

Rinso.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 Ige pkgs 41c
Marshmallows.. .. .. .. 14 oz pkg 10c
Grated Cheese.. .. .. .. .. . 2 tins 15c
Orange Juice.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 tins 25c

B. & M. Beans.. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 tins 27c
Matches.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . carton 24c
Strike Anywhere

LWVONlLMlfi

QQ

Oranges, doz

CBS.

ENGLISH
ASSORTMENT

ACHWlNN-eUILT BICYCLES

The only bicycle with a lifetime
Guarantee

FRESH NATIVE
LARGE SIZE

“SPARKLET FOODS”

2 for 25c f Stewing Oysters, pint 33c

lu&kHAPHIWSQAPl

SCHWINN

,b33c

Gold Medal
FLOUR
LB.

—DRESSED AS DESIRED

New Alewives,

SWIFT’S
N. Y. STATE

HI HO CRACKERS.. .. .. .. .

SIRLOIN
PORTERHOUSE
LB.
STRICTLY
FRESH

15c

,b

SUNSHINE

Pig’s Liver, fresh .. Ib 20c I Chuck Roast, lean .. lb 25c
Bacon, broken slice .. Ib 19c Frankforts.. .. .. .. . .. Ib 21c

STEAKS

!b 17c

ARMOUR'S
STAR

LB.

LAMB CHOPS XT Ib 35c; CUTS
PORK TO ROAST, little pig............
POT ROAST, boneless......................
OVEN ROAST, boneless..................
FOWL, milk fed, 4 to 5 Ib ave..............

2,bs 75c

ARMOUR’S
ROYAL

£3

4 bars

BUY AND RIDE A BICYCLE!
For the Ladies
For Marketing, for Visiting!
For Sports!
For the Children’
For school, for errands, for fun!
For the Men!
For the Office, for Business!
For Sports!
or Everyone!
For Health, for Economy!
For Patriotism!

COUNTRY
ROLL

BUTTER
OLEO
LARD
LAMB FOREQUARTERS CHEESE
16c EGGS

Whole Peeled

.

Bliss Coffee.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lbs 49c
Dividend Coffee.. .. .. .. .. . 2 lbs 29c
Fig Bars.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lbs 25c
Grapefruit.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 tins 25c
Broken Sections

Pea Beans, small white . 3 lbs 25c
Maltex Cereal.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . pkg 22c
Ketchup.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 14 oz bot 11c

During the Emergency

Milk held at a constant tem
perature wffl keep better than
milk exposed to changing tem
peratares.

• CUBBiOHT (T,

LU.

CARE OF MILK

• ••

or m-i «r ro-u

The most easily prepared roast of all. Garnish with
parsley and sene with mint sauce or jelly

BIG BINGO

FUNERAL HOME

FUNERAL HOME

LEGS OFLAMB“

Percy Brackett goes Friday to
Portland where he will have em
ployment with the Portland Term
inal Company as brakeman in the
Rigby yards.

Rev. Roy A. Welker of the Rock
land Congregational Church will
be the guest speaker at the mee^
A public card party for benefit ing of the Congregational Brother
of the Blood Bank will be held Pri hood in Warren tonight.
day night at 8 o’clock at the Bok
Home for Nurses, sponsored by the
For dependable radio service
students of Knox Hospital School jail the Radio Shop. Tel. 844, 617
of Nursing. Owing to the nature Main street. Complete Philco Line,
of their work, student nurses are —adv.
60-tf
not permitted to volunteer as blood
donors, but eager to serve in the
Defense effort, they have taken
this method of doing their bit. Miss
Lillian Whitney is acting as gen SATURDAY NIGHT, SPEAR IIALL
eral chairman. Mis® Annie Ellis
at 7.45
is in charge of tables and Miss
Given Away $26—I each
34*lt
Erna Grundt of decorations. Hos
tesses are Misses Beverly Byther,
Ruth Buchanan and Priscilla
Powers.

3

Camden.

lu 1.HU1I Quautili..

Perry’s Super Food Stores

BURPEE’S
Anafcwlnnn* S«rrft09

at

GRANGE CORNER

Ambulance Service

prices also effec

tive

One Act Plays

Page Three

American Beauty

Peanut Butter Kisses ... 2 lbs 29c
Crushed Pineapple.. .. .. .. .. . tin 23c
Sliced Pineapple.. .. .. .. .. . tin 23c
Evaporated Milk.. .. .. .. .. 3 tins 25c
Kellogg’s Rice Krispies . 2 pkgs 21c
Del Monte Prunes in syrup tin 23c
Campbells’ Chicken Soup . tin 11c
Shoe Polish. 2 in 1 .... 3 tins 20c
Peanut Butter.. .. .. .. 16 oz jar 21c
Jelly.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 jars 21c
Apple, Strawberry, Grape

jar 27c

DEL MONTE

String Beans.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 tins 27c
Pickles.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . qt jar 25c
Sweet or Sweet Mixed

Wheatena.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . pkg 22c
Red Heart Dog Food ... 3 tins 25c
Van Camp’s Beans .... tall tin 10c
Chicken Broth.. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 tins 25c
Elmwood Farm

Baked Ham Spread .. 8 oz jar 29c
Bisquick.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ige pkg 28c
Imitation Vanilla Two 8 oz bots 25c
Campbell’s Tomato Soup ... tin 7c
Franco-American Spaghetti tin 9c
Waffle Syrup.. .. .. .. . 12 oz bot 15c
Facial Tissues.. .. .. .. . 500 for 19c
Chicken Chop Suey .... .^ tin 25c

MlylO* witkl(.Rj«Mp^GS41C

Did You Ever Try—

J70c
MhlOF^zswiw med 6 c
10 Gladwin BULBS

3 Chrysanthemum **
Plants 10* atth uix 23c

3 Lovely PLANTS
NixltPoittS?
ASA US

23c

SPAM AND EGGS

SPAM

12 OZ |
TIN

From Pomerleau’s New Modern
Bakery

Honey Boy

| LARGE
LOAVES

THE PERRY MARKETS
PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY

FC GET THEM
Prices Subject To Change—W’e Reserve the Right To Limit Quanx’tles!

Rage FoUP

WHAT KNOX COUNTY HEN DREW
The second selective draft was
held In Washington. D. C. Tuesday
night. The Knox County regis
trant who held Serial Number 441
stands first on the list the regis
trant whose serial number was 181
stands second. The following list
shows what fortune befell Knox
County men:
Order No.
Serial No.

Cvery-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 19, 1942
276
277
378
279
280
281
282
283
284
286
286
287
288
280
290
291
202
203
294
205
296
297
208
299
300
301
302
303
304
306
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319

.................... — war
.........................
1139
.......... -.... -...... - 1011
............ -........... 68
.............. -... ...... 256
___ ••••...... ..... ....
746
468
-.......................... 1161
627
1135
................. -....... 251
...... ••••.................
40
87
...........................
202
1369
........................... 1026
145
...... --................. 803
.................. -....... 1163
1067
....-................... - 802
........................... 1281
1304
876
.................... — 567
1284
....••••....................
84
1069
941
1041
914
284
406
1378
.................••••....... 407
...... ••••................. 344

.............. -..........
................. ••••.......

320

321
322
323
324
325
326
..„••••..........
327
328
329 ...... ••••.......... .......
330
331
332
333
334 ................. ••••......
335
336
337
338
................ ••••.......
330
340
341 ...... ••.................
342 ................. ••••.......
343 ..~........................
344
345
346 ...... ............. .....
347
348
340
.........................
350
...........................
351
352
353 ...... ••••.................
354 ................. -......
355 ............................
356
........... . ..........
357 ............... -..........
358 ................. ••••.......
359 ...... ••••.................
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373 v.............................
374
.................••••.......
375
376 .................... —
377
378
379
380
361
382
383 ......-•••.................
384
365
388
387
388
389 ...... ••.................
390
391
392
393
394 ................. ••••.......
395 ...... ••••.................
396
397 “ .
398
309
400 ...... -.................
401
-.........................
402
403
404
405
406
407
................ ••—
406
400

NORTH WALDOBORO

WALDOBORO
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ALENA L. 9TARRETT
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Tri. 49

Mrs. Robert L Winchenbach who
y/lx. and Mrs. Berton Moody lost
underwent a tonsil operation at the their home in Windsor Tuesday
State Street Hospital in Portland night, in a fire, which destroyed
recently is somewhat improved and the house and barn, while Mr. and
expects tc be discharged at the end Mrs. Moody escaped with only
of the week.
their night clothes. The filling
Baptist worship Sunday will be station across the road from the
at 10.45 with sermon by the pastor. house was not burned.
Mrs.
Church School meets at 12; Young Moody is a former resident of this
People at 6; worship and song at town.
7. Prayer and Bible Study will be
By an inadvertence in Tuesday's
held Wednesday at 7.30.
paper relatives were not given
Henry Robbins of Appleton and credit or thanks in the happy day
Miss Virginia Light of Somerville given Miss Harriet Hahn last Fri
were united in marriage at the day in the shower of cards, gifts
Baptist parsonage last Thursday and remembrances for her birth
by Rev. Harold W. Nutter. The day anniversary. However, rela
couple were attended by Mr. and tives are fully as responsible for
Mrs. Richard Edgecomb of Apple- the success of the anniversary, as
ton.
the friends and neighbors men
Clyde Vannah and John Ken tioned, and it is a source of satis
nedy of Portland spent the week faction to them that Miss Hahn
end at their homes here.
was so well remembered on that
Dr. George Coombs will go Sun day.
day to Washington, D. C. and New
Mrs. Judson Lord was compli
York City. He plans to attend mented Monday at a party given
scientific lectures in both cities.
at the home of Mrs. Boynton
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Weston Maxey, worthy matron of Ivy
610
and Mrs. Elsie Mank visited Tues •Chapter, O.ES. Attending were
600
day in Portland. They were ac these members of the Chapter:
164
companied by Mrs. Weston's sis Mrs. Edwin Emerson, Raychel Em
24
ter Miss Laura Gardner who was erson, Mrs. Parker McKellar, Mrs.
990
enroute to Boston.
William Barrett, Mrs. Alice Cook,
538
Mrs. Perley Waltz and daughter Mrs. William H. Robinson, Mrs.
638
Joan visited Portland Monday.
Ethel Griffin, Miss Eda St. Clair,
100
Miss Vera Jameson is employed Mrs. Laura Seavey, Mrs. Laura
823
by * the local branch office of the Starrett, Mrs. Anna Starrett, Mrs.
1133
Depositor’s Trust Co.
Uno Laiho, Mrs. Andrew Juura,
1396
Miss Helen Boggs has employ Mrs. Fred Campbell, Mrs. Fred
387
ment in Eaton's store.
Starrett, Miss Rosa Spear, Mrs.
310
Members of the local Motor Albert White, Mrs. Inez Mathews,
845
Corps who have completed the ad Mrs. Edwin Gammon, Miss Tena
223
vanced course in first aid given by McCallum, and the guest of honor.
275
Robert Schoppe in Damariscotta Refreshments were served.
1001
are Mrs. Mildred Robertson, Mrs.
Mrs. Laura Starrett entertained
158
Marion Colwell, Mrs. Geraldine
12
members of the sewing Circle of
616
Waltz. Mrs. Mary Schoppe and
Ivy
Chapter, O.E.S., at her home
325
Miss Prances Simmons.
Tuesday
afternoon. The next
682
Mrs. Payne Heald and son Gerry
1268
visited Wednesday with her sister meeting will be April 21 at the
home of Mrs. In ez Mathews.
364
Mrs. Roger Cowley in Wiscasset.
1142
The High School speaking con
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Poland and
67
Mrs. C. B. Stahl were Portland test scheduled for Friday has
824
been postponed indefinitely be
visitors Monday.
856
Mrs. Eudora Miller Ls hostess cause of illness among those who
331
this afternoon to the Susannah will take part. Date will be an
801
nounced.
Wesley Society.
'
1238
A woodcock was seen Sunday by
Richard Preeman of Boston visi
1195
ted his mother Mrs. Grace Free Charles Overlock, near his home.
1318
man over the week-end.
Douglas Starrett, only son of
1406
Members of the Motor Corps Mr. and Mrs. Ernest G. Starrett,
1328
met Tuesday night at the home employed at the Todd-Bath Ship
1307
of Mrs. Mildred Robertson. Plans yard at South Portland, has en1079
were discussed for an alert test list^cP in the.-Coast- Artillery Corps
771 the near future A commi.ttee
in
and is training at Fort Preble,
347
composed of Miss Anne Wood. Portland. . >*• .
1248 Mrs. Anne Hinckley. Mrs. Geral
"The Soul's Electric Eye,” will
458 Waltz and Miss Prances Sim
dine
be the topic Sunday morning at
848
mons
will investigate ways and the Baptist Church. At the eve
498
means of raising money to buy ning service, Rev. Mr. Stackhouse
921
equipment.
will speak on “Is Your Net Right?’’.
1353
Church school will meet at 12.
Sutela-Pikkarainen
246
The Red Cross benefit entertain
Mrs. Robert L. Winchenbach of
635
ment, coffee and dance given by
Portland has received a letter from
529
Finnish residents of Waldoboro
her sister Anna Pikkarainen who is
558
Saturday at Glover hall, was suc
in
360San Francisco announcing her
cessful.
On the program were a
marriage
Peb. 28 to Michael Sutela.
594
concert
by the Georges River Or
Mrs. Sutela is a daughtrof Enok
889
chestra;
poem by Mrs. Uno J. Lai
Pikkarainen
in Friendship and Mr.
787
ho
of
Warren,
words of welcome
Sutela
is the son cf Mike Sutela
752
by
Mrs.
Agnes
Hendrickson of
of
792 South Thomaston. Mr. Sutela
Waldoboro,
who
was master of
was in Pearl Harbor during the at
693
ceremonies:
tenor
solos
by Chester
tack of Dec. 7. He returned two
1203
Wyllie
of
Warren;
vocal
solos by
weeks
ago to San Francisco where
748
Robert
Wyllie
of
Warren,
Mrs.
he has employment as a carpenter.
282
Chester
Wyllie,
the
accompanist:
The ycung couple will reside there
507
and songs by Aivo Eloranta of
for
a short time
1125
Rockland, Toiva Lanie of Union
423
and Heimo Riuttala of Waldoboro.
955
GROSS NECK
All expenses of the affair were
439
Mr and Mrs. William K. Winborne by the committee which had
641
chenbabch of Dutch Neck recently charge.
648
visited Mr. and Mrs. William Gross.
Entertainment 'and refreshment
554
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy H. Gross and committee at the stated meeting of
1360
family of Dover-F~xcroft were
Ivy Chapter, O.ES., Friday will
109
guests Saturday of Mr. and Mrs. be Mrs. Laura Starrett, Mrs. Laura
1266
William Gross.
Seavey, Miss Tena McCallum,
840
Maynard Winchenbach of the vil
Mrs. Grace Wyllie, and Mrs. Beu
1099
lage visited Sunday with his grand
lah Lord.
867
parents. Mr. and Mrs. William
534
Gross.
EAST APPLETON
1384
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Collamore.
Mrs. Carleton Gushee has re
770
Mrs. Pearl Delano of Friendship.
1002
Astor Creamer of Bread Cove and turned home from Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Alton Pease and Mrs. Frank
William Mank of West Waldoboro
797
have been recent callers at Melvin Meservey were recent visitors at
1282
Mrs. Floyd Gushee's.
Genthner’s.
229
Miss Avis Gurney is taking a
Miss Esther Genthner is visiting
34
her sister Mrs. Irvine Condon in beauty culture course in Bangor.
549
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Robbins and
Thomaston.
378
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Hilt were
841
guests Saturday of Mr. and Mrs. Ro
978
land Gushee.
974
Mrs. Annie Pease and daughter
201
Marion
were recent callers at Carle
1398
ton
Gushee's.
Mrs. Grace Brown
1207
who
has
been
at
the Gushee resi
1112
dence,
has
returned
home.
1150
Freeman
Gushee
is
ill.
1229
Mrs. Frances Robbins and Mrs.
178
Charles Salo entertained the Re
1319
bekah Sewing Circle recently, serv
1120
• In NR (Nature's Remedy) Tablets,
ing
a chicken dinner at the home of
740
there are nn chemicals, no minerals, no
phenol
derivatives.
NR
Tablets
are
dif

Mrs. Robbins.
1146
ferent—act different. Purely vegetable—a
1037
combination of 10 vegetable ingredients WARREN FARMERS MUTUAL FIRE
formulated over 50 years ago. Uncoated
1093
INSURANCE COMPANY
or candy coated, their action is depend
Warren, Me.
able. thorough, yet gentle, as millions
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1941
of NR's have proved. Get a 25< box Cash tn office and bank.
17.048 39
today ... or larger economy size.

iSS^

For VICTORY
BUY'
UNITED
STATES
DEFENSE

BONDS
STAMPS

Gross cash assets.

<7.048 39

31, 1941
Net cash assets.
<7.048 39
Premium notes subject to
LIABILITIES. DBC

\7tow...
CAMPY
COATEP
REGULARI

HR TQ-HGHT; TOMORROW ALRIGHT

assessment.

Deduct all assessments and
payments.

<19.065 75

1.905 57

Balance due on premium

notes.
<17,150 18
GEORGE W, STARRETT, Secretary

_____

3VT&-37

VINALHAVEN

Wesley Mank went Monday to
Holden, where he is engaged in
operating a steam shovel for re
pairs on the roads.
Miss Elizabeth A. Miller spent
Saturday night and Sunday with
her chum, Miss Ruth Burnheimer.
Clarissa Miller and Adelaide
Miller spent Saturday night and
Sunday with the family of Mr.
and Mrs. John E. Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Miller and
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Miller attend
ed a V.F.W. Auxiliary’ meeting Sat
urday in Friendship.
The Methodist choir rehearsal
was held Saturday at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Feltis.
Miss Esther Lawson celebrated
her eighth birthday at a party
given Wednesday at the school
house in the Corner district. She
was the recipient of many gifts.
Games were played and the peanut
hunt was won by John Winslow.
Ice cream and cake were served.
Those attending were the teach
er, Miss Rachel Orff, Mrs. Maude
Mank. Florence and Beulah Mank,
Mrs. Lydia Morse, Miss Donna
Mank, Misses Elsa. Lois and Char
lotte Orff. Earl and Wesley Rey
nolds, Gloria and Billy Kara in,
Pamelia, Viola and Edwin Noyes,
Priscilla and Freeland Shuman,
John Winslow. Walter Black, Jr.,
Harold Smith. Jr., Annie Orff,
Esper Mank, Bertha, Richard and
Harold Lewis, Robert. Buddy and
Esther Lawson and the school bus
driver. Preston Lewis.

SENTER * CRANE'S

ft ft ft ft
JXRS. EMMA WINSLOW
Correspondent

SUITS That Will Suit

John Stordhal who has been vi
his parents in Springfield M
turned here Mcnday.
A Republican caucus will be i
arch 19. at the Fireman's Ha
ThP Antique Club met Mon
ith Mrs. Verne Yeung. Gra
Hand.
*jrs. Evie Hclbrcok spent
oek-end with friends in N
.r.en.
Herbert Lawry gave a sur,
irtiy Friday to his sister Mrs 1
^.3 in henor of her birth
ftv friends were present
cjhmcnts included a handsel
-crated birthday cake, the gil
r Lawry. The evening was i
ith dancing, music being furn.
jr?k Carlscn and George \\
rs Yeung was the recipient
re number cf handsome and
il sifts.
Charles Bradley of New H
cnn.. lias been guest this wc,

-

W/v .X

Suits promise to be very popular this Spring.

Gabardine, shadow plaids, herringbone or man
tailored.

*

Sizes 12 to 44.

g.

Specially Priced

UNION

$8.95 to $22,50

The W.C.T.U. will meet today at
2 30 with (Mrs. Laura Daniels. Sub
ject of the program will be “Narcoticts.”
In civilian defense, Alvah Ames
has been named air raid warden
chairman, and Raymond Thurston.
will be disaster chairman.

APPLETON RIDGE

Eight young friends gathered Sat
urday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. i
Aubrey Fuller, to celebrate the 12th i
birthday of Miss Betty Fuller.
Games were played and a light re
past was served.
Mrs. Ethel Moody and son War
ren spent the week-end in Augusta.
Miss Stella Harrington is at Mrs.
William Mitchell’s for an indefinite
time.
Mrs. Ella McLaughlin has em
ployment at the Warren woolen
mill.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Pitman of
North Vassalboro were guests Sat
urday and Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
A. G. Pitman.

IN EVERYBODY’S COLUMN
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines in
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a line.

Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called 1. e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierGazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

MY BIRTHDAY
| For The Courier-Gazette)

’Twas March In eighteen 'fifty-six
I first began with folks to mix
On this mundane sephere.
At midnight, twenty-two or three.
(My parents never could agree
Except on month and year).
Although I felt my Ma best knew,
I took my daddy's word as true.

As that wias one day nearer
The time the law would make me free
From his domain. And don't you see
The path ahead would be much

LOST AND FOUND

TO LET

GRAY and white shaggy cat, with
pink nose lost; answers to name of
Patsy. Finder please CALL 129-W

5-ROOM apartment to let. lights,
toilet No children. Inquire on prem
lses at 81 CRESCENT ST._________ 34-36

34’lt

GLASSES lost Sunday between Con
gregational Church and South Main
St. or on Limerock St TEL 875-J.
33-35

clearer
For one to make himself a name—
To climb for money or for fame?
As most boys do in youth.

But here am I at eighty-six.
With tils behind I cannot fix.
Which I would gladly do forsooth.
Yet not one day would I turn back.
Fearing to leave a muddler track
Than the one already trod;
But will look ahead for better days,.
Trying to practice Jesus' ways.
And leave the rest with God.

North Waldoboro.

W. R. Walter

Walkie-Talkie

FOR SALE
EARLY cut hay for sale: also 3
Guernsey heifers.
WILLIAM DONA
HUE, Head-of-the Bay. City
31*35
FEW ton early cut hay. sell bv ton
or lump. MILTON PHILBROOK. Heart
the-Bay.___________________ 34*36

ONE Knights Templar uniform for
sale, size 38; complete with chapeau,
fatigue coat and cap, <10 P. O BOX
267. Rockland._______________
34-tf
NEW milch Jersey heifer and calf
for sale.
Call after 4 p. m. F. K.
GARDNER 204 Rankin St Tel 11R7-W
32 34
TWO ton hay for sale TEI, Rock
land 679-J.
32-34

Rockland

3 ROOM furnished, apartment to
let with "bath. 57 PACIFIC ST., Cltv.
33*35
APARTMENT to let, 4 rooms and
bath, available at once. Central locat.ion. I^t^uerock St. Apply PEOPLES
LAUI
r. 17 Limerock St.
33 35

5-ROOM house to let at 8 Rockland
St Inquire of D SHAFTER. 15 Rock
land Bt; /.City. ______________ • 33 tf

A

EGGS AND CHICKS
DAY-old cockerels, for sale <s per
hundred. Tel. 532. H. W LITTLE. 360
Broadway____________
27 tf
CLEMENT Chicks---Are "tops” for
heavy egg production and meat Reds,
Rocks, Ciem-Cross baby pullets, cock
erels, Malne-U. S. Pullorum Clean.
Based on years of finest breeding.
Pullet chicks In all breeds Free cata
log tells all. White today rn, EM ENTS
BROTHERS FARMS. Rt 33. Winterport. Me.

Far in advance of the main
body of troops, or off on a crest
to the flank, in the observer and
his “walkie-talkie” operator. Al
though separated by distance, he is
in constant communication with his
commander, reporting activities
from his vantage point. Separated
battalions and companies are co
ordinated by the same means. Al
though the field artilleryman’s
gun3 may be thousands of yards
to the rear, the forward observer
with the walkie-talkie radio can
climb a tree near the front and
direct Are accurately on the en
emy. Better than the sniper is
the radio operator who can hide
in a hollow tree and bring a bar
rage of high-explosive shells to
any target he cap see.

___

Men, Women! Old at
40,50,60! Get Pep
Feel Years Younger, Full of Vim
Don't blatn«exhausted. worn-out run-down feeling
on your a«e. Thousands amaseri at what a little
pepping up with Ostre, will dn Contains general
tnolos often needed after 40—by bodies larking
Iron, calcium phoephate. Vitamin Bi. A 73-yeerold doctor writes: "I took It myself. Results
were fine ” flpertal Introductory sl,e Oetrex Tonic
Tablets costs only 35c. Stop feeling pepiess. old
Start feeling peppier and younger, this very day
For sale at all good drug stores every
where. In Rockland at C. H Moor Ac Co

BUY
UNITED STATES
DEFENSE

BONDS
AND
STAMPS

VP

Calvin L. Bragg pent Iw
ently in Boston
Mrs. Mabelle Porter ls spent]
v days with her daughte:
•en Luke in Portland.
Mrs. Charles Tisdale anc!
Iwin. Arthur and Douglas
iests Sunday at Myron Hut

Tempting

PLEASANT heated room to let, cen
tral location. TEL 970-M______ 33 35

FURNISHED 4-room apt. to let at
17 Grove St. TEL. 730 or Inquire at
163 Main St.
31-tf
30
—
Brand
new
heated
HIGH St. apartment*, strictly modem, three
rooms. h^|l electric stoves and re
-at’’’ MRS JOSEPH DONDIS.
frigerators?
Tel. 38-M, -89 Beech St.
27-tf

-----------------------------------------------

ROOMS tn let at 15 Grove St.. Tel
579 W FLORA COLLINS.
27-tf

TE

WANTED

30-35

BOAT for sale. 37 ft. long. WALLACE
YOUNG, Vinalhaven.
30*35
FARM for sale tn East Union. 42
acres wood lot, 15 acres tillable. 7room house, large barn
E L. LEN
FEST, 2 Chestnut St.. Camden
30-tf
LIVE bait for sale. H. H. CRIE. 328
Main St.. City.
27-tf
HARD coal for sale, stove and nut
<15.50; Pocahontas soft coal <10.25. J. B
PAULSEN & SON. Tel 62. Thomaston
*
27-tf
D.
H. hard coal, egg, stove, nut
<15.50 per ton del. Nut size and run
of mine New River soft, not screened
<10.25 ton del M. B. 8c O. O. PERRY.
519 Main St.. Tel. 487
27-tf

. aunt Mrs. Allston Robert
Mrs. Stillman Osgood ret.;
onday from Rockland, whre
c£ntly underwent a surgical c
Ion at Kncx Hospital
piquet Tribe 1.0 R.M raise
liefs Friday, following a su)
iose raised were Harry Yt
ophet; Lyford Philbrook. sac
C. Smith, senior sagamore
utillier Junior 'agamore; (j
icw, keeper of wampum; n)
nith. chief of records and col,
wampum. Chiefs were raisij
[strict Deputy W H Ingersr
Drew acting as great
jrry Yeung as venerable pre;
From April 1 to April 8 the
ub will- undertake the cclli
old newspapers, magazines,
ard etc. Anyone wishing tf
e cf any of this materia!
tify any member of the cli
Irphone 73 and it will be i
The proceeds of this effor
added to the Club's Cl
md.
Nathan Arey returned Sat,
sm Whitinsville. Mass. He
?cmpanied by his son Hiran
ss Rita Keene
4rs. E. L. Coombs returned
y from Rockland where sh
m a patient at Knox Hospil
Clinton Thcmas went last
Baston where he has employ
the Navy Yard.
g. Cook Sholes returned Me
im a business trip to Augusti
tland.
Max Ccnway went recent
ipenset. Mass., for several

ORFF’S CORNER

HOUSE to let at 28 Elm St., all new
bath. Inquire 24 Elm St., TEL 519-J
34*36

REAL estate: Free folder describing,
with prices, 50 properties In Knox and
Lincoln counties New farm listings
solicited. F. H. WOOD. Court Souse.

a'

£verv-0ther-Oay

IMMEDIATELY!
capable
woman
I
I wanted, to stay with four children for
twi weeks. MRS WALTER ROGERS.
237 Mav«s*ok St.. Tel 1009-M.
34*lt

YOUNGjJgd
dy wanted to learn dreas
making an<:
tailoring.
WALKERS
TAILOR
•P. 427 Main St., City.
'
34 tf

■ '■'

V.

---- * '

'"

■■ ■ ■

SMALL grindstone wanted, with or
without frame
LOUIS A WALKER
79 Summer St., Rockland.
34*36

THEY COME

EXPERIEajCED and
capable girl
wanted fobigencral housework. MRS
HENRY (JJpEN. 172 Walhut St.. Lew
iston. Tcr.^S572.__________________ 34• 36

NATIONAL war effort creates open
Ing for capable man to service farmers
In Lincoln County. An unusual oppor
tunlty for right man No experience or
oapttal required
Write J R. WAT
KINS
0191-19, 231 Johnson
Ave.. Newark, N. J.
34*lt
8 BO
meters
tale compasses and sextant- w
Wlll call. Write P O
BOX 725
kland.______________ 33*35
STOVES and furnaces wanted In
any condition
C. E GROTTON Tf
109’ W. mfT'amden St.
33*35
SECT
.and tvt>ewrlter wanted. In
good
Hit Ion
Address “R H C"
care Coil rWP-Gazette.
33*35
DISHWASHER wanted for steady
position'aA'drese "R. H. C '. care Cou
rier-4 lazeffipj
33 35
GIRI,
for ger
who llker Rillrft-en. to live In. Famllv
cf four, no cooking
TEL 630. 80
Broad Si,' S’. . ?2-34
MIDDLR imaged woman wanted, to
cock for c Nun lly of three and assist
with
hoij^ewnrx
‘'A
E. W ” care
Courier Oew^tl.e.
'
31-36
FURNITURE Wanted to upholster.
di ed far and delivered. T. .1 FIEM-

1NG. 19 Bhyh St. Tel. 212-W

27-tf

MISCELLANEOUS
MEDIUM: Two questions answered
hy letter Send stamped envelope. 25c
RUTH MATHIAS. 12 Third St . Ban
gor. Me.
29*59
TO wh® tt may concern, I will
no IowgetThe responsible for any bills
con tract
*-y my wife Mrs. Blanche
M Peat
ROE H. POST. Waldoboro.
1942.
,
•
ANDREW Reklla, Shoe Repairing
Shop. 568 Main St,, opposite Perry's
coal yard.
______________
27-tf
LIGHT trucking"
waste removal;
sewing machine repairing
LEROY
WATSON W 1U-W
*

OLD
Whatever
equipPed to
will protec
.— prolong
ized tooh
vise authef
ommendf1
drivers do-

OLDS
IREPRO

ery-Other-Day

fvcfv-Other-Day

VINALHAVEN
MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
Correspondent

this Spring,
bone or man

ILUMN
[•red three lines In
rents. Additional
Ir three times. Five
|lrd I. e. advertlseit to The CourierItional.

0 LET
i partment to let. lights
illdren Inquire on prein
IESCENT ST._________ 34-36

let at 28 Elm St., all new
ie 24 Elm St.. TEL 519-J.
furnished

34*36
apartment to

57 PACIFIC ST.. City.
33*35

h

NT to let. 4 rooms and
□lr at once. Central locarx-k St Apply PEOPLES
17 llmerock St.
33-35

to let at 8 Rockland
-I I) SHAFTER. 15 Rocktv
• 33 tf
heated room to let. oenTEI 970_M_______ 33 35

CP 4-room apt. to let at
TEI, 730 or Inquire at
31 tf
30 - Brand new heated
strictly modern, three
electric stoves and reMRS JOSEPH DONDIS.
Beech St.___________ 27-tf

let at 15 Orove St., Tel.
FtA COLLINS.
27-tf

ANTED

John Stordhal who has been visit1,., parents in Springfield, Mass
jrned here Mcnday.
p, publican caucus will be held
(arch 19 at thc Fireman’s Hall.
Antique Club met Monday
•h Mrf. Verne Ycung, Granite
land
Evie Hclbrcok spent the
,ek-cnd with friends in North
>ven.
Herbert Lawry gave a surprise
t;y Friday to his sister Mrs Lura
'cer.7 11 bcnor of ber birthday.
ftv f iends were present. Re,cements included a handsomely
rated birthday cake, the gift of
ir La»ry- The evening was passed
• i, (i ing, music being furnished
j rk Carlson and George White.
Y mg was the recipient of a
_e number cf handsome and use; lift
Chari - Bradley of New Haven,
n. has been guest this week of
aunt Mrs. Allston Roberts.
yr£ Stillman Osgood returned
inday from Rockland, whre she
oitiv underwent a surgical operaon at Kncx Hospital.
Piquet Tribe I.O.R.M. raised its
lff5 Friday, following a supper.
1P5e raised were Harry Young,
phft. Lyford Philbrook, sachem;
C Smith, senior sagamore; Orrin
utillipr junior cagamore; O. V.
fw. keeper of wampum; M. E.
nlth chief of records and collector
wampum. Chiefs were raised by
trict Deputy W. H. Ingerson, O.
Drew acting a? great sanap,
jriy Ycung as venerable prephet.
From April 1 to April 8 the Hons
ub will- undertake the collection
old newspapers, magazines, cardard etc. Anyone wishing to d^sp cf any of this material, may
ifv any member of the club or
pplione 73 and it will be called
The proceeds of this effort will
added to the Club’s Charity
nd
iathan Arey returned Saturday
ni Whitinsville. Mass. He was
■1 mpanied by his son Hiram and
ss Rita Keene
Irs. E. I, Coombs returned Monfiom Rockland where she has
n a patient at Knox Hospital.
Hinton Thcmas went last week
Boston where he has employment
lie Navy Yard.
Ccok Sholes returned Monday
mi a business trip to Augusta and
Hand.
*
[ax Ccnway went recently to
icnset. Mass., for several weeks.

ORFF’S CORNER
alvin L. Bragg .-pent- two days
lentl.v in Boston
Hrs. Mabelle Porter Is spending a
days with her daughter Mrs.
en Luke in Portland.
Irs Cnarles Tisdale and sons,
win. Arthur and Douglas were !
ists Sunday at Myron Hutchins

SEARSMONT
The Woman’s Society met with
Mrs Mabel Ccbb and Miss Martha
Hartshorn last Wednesday with ten
women present. Sewing was done
and a business meeting held. The
hostesses served light refreshments.
Miss Martha Hartshorn spent Fri
day at the home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn, in Swan
ville.
Gilbert Marriner of Camden was
a caller here Friday night.
Rev. Herbert F. Aldrich, super
intendent of the Augusta District
of the Methodist Church, preached
Sunday mcraing at the Community
Methodist Church. At the noon
hour a fellowship luncheon was
served by the Woman’s Society, ani
in the afternoon Mr. Aldrich con
ducted the fourth quarterly ccnferensce of this church.
Miss Wilda Mehuren and brother
Roland, both of New Harbor, were
recent guests at tire home of their
grandmother, Mrs. Mildred Hemenway. The latter and sons Gardner
and Drummond, accompanied them
to New Harbor for a week-end visit
on their return.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Wakefield and
daughter Reta of Augusta were vistors Sunday at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Byers.
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Tcwnsend
and their granddaughter. Pearl
Batchelder, of Belmont and Mr. and
Mrs. Lauristcn Hustus and family
of Belfast were callers Sunday at
the Hemenway home.
Mr. and Mrs. Blinn Hogan, who
spent the Winter at the homes of
their daughters in Allston, Mass,
and Brunswick, have returned
home.

Mrs. Hutchins and sons accompan
ied them to Gardiner returning
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Hoch and son
Floyd were Auburn visitors last
Thursday.
Mrs. Bernard York and sen Clar
ence and Mrs. Myron Hutchins and
son Harold were guests Wedneslay
of Mrs. Kenneth S. Elwell in War
ren.
Mrs. Albert B. Elwell and daugh
ter Elizabeth spent Tuesday in Au
gusta Mr. Elwell and son Calvin go
ing on to Clinton.
County Agent Ralph C. Went
worth was here last Thursday and
held a poultry meeting in the aft
ernoon at the Comminity House.
A class in nutrition will be held
March 31 at Community House in
charge of Miss Lucinda Rich, home
demonstration agent. Two of the
six lessons in the course will be
taught at this time, the other four
to be given later by trained leaders.
Certificates will be awarded to those
taking the six lessons. Anyone in
terested is invited to attend.

Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

Visitors m Washington, D. C.
•an get copies of The Courler-Gasette at the Metropolitan News
Agency, 903 15th street. North
West.-adw

Tempting Teal Made Easily!

SALADA’
TEA-BAGS

TEl.YI
capable
woman
I t.n with four children for
MRS WALTER ROGERS.
St . Tel 1009-M
34«lt

The Third Draft
(Continued from Page Two)
T-944 Austin S- Lucas. Union.
T-015 Hollis T. Burgess,- Vinalhaven.
T-946 Lercy A. Turner, Washington.
T-947 Arthur W. Beverage, Jr..
North Haven.
T-948 Edwin C. Cross, Rcckland
T-949 Raymond O. Robinson,
Thomaston.
T-950 Earle R. Chandler, Rcck
land.
T-951 William Pirttinen, Ten
ant’s Harbor.
Tx952 Isaac L. McCaslin, Rcckland.
T-953 Alvin H. Wiggin. Camden.
T-954 Elmer F. Teel, Rockland.
T-955 Frederick B. Grindle, Vi
nalhaven.
T-956 Winfred C Davis, Union.
T-957 Wallace O. Page, Rcckport.
T-958 Donald
H.
Stackpole,
Thomaston.
T-959 Elmer E. Joyce. Camden.
Merle L. Lancaster, Rock-

Fredrick
Thompson,
Rockland.
T-962 Lynwood B. Hilt, Union.
T-963 Clement Hill, Matinicus.
T-GS4 Charles B. Decker. Cushing
T-965 Clarence E. Bishcp, Camden.
T-966 William H. Glendenning.
Rockland.
T-967 James (F. Thornton, Thom
aston.
T-968 John A. Black. Rockland.
T-969 Harold L. Moore, Union.
T-970 Howard J. Beattie, Thomaston.
T-971 Dana S. Newman, Rockland.
T-972 Willard L. Brown. Hope.
T-973 Sidney T. Stinson. Rcckport.
T-974 Fred G. Olson. Cushing.
T-975 Earl C. Woodman, Owls
Head.
T-976 Arthur G. St. Clair, Rockland.
T-977 Jamcs A. Bean, Thomaston.
T-978 Earl F. Rckes, Rcckland.
W.
Spinney,
T-979 Franklin
Rockland.
T-C*30 John W. Clayter, Camden.
T-981 Clyle O. Simmons, Union.
T-982 Lloyd F. Crockett. North
Haven
T-983 Donald Armstrong. Washington.
T-984 Byley F. Lyford Vinalhaven/
T-985 Hcrbert Adelbert Hawes.
Union.
T-986 Sten H. Glad. St. George.
T-987 Raymond
L.
Carter.
Rockland.
T-S88 George A. Ranquist, War
ren
T-989 Gecrge T. Fess, North Ha
ven.
T-9CO Frank E. McKinney, Rockland.
T-991 Owen J. Wellman, Washington.
T-992 John R. Procter, Camden
T-993 Alfred Widdecombe, Rcckland.
T-994
Unicn.
T-995 ATthur H. Dyer. Rockport
T ,96 J-ohn O. Holgerson„ &t
Geoige.
T-997 Wilson F. Beverage, North
Haven.
T-998 Jercme C. Burrows, Rcckland.
T-999 Wendell
C.
Thomas.
Thomaston.
T-1C00 Charles H Nye. Rockland
T-1001 Stephen S. Bennett. Cam
den.
T-1C02 Ill R. Hooper. Rockland
T-IOOB Alden L. Tyler, Rockland.

idv wanted to learn drees
tailoring
WALKER'S
r>P 427 Mum St. City.

trt

_______________34 tf

rlndstone wanted, with or
ime
IOUIS A WALKER.
St . Rockland
34*36
(CED
and
capable
rneral hoti'-ework.
TEN. 172 Walnut St..

72

girl
MRS.
Lew34*36

[they

fibCKLAND.^

come

war effort creates openabie man to service farmers
ounty

An unusual oppor

' man No experience or
Write J R. WAT0191-19. 231 Johnson
nt. n j
34*it
Ulred

pt

■ hand chronometers, baroI ale compasses and sex>1
WIU call
Write P O
■kland______________ 33*35

and furnaces wanted In
on C E GROTTON. Teh
■Camden St____________

33*35

hand typewriter wanted, in

H. C "
►-Gazette
33*35
SHER wanted for steady
k'ttrcs.. It H C ". rare Cou_________________33 35
i^it'-d for general housework
a*'ihireu. to live ln. Family
> cooking
TEL 630. 80
h
~
32-34
aged woman wanted, to
Hun My of three and assist
Rework ‘a E. W.” care
rfkth_______ '___________ 31-36
TIRE wanted to upholster,
and delivered. T .1 FIJ6Mhrch St . Teh 212-W
27-tf
ti-m

Address
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bxpe

OLDSMOBILE
SERVICE ~

O«i&

m

J
J^V\^

will protect It-’*’ Me w. h»ve .e^

drivers do—geto

CELLANEOUS
Two
questions answered
'’■nd stamped envelope, 25c.
\THIAS. 12 Third St.. Ban-

'

________29,59
It may concern. I will

jr” responsible for any bills
by my wife Mrs. Blanche
GPORGE H. POST, WaldoM* 1942
.
•
Reklla. Shoe Repslrlng

Main St., opposite Perry's

__ __________________27-tf

trucking, waste removal:
repairing. UBBOT
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T-1004 George W. Day, Union.
T-1006 Bernard R. Mills, . North
Haven,
T-1006 Clayton M. Hunnewell,
St. George.
T-1007 Arthur Gabrielson Rock
land.
x
T-10C8 James F. Willis, Owls
Head.
T-1009 Raymond
K. Woster,
Unicn.
T-1010 Clarence S. Rawley, St.
George.
T-1011 Elmer Smith, Jr. , St.
George
T-1012 Clarence
T. Barbour,
Rcckport.
T-1013 Charles W. Jones, Thom
aston.
T-il014 Warren
T.
iielano,
Friendship.
T-1015 Linwood F. Sanderson,
Rockland.
T-1016 William
B.
Marston,
Rockland.
T-1017 John H. [Freeman, Rock
land.
T-1018 Joseph W. C. Robinson,
Jr., St. George.
T-1019 Murdick W.
Cramer,
Washington.
T-l020 Donovan J. Dyer, Rock
port.
T-1021 Donald E. Clark, Rock
land.
T-1022 Alfred H. Miller. Cam
den.
T-1023 Kenneth E. Young, Rock
land
T-1024 Alex
S.
Vardavoulis,
Rockland.
T-1025 Richard
L.
Winslcw,
Rcckland.
T-1026 Leon T. Rich, St. George.
T-1027 Charles E.
Mahoney,
Rockland.
T-1028 Lyford W. Ross, Vinalha
ven.
T-102& Earl F. Upham. Rockport.
T-1030 Gordon F. Cash, Rock
pcrt.
T-1031 Bernard C. Kaler, Rock
land.
T-1032 Clarence L. Deane Rock
port.
T-1033 Clement F. Smith, Cam
den.
T-1034 Howard L. Grierson, South
Thomaston.
T-1035 George
H.
Gardner.,
Thcmaston.
T-1036 James E. Sinnet,-; Jr.,
Rockville,
;
T-1037 William M. Bragg, Rock
land.
T-1038 Walter C. Bay, Ash Point

T-1039 Nelson J. Stone. St.
George.
T-1040 Rev. Robert G. Carle, Jr..
Rockport.
T-l041 Wilham W. A. Langan,
Rockland.
T-1042 Methew G. Matson, War
ren.
T-1043 Parker S. Adams, Rock
land.
T-1044 Albert
R.
Anderson,
Thomaston.
T-1045 John C. Robinson, Cam
den.
T-l046 George
E.
Hallowell.
Rockland.
T-1047 Winslow R. Eaton, Cam
den.
T-1048 Harry H. Gillis, Thcmas
ton.
T-1049 Dr. George H. Ingraham.
Camden.
T-1050 Willis B. Kinney, Rcck
land.
T-1051 James H. Gallup, Cam
den.
T-1052 .Harry D. Allard, South
Thomaston.
T-1053 Eddie R. Wall, Rockland.
T-1054 Harold B. Hansen. Cam
den.
T-1065 Benedict
J. Dowling.
Rockland.
T-1056 Harold M. Bates, Rcck
land.
T-1057 Hollis A. Burgess. Vinal
haven.
T-1056 Kenneth R. Reed. Thom
aston.
T-1059 Maynard
H.
Metcalf,
Thcmastcn.
T-1060 'Harry J. Wright, St
George.
T-1061 Clarence
R
Roberts,
Rockland.
T-1062 Gilbert B. Bryant, Cam
den.
T-1063 Roger A. Newhall, Rock
land.
T-1064 Chester
A.
Wotton,
Thomaston.
T-1065 Forrest H. Brazier. Rock
land.
• T-1066 Arthur T. Heal, Camden
T-1067 Fred L. Ocodnow, Rock
land.
T-1C68 Wilham M. HUI, South
Thomaston.
T-1C68 Chauncey
E.
Banks,
Rockland.
T-1070 Everett B.
Jamieson,
Rockport.
T-\1OT1 Hilton E. Ames, Rock
land.
T-1072 Francis A. Hardy, Thom
aston.
T-1073 Ira W. Tupper. Vinalha
ven.
T-1074 Gardiner E.
Mowatt,
Camden.
T-107S Ivan J. Morse, Friendship
T-1076 Leon E. Fickett, Rockland
T-1077 Vernard J. Watts. St
Oeorge.
T-1078 Carl B. Quinn, North
Haven.
1
T-1079 Alphonso Baton, Rock
port.

NEW HARBOR

neapolls. that ’lhey arc ei'Tmlng to home frf Mr. afnd'Mrs>CfiarFes Helah;
The second nursing class has Maine by train to spend the Spm-*ln Bath‘.
started with Mrs. Maud Tyus as in- , mer at their cottage here
HarrV McLaln is havln» a ncw
After Death Do We Live structor.
» Capt. Earl F.elds was in town cn beat built, to be used for fishing.'
Mrs. Charles Gamage is much im- i business Saturday from Monhegan
Again? Answered By
proved
in health.
i Island.
Buy U. S. Defense Bonds and
Mr.
Huse
____
»
Wcrd has been received from
Maynard McFailand and Edward Stamps, the I.O.U. of the Red,
Tliat we tive again after death Judge and Mrs. M. M. Joyce of Min- Giffcrd were recently visitors at the White and Blue!
seems no more mysterious or won
derful to me than this present
earthy life. Admittedly man is the
crown of the physical creation. If
all this vast universe of ours has
oame into being and exists fcr man
as Alfred Lewes Wallace affirms it
just doesn’t make sense that physical
death can end in our complete ex
tinction. Evolution itself gives us a
pushover into Something Beyond.
Apart frcm Revelation and Ex
perience one of the things that has
* YOU SHOULD KNOW A
helped me in my beliefs is God, the
You can buy extras here anil
Soutl Immortality, is the fundamen
still save. Everyday new cus
ABOUT MEAT:
tomers tell us how they are
tal conception of Platonic philoso
making savings by go
phy “Reality hes in the direction cf
ing all - out - shopping
from
the FIRST NATIONAL
our noblest thinking.”
WAY.
„lth“'r’|,per- Then wipe II
“There’s a power in the universe
wishh ,a"'pP,'lolh <“»
that makes for righteousness” said
wash it.) Place on a shalMatthew Arnold. In other words
mnrt ’J ^te. and store immcdiately in th« meat com
this universe is a moral universe.
partment of your refriger
The logic of a moral universe is God.
ator or in the coldest part
whose judgments “are true and
Leave uncovered or cover
lightly with a sheet of
righteous altogether.” Judgments
waxed paper.
to become a reality and become ef
Cooked meat should, of
331
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND,
ME.
fective necessitate continued exist
course, be covered.
ence. “Every one of us must appear
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
before the judgment seat of Christ.”
AT REAR OF STORE
Wrongs here must be righted here
PORTERHOUSE-N Y SIRLOIN-BOTIOM ROUND-CUBE
after. There are retributions and
rewards ln the adjustment of the
VITAMINS
evil that men do, and also the good
LB
A-B-C-C
Spofford A. Brooks supported the
ethical argument in his lines upon
JUICY—LARGE SIZE
HEAVY CORN-FED STEER BEEF (Vitamins A-B-C)
Justice. “Three men went out one
DOZ
(VITAMINS
A-B1-C)
Summer night. No care had they
or aim and dined and drank. ’Ere
we go home’ they said ‘we’ll have a
LIGHT, TENDER SOFT MEAT (Vitamins B-C)
SWEET, JUICY (Vitamins C-C)
game.’ Three girls began that Sum
mer night. A life of endless shame
And went through drink, disease
BONED AND ROLLED IF DESIRED (Vitamins B-C)
and death. As swift as racing flame.
fancy McIntosh
Lawless and homeless, foul they
died; Rich, loved and praised the
men; But when they all shall meet
FANCY FRESH-2 to 3»/2-LB AVERACE
FANCY COOKING
with God and Justice speaks,—what
then?” The war-makers and deLB
spcilers of mankind have something
v'amcns
coming to them later.
7 FOUND AVERAGE
NEW—SOLID HEADS (Vitamins A-B1-C-C)
Once Gladstone, Froude, Tyndale
and Tennyson were spending an
evening together. The conversation
CHOICE RIB CUTS (Vitamins B-C)
drifted into a discussion of the his
TEXAS-LARCE CREEN LEAF (vitamins A-BI-L-OI
torical belief in the immcrtality o{
LB
the soul. Gladstone and Tennyson
spoke upon the side of belief. Glad
BEST KIDNEY CUTS (Vitamins B-C)
stone ended the discussion by say
CALIFORNIA ICEBERC
ing “Let scientific men stick to their
LB
science and leave philosophy and
nos
amcns
MILDLY CURED CORNED BEEF (Vitamins A-B-Cl
religion to poets. Philosophers and
WHITE CRISP
theologians.’’ Tennyson and the
theologian Lightfoot agreed that
VITAMINS
BUNCH
“The life after death” is the car
A-C
READY TO EAT-WHOLE or HALF (Vitamins B-C)
dinal point of Christianity.
SWEET, TENDER (Vitamins A-BI-C-C)
Until Jesus came few in the pagan
world had any belief in immortality.
They were without God and without
hope. Among these few was Cicero.
FILLET OF HADDOCK
“ 23c
TEXAS (Vitamins C-C)
He said, “When I consider mind,
FANCY SMELTS no 1 CRADE 2, LBS 29C
LARCE
memory, man’s capacity of pene
BUNCHES
OYSTERS FOR STEWING
PT 33f
trating into the future, I believe and
am firmly convinced that a nature
that contains within itself so many
DOZ
DRIED BEANS
things cannot be simply mortal.”
NATIVE-LARCE SIZE
Before the fifteenth century the
RED KIDNEY 2 cello
o'.llo 25‘
FANCY BROOKSIDE
populations of Europe and the then
LBS
CREAMERY ROLLS
known world knew nothing cf this
YELLOW EYE 2:x21‘
western hemisphere. Then came
'Lb
PEA BEANS
Columbus and other early naviga
f ?ilo 9*
tors. They spread the news of a
new world beyond the horizons. So
MILLBROOK CLUB A 28 oz HQ
with Jesus and immortality. In Him
11
l>
f’°Pular Flavors-contenls only Cfl BOTS
life and immortality were brought to
LICHT-TASTY-FREE FROM
light. Its Christ who assures us of
Cloverdale
TALL
ANY CREASY TASTE
life adter death. “Whosoever liveth
TIN
FANCY ALASKA
Plain or Sugared
and believeth in me shall never die.”
Age steals upon us unawares. And
Wax Paper
1 LB
nothing we can do; Can stem the
Wrapped
CELLO
ebbing tide of time. The years that
see us through. But what is death9
16 OZ
Faitii speaks the word—Release
TIN
from mortal Ills; Our entrance into
Other Realms. The Life Beyond God
PURE
1 LB
BABY FOODS
wills.
Henry Felton Huse
JAR
MIRABEL
Springvale. Maine.
46 OZ.
JUICE
TIN
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
UNSWEETENED

Young Man’s Queries

stRi/e ywx co^rRVBSsr

well balanced

MEALS

nutrition facts

FIRST NATIONAL
SUPERMARKETS

FLORIDA ORANGES STEAKS

29g

FACE RUMP

17c LAMB LEGS
APPLES vrr 4 a* 25c LAMB FORES
4 lbs 25c BROILERS Trr
APPLES

GRAPEFRUIT 4

- 15c
29c

23c LAMB CHOPS
2 17C LAMB CHOPS
19c LEAN ENDS

25c

SPINACH

3

CARROTS

- 27c

39c

2lbs 9c

CELERY

> 35c

CAPONS

CABBAGE

LETTUCE v

35

2bch 13c
26chs13c

35c

> 31c

COOKED HAMS ■ 37c

FRESH EGGS
BUtTER

37’
2 75’
PURE REFINED LARD 2 g 29
filNfiFD
AI C
|B
Al #
DO-NUTS
PINK SALMON
19e
d°z 13c
BLUE ROSE RICE
10‘
13‘
FRUIT COCKTAIL
GERBER'S
15‘
MARMALADE
17‘ 13' t|ns 19e
GRAPEFRUIT

COLDS

. 1--4IL | <1
Relieve misery,, as
most muuiers
mothers
as most,
do. Rub the(
throat, chest
and hade with
time • testedi W VapoRub

VICKS

New under-arm
Cream Deodorant
safely

Checks Perspiration

1. Does not rot dresses or men 's

shirts. Does not irritate skin.

2. No waiting to dry. Can be

used right after shaving.

3. Instantly checks perspiration

4.
8.

for 1 to 5 days. Removes odor
from perspiration.
A pure, white, greaseless,
stainless vanishing cream.
Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal ofthe American
Institute of Laundering for

being harmless to fabrics.
Arrid ia tha LARGEST SELLING
DEODORANT. Try a jar today!

ARRID
_ _ _ _ A« «U mmw Mllint toilet |r>

wTy*)**

(abo te lot oad S9«)an

Qt

PRUNE JUICE SUNSWEET
PURE APPLE JUICE
FINAST GRAPE JUICE
CRYSTALINE SALT
BETTY CROCKER
FINAST MUSTARD
OLD FASHION
SNIDER'S CHILI SAUCE
COMSTOCK'S ONE PIE APPLES
RICHMOND
TOMATOES SOLID PACK
RICHMOND
CUT BEETS TENDER
FINAST KETCHUP

BOT
46-oz
TIN
Pint
BOTS
2 Lb
PKCS

19‘
19'

27‘
13'
PKCS 19'
17-oz
JAR 10'
12oz
BOT 19'
20-oz
TIN 10'
19 oz
TINS 23'
28 oz
TINS 21'
14-oz
BOTS 25'

KITCHEN TESTED 24‘/fe Lb »|Z1
BAG
24«4Lb
BAC 87'
24^ Lb
BAC 81'

GOLD MEDAL FLOUR
BREAD FLOUR FINAST
OLD
PASTRY FLOUR HOMESTEAD
WHITE
CAKE FLOUR SPRAY

44 oz

PKC

16'

27-oz
FINAST SPINACH CARoiN TIN 15'
Jar
OF 10 23'
HERB-OX BOUILLON CUBIS
Lge
2 PKCS 45'
KIRKMAN'S CHANULATED
SOAP
lge
KIRKMAN'S SOAP FLAKES 2 pkcs
KIRKMAN'S bopaxsoap 5 BARS 23*
6o, -JO,
FINAST SLICED BEEF
JAR WJ
pKC 12*
FISH FLUFF
WHITE
8-oz
PKC 5'
CORN FLAKES SPRAY
Cello
WHITE
WHEAT PUFFS SPRAY
PKC 5'
Cello
white
1
RICE PUFFS SPRAY
a PKCS 11'
WHITF 5PRAY
3 Lb
ROLLED OATS Quick or Regular PKC 16'

SOAP
Sm
2 PKCS
Lge
45'
LUX FLAKES
PKCS 19‘
Small
RINSO
PKC 9' 2p&45'
LUX TOILET SOAP
3 >»s 20*
Med
FLOATING
SWAN SOAP
'TS 10'
BAR

Cheese is a neglected food in the
American diet—Eat more of It!
FROM THE LITTLE SWITZERLAND’ COUNTRY OF WISCONSIN

IMS IS NATIONAL CHEESE MONTH
BEARS THE WISCONSIN STATE BRAND LABEL

MILD CHEESE

LB

31

>35

DOMESTIC ROQUEFORT TYPE

BLEU CHEESE

™anVdM«tsDj

23'

AN AGED WISCONSIN YELLOW CHEESE

A TANCY CHEESE OF SOFT CUTTING VARIETY

OLD CURED CHEESE

GRUYERE CHEESE

LB

YOUNG AMERICAN CHEESE .. 31'
WISCONSIN CHEESES BOXED FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
2-LB

45'> LOAF CHEESE

LOAF

OI
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HURLEY T. WELLIAMB
Correspondent
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Tel 190

Edward of Plainfield, Vt., are visit
ing her mother Mrs. Maude
Grafton.
Mias Genevieve Bradlee and
friend, John Darcy, have returned
to Boston after a brief visit with
her father Joseph Bradlee.
HaiTison

W.

Whitehill

has

The last in a series of card par
ties was held at the Masonic banquet hall Tuesday and prizes were
awarded thus: At progressive
auction. Mrs. Nathalie Stimpson
of Spruce Head, Weston Young,
Mrs. Josephine Stone. Mrs. Evelyn
Moody. Mrs. Lilia Elliot and Mrs.
Dorothy Calder of Spruce Head;
at pivot auction to Warren
Knights
The attendance prize
for the series was awarded Weston
Young and the door prize to Mrs.
Adelle Roes. Refreshments were
served, the colors in keeping with
St Patrick's Day.
Mr. and Mrs. John Minott en
tertained at a small party recently
in honor of Mrs. Minott's uncle,
Henry Hanley, of Gardiner, the
occasion being his birthday. Deco
rations were appropriate to St.
Patrick’s Day and refreshments
including a beautifully decorated
cake were served. Those presnt
were Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Young,
Mrs. Maynard
Carter, Lewis
Young. Judy and Johnny Minott
and the guest of honor. Mrs. Car
ter assisted Mrs. Minott in serv
ing. The evening was spent so
cially.
Capt. Laurence T. Sullivan, son
of the late Maurice Sullivan, for
merly of this town was among the
fatalities when his ship torperdoed
off New York Saturday. The body
will arrive here Priday morning
aiid be taken to the Davis funeral
home, where friends may call that
evening. Requiem mass will be
held at St. James Catholic Church
The pods which house the cacao
Saturday at 9 a in., and burial in
beans
from which our chocolate and
St. James cemetery, lie i.s survived
by his mother, Mrs. Maurice Sul cocca are derived do not grow on the
livan, also ol East Boston, and a branches of the cacao tree, but on
cousin, Mrs. John Maguire of this its trunk.
town.
Don't keep electric lights burning
Averill Reed of South Portland
spent the week-end with his needlessly. Electric power wasted
on an empty rocm would be better
motheT, Mrs. Leona Reed.
used
to turn the wheels of a motor
Mrs. Edward Andrews and son,

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

Wi

THE NEW CAMDEN

Women Help Build Victory Fleet
If. ■
a

i;

§

a

telephone installed The number is
212.
,
Mr.s. Rchard Woodcock was
&uest of honor at a surprise show'er PartV «iven Monday night by
her mother-in-law, Mrs. Earl
Woodcock at her. home. Decora
tions were in keeping with St. Pat
rick's Day and the gifts were pre
sented in a novel manner, a St.
Patrick's hat bearing slips on
which were written clues as to
where the gifts were hidden
tnroughout the house. Each gift,
when found, was accompanied by
a verse which was read by the
honor guest as she unwrapped the
parcel. Green and white refresh
ments were served and a social
evening enjoyed. Those present
were Mrs. Anna Robinson, Mrs.
Fred Moore, Mrs. Ruth Hall, Mrs.
Pauline Childs, Mrs. DorLs Adams,
Mrs. Edna Keyes, Mrs. Lucy
Young, Mrs. Edith Whitten, Mrs.
Elizabeth Grafton, Mrs. Dorothy
Hastings, Mrs. Madeline Edmands,
Mrs. Doris Mitchell, Mrs. Celia
Grafton, Miss Wilhelmina Watts,
Miss Lucy Adams, Doris Olson,
Miss Carolyn Elwell, Miss Evercl
Elwell and MLss Ruth Butler all of
this town and Misses Mary and
Barbara Iamb of Rockland.
Services at St. John's Church:
Priday at 7 3D "Way of the Cross”
witli sermon by Rev. Fr. Staples of
Albans Church, South Portland. A
Lenten supper will be served in the
hall at 5 30. Saturday at 8 30 a. ni..
Hcly EucharLst.

PARK THEATRE

T

the oldest members of the Monday
Club.
Funeral services will be held this
afternoon at 2 o’clock at the Good
Funeral home. Bearers are: Judscn
Bird cf Rockland, John Bird of
Camden, Maurice Ccbb Bird cf Win
chester Mass., and Alexander Light
She is survived by one son, John of
Lincolnville Beach; two nieces, Mrs.
Abbie Lightfoct cf Hyannisport.
Mass., Mrs. Ruth Mi’.ler of Worces
ter, Mass., and a nephew, Maurice
Bird of Winchester.
The Masonic hall was the scene cf
an enjoyable St. Patrick’s party
Tuesday when the wives of the offi
cers of the Commandery entertained
the Commandery members and
wives at supper and an evening of
dancing. In charge were: Mrs.
George Boynton, Mrs. Harold Ames.
Mrs. Elmer Joyce, Mrs. Finley Cal
der. Mrs. John Tewksbury, Mrs. Adin
Hopkins and Mrs. Elmer True
Miss Margaret Crockett and Miss
Helen M. Dougherty will leave Fri
day morning fcr a week-end in Bos
ton. returning Sunday night.
Mrs. Flcrence Hall of Islesboro is
guest of Mrs. Emily Jagels.

Walter Pidgeon and Maureen
O’Hara share top honors ln “Hew
Green Was My Valley,” the film
that took five different academy
awards. The raves of the world’s
greatest critics are growing louder
with each play date.

Wi

1

ROCKPORT
£ a aa

UDA O CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
a a a ft

Tel. 2228

A covered dish supper was en
joyed by the Trytohelp Club and
invited guests Monday at the Bap
tist vestry after which a social
with games and singing of Irish
and war songs, with Mrs. Edith
Buzzell at the piano, occupied the
remainder of the evening. The
occasion wa.s in observance of St.
Patrick’s Day. Next Monday the
Club will meet at the home of Mrs.
Blanche Carver. It will be fivecent night, each member attend
ing furnishing the equivalent of a
nickel toward refreshments.
Mrs. George Torrey and Mrs.
Delmont Torrey of Deer Isle were
m town Sunday to attend the fu
neral of their brother-in-law, Capt.
Ernest M. Torrey.
Several from here who have
completed the standard and ad
vanced First Aid Course are now
enrolled in the instructor's course
in Rockland which started Mon
day night.
Among them are
George S. Cunningham, Mrs. Mary
Spear, Mrs. Lina Joyce, Earle

In shipbuilding, as in many another vital war industry, American
women are aiding Uncle Sam’s drive against the Axis. Ann Herbolic,
left, and Julian Mesic, two gifted members of the frail sex, built these
wooden scale models to test some new developments in the technique
of prefabricating ships in huge units. Launched at the rate of one a
day—and soon by twos—American-built Liberty Ships assembled in
this fashion are speeding tanks, planes, guns, and supplies to the Allies.
At Richmond, Calif., where these two women are employed, scores of
Liberty Ships are being mass-produced for the Maritime Commission’s
new lS.OOO.OOO-ton Victory Fleet.

i On Monday and Tuesday Harry
' Berry's newest revue "The Sunkist
Vanities of 1942” features every1 thing new. Every person in the
J cast is new accompanied by new
routines and costumes. On the
screen will appear "Night Before
the first of a series of six he will Divorce.” with Lynn Bari and
make during the current season. I Joseph Allen, Jr.

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

HARRY

CAMDEN
a a aa
NAOMA MAYHEW

Correspondent

Tel. 713

Mrs. Helen Pettapiece is spending
a lew weeks in Ottawa, Canada.
“The Place and Purpose of Vision"
was the subject cf Rev. Melvin
Dorr's sermon, Sunday morning at
the Baptist Church. A large con
gregation was present to greet the
new pastor and listen to his theme,
“The need today is men who have
seen the Lord.”
Rev. and Mrs. Winfield Witham
are in Philadelphia where Mr.
Witham is attending a Superintend
ents’ Conference of the Eastern
United States. Professor Cummings
of Bangor Theological Seminary

the heme of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Telford, Pearl street. The guests cf
lienor were Mr and Mrs. L. E. Set
ter, who leave soon for an Army
Post. The Clan is ccmposed of Eng
lish. Scotch, Norwegian, Danish and
American people.
Many happy
gatherings have been held in the
past. The Setters will be tiie first
cf the group to leave here. After a
social evening, refreshments were
served. An appropriate speech was
made by Rev. C. E. Walsh after
which he presented to the Setters a
beautiful travel clock on behalf of
the Clan. Present were Rev. and Mrs.
C. E. Walsh; Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Skewes; Mr. and Mrs. Harry Thurlcw, Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Broderscn,
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Billings, Mrs.
Annie Young, Miss Marjorie Steen,
Mrs. Hendrick Wansink, Mr and
Mrs. Gerald Dalzell, Miss Gwen
Tedford, Mr. and Mrs. Tedford and
tiie guests of honor.

The Perfect Recipe

Fancy Young Pullets.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib

.32

CANNING SAVINGS

Little Pig Pork Roasts.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib

.32

i new novelty. On the screen will
i appear "Night Before Divorce,”
with Lynn Bari and Joseph Allen,
Jr. There will be no advance in
prices.

Mrs. Katie Seavey and Mr.s. Ec
Tanguag are attending the fit
jvow in Boston; also visiting
and Mrs. Frederick B Seavey He
dal*The Ship Thomas Wildey o!
Rebekah Fleet will meet Friday
ei-noon With Mr.s. Margaret Rat.
Berkeley street.
J

Two more life members are
m the last two days to the E
rational Club. Mr.s. Frank B. Pn
Admontem avenue and Miss M
garet McMillan. 8 Spruce str
making 38 “lifers,” Mrs. Mori :,
perry. Limerock street and
Ada C. Burpee, 41 Talbot avc
constituting the 35th and 36th
spectively. Harry V. Gilscn of
gusta. State Commissioner ot i:
cation, relieves all doubts as tt
coming to speak Friday by wril
March 12 to the dub presidei
pecially to confirm this spc..engagement
Grand Army hit;
1 p. m. Subject "The Comma:
8nd the Schools,” while the pit ti
showing the Maine Prison at Th
aston and address by State W;
John H. Welch, will follow,
lunch at 6 p. m. Meeting opt n
3 o’clock, with Rev. J Charles M
D:nald's pictures at 4.33, "M\
West.” At 2 30 the new Bond
Budget Committee meets witli
Executive Board of Key Womti
pCl

“The Ghost of Frankenstein,! Universal’s horror classic, features
Ralph Bellamy, left, Evelyn Ankers, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Lon Chaney
as the Monster and Lionel Atwill.

UNCLE SAM NEEDS PILOTS
BE A U. S. ARMY
FLYING CADET

Visit Lucien K Green & S)
lecond floor, 16 School street,
fellows Block, City, for Furs
Coats and Cloth Coats, at mode:
prices.

-

Jameson’s Home Made Sausage.. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib

BUY JARS NOW

4't,\

J

AND DRESSES

NEW SPRING DRESSE
For the Toddler
2 and 3 years

Sizes 1,

CHILDREN'S DRESSE!
3 to 6*4 and 7 to 11
In Figured Prints and Plain
Colors in Spun Rayon

BOYS’ COATS
1 to 5 years
In Navy Blue, Tweed, ('open Bl
and Camel

GIRLS’ COATS
2 to 7

Qts. 89c Doz.

Diamond W Flour, regular.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1.20
Diamond W Flour, enriched.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1.25

JAR RUBBERS
3 pkgs 25c

Diamond California Walnuts.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib .30
Fancy Cluster Raisins.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib .20

Doz 49c

Larne Native Fresh Eggs.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . doz .39

Hardware Co.

J. A JAMESON CO.

years

BABY COATS

In AH Wool Flannel
A New Lot of

COTTON KNIT SUITS;
For Boys—1 to 5 years
Also

SWEATERS
And Mrs. Day’s

HARD SOLE SHOES
Sizes 2 to 8

Wotton’s Doughnuts, home made.. .. .. .. . doz .30
Fancy Indian River Florida Oranges .... doz .35
Garden and Flower Seeds—about time to start
them!
Heinz 14 Oz. Tomato Catsup.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 21
Dromedary Ginger Bread Mix.. .. .. .. .. .. . pkg .20
Canada Dry Ginger Ale (contents) .... 1 doz 1.00
Campbell’s Baked Beans, Tomato Sauce can .10
Foulds Macaroni, Noodles or Spaghetti, 3 pkg .25
Old Fashioned Fruit Pudding.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . can .15

Jumbo California Prunes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib .18
New St. John Alewives.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . each .10
Pocket Honeycomb Tripe.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib .21
Campbell’s Tomato Soup.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
. 7
Fancy Molasses.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. gal 1.00

S 9^ *

EASTER COATS

.35

Maxwell House Coffee, drip or regular ... Ib .31
Good Luck Jar Rubbers.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 pkg .25
Heinz Fresh Cucumber Pickles . 1]/2 pt. bots. .20

fj ''■>

■

Sliced Platter Style Bacon.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib .32
Waldo County Potatoes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . peck .35

Main Street

Harry Berry s newest revue "The
Sunkist Vanities of 1942 features
everything new and novel. Every
person in tiie cast is new’, accom
panied witli new songs, new gags,

Mrs- WUeV »cec
paiiied him back as far as Bostoi

Camp Lee, Va

Maine Dot-Eye Y. E. Beans ... qt .20; peck 1.50

Tired Kidneys
Often Bring
Sleepless Nights

fev

pvt. Maynard Wiley has b
visiting his wife (Mary Richar
L<, week-end while on leave f:

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THK or character, excepting existing pub
UNITED STATES FOR THE DISTRICT Ilc utility easements, lf any. WHERE
OF MAINE SOUTHERN DIVISION FORE, the premises considered, to the
United States of America. Petitioner, end that all and singular the land
vs. 1.1 Acres of Land, more or less, described ln this petition and hereby
ln Rockland, Maine. Elizabeth M. sought to be taken may be acquired
Dyer, et al.. Defendants.
NO. 1579 by the United States of America b
condemnation ln accordance with th
LAW
PETITION IN CONDEMNA
TIOll.
The Petition of the United several Statutes and Acts of Congres
States of America brought by John ln such case made and provided, ln
D. Clifford, Jr., United States Attorney full fee simple, free nnd clear and
of
all
liens,
encum
ln and for the District of Maine, and I discharged
Edward J. Harrigan, Assistant United brances. servitudes, charges, restrlc
States Attorney in and for said Dis tio'ns and claims whatsoever othe
trict, acting under the instructions than those noted herein, the Petition
of the Attorney General of the er pravs this Honorable Court: 1. Ti
United States and at the request of cite the owners and other person
Honorable James Forrestal. Acting interested I'n the lands described
Secretary of the Navy, respectfully this Petition to appear ln this Court
shows to the Court: 1. That under and at a time to be fixed by the Court ti
by virtue of the provisions of the Acts answer this Petition. 2. To empanel
of Congress approved June 24. 1941 a Jury for inquiry and assessment lu
Achorn, Mrs. Hester Crone, Rus
pital School of Nursing, and since (Public Law 129, 77th. Cong : 55 Stat. accordance with the law and the
will conduct the service Sunday at
sell Thurston, Charles Cavanaugh. the Congregaticnal Church.
234) Juty 3. 1941 (Public Law statutes ln such cases made and pro
Mrs. Addie McIntire
last Fall, has been supervisor in Chap
150, 77th. Cong.; 55 Stat Chap 273) vided of the damages and compensa
MLss Nonna Hoyle and Miss Con
Mrs. Maria Smith of Pine Tree
Mrs. Addie McIntire died early obstetrics department at the hos August 1. 1888 ( 25 Stat 357; U.SC. tions to be paid by the United States
40. Sec. 247) and February 26. i of America for the Interests of tht
stance Lane.
Gilt Shop joined her husband in Tuesday morning after a short ill pital. While she resided here she Title
1931 (46 Stat. 1421; U.SC. Title 40. j said parties ln the hereinabove de
An effective memorial service Boston tiie past week and they both ness at the Winter home cf her son was very popular among the Sec. 258a) and all other acts and scribed lands sought to be acquired
parts of acts supplemental to and I In this proceeding and to make an
was conducted by tiie officers at attended the gift show.
Jchn McIntire.
amendatory of the said acts, the Sec i assessment and award for the same.
younger group.
retary
Navy ls authorized to | 3. To take such action and post such
the stated meeting of Harbor
Eighteen members of Good Cheer
Dr Nay is a graduate of Har acquire ofby the
Mrs. McIntire was born in Rcck
purchase, condemnation or l orders, decrees and Judgments as
Light Chapter OES. Tuesday Class met Tuesday night at th" land De”. 14. 1857, daughter of John vard Medical and is an obstetri otherwise such tracts or parcels of should be necessary or proper fully to
land and title thereto ln Rockland. ; effect the objects for which the aforenight in honor of these members hcine of Mrs. Nacma Mayhew A Bird ol Roekland and Abbie Smith cian with an offlce in Boston and County
of Knox, State of Maine, as ' said Acts of Congress ln so far as they
who died during the past year; businss meeting was held and Mrs. cf Worcester, Mass. She attended is connected with this department may be necessary for Immediate pub relate to the acquisition of this land
lic use by the United States of Ameri in i lie said City ol Rockland County
Mrs. Augusta O. Shibles, Mrs, Christi, who Ls in charge of the public schools in Rcckland, later go at Newton Hospital.
ca ln the Interests of national defense I of Knox. State ot Maine, were passed,
for the establishment of a section and cause the lands described ln this
Hannah McFarland, Mr.s. Annie sub-primary
and
kindergarten ing tc the Oread Private School for
Following a wedding trip to New base. 2. That the Legislature of the Petition to be condemned and taken
Deane,
Mr.s.
Addie
Jenkins, classes of the church school an Young Ladies in Worcester. In 1881 York, the young couple will re State of Maine has by statute con by the United States of America, and
to the acquisition of said lands the full fee simple title therein free
Charles W. Jenkins, Mrs. Ina nounced that she would have an she was married to Clarence E. Mc side temporarily in Wellesley Hills. sented
by the United States of America (R from all other liens, encumbrances,
S.
of
Maine,
1930. c. 2. sec. 10. p. 6 I charges, servitudes, restrictions and
Wooster. Mrs. Mary Thurston and Easter program at her home tiie Intire of Rockport, who died March The doctor has enlisted in the 3. That In accordance
with the said covenants whatsoever to vest ln the
Mrs. Ada Upham. A beautiful al Saturday bclore Easter, at which 11, 1938. Since 1900 she had re Navy* and at some future date, Acts of Congress, the Secretary of the United States of America, excepting
has selected the hereinafter de existing public utility easements, if
tar cloth, a gift to the Chapter time the relatives and friends- of sided in this town among the friends both will leave for some Naval Navy
scribed land a.s a site for use In con any. 4 To grant such other relief as
nection with the purposes more par the nature of the case may require.
from Mrs. Elanche Wooster Mc the children m those classes are in she so dearly loved She was one cf hospital for duty.
ticularly set forth ln paragraph one UNITED STATES OF AMERICA John
above, and has found and determined D. Clifford, Jr.. United States Attorney
Donnell in memory of her mother, vited. Fcllowing the business me————■ that
lt Is necessary and advantageous for the District of Maine Edward J.
Mrs. Ina Wooster who had served ing there wa.s group singing, and re
to the United States of America to Harrigan. Assistant United States At
acquire the lands hereinafter desig torney for the District of Maine. Jan
as chaplain for 25 years, was dedi freshments were served.s
nated and described and title thereto uary 31. 1942.
STATE OF MAINE.
cated at this meeting. P. M. Ma
The Clan gathered Saturday at
as set forth under Judicial process County of Cumberland, ss: I. Edward
for the said, public use. and that J Harrigan. Assistant United States
rion Upham presented the gift in
funds are available to pay for the Attorney ln and for the District of
lands sought to be condemned ln Maine, on oath depose and say that
behalf of Mrs. McDonnell. Follow
this proceeding.
4. That the lands I have read the foregoing and annexed
ing the meeting, refreshments, were
which lt Is necessary for the United petition by me subscribed and know
States of America to acquire by con the contents thereof and that the
This is a nice lot to roast or fricassee.
served in the banquet hall, the
FOR
demnation ln this proceeding for the matters and things therein stated. I
said public use and the full fee simple verily believe to be true. Edward J.
decorations being ln keeping with
title thereto, subject to existing pub Harrigan, Assistant United States At
St. Patrick's Day. It was regretted
Nice ribs—sweet and tender.
lic utility easements, lf any, consists of torney for the DKrlct of Maine.
a tract or parcel of land aggregating Subscribed and sworn to before me
that due to bad weather condi
1.1 acres, more or less, located ln the this 31st day of January. 1942. William
City
of Rockland ln the County of B Mills, Clerk United States District
tions the members of Golden Rod
Clean good cookers.
Knox. State of Maine, and more par Court. (L. S). IN THE DISTRICT
Chaptft- of Rockland1 and Rose
ticularly described as follows: The COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
easterly end of the Tillson's Wharf FOR THE DISTRICT OF MAINE
wood Chapter of Searsmont, who
Property. Rockland. Maine, beginning SOUTHERN DIVISION United States
at a point marked by a drill hole ln of America. Petitioner, vs. 1.1 Acres
were invited as special guests,
a rock which point ls N. 5 degrees 45' of Land, more or less. In Rockland.
Cook white and mealy.
were unable to be present. At the
E. . 28 ft. 6 In., from a brass bolt ln Maine. Elizabeth M Dyer, et al , De
the concrete walk; at a corner of the fendants. No 1579 LAW ORDER OP
business session an invitation was
land heretofore conveyed by Harry M. COURT On reading the foregoing Pe
Rice to Ira W. Feeney; thence S. 84 tition. lt Ls ORDERED that the same
You should try these.
read front Forget-me-Not Chapter,
d
degrees 45’ E,. 262 ft., more or less, to be filed^nd entered, and lt ls further
South Thomaston to attend their
the northeast corner of the Tillson ORDERED that the nlalntlff. t.he
Wharf
Property; thence ln a south United States, give notice to all the
meeting tonight which is an ob
erly direction 247 feet, more or less, owners and claimants of lands men
servance of Past Matrons’ and
to the southeast comer of the prop tioned ln said Petition who are resi
erty; theoce ln a westerly direction dents of the District of Maine to ap
Past Patrons’ Night.
135 ft., more or less; thence norther pear at the United States Court House
ly 137 ft., more or less, thence west ln Portland tn the Southern Division
Leroy Moon, who Is stationed at
erly 114 ft., more or less; thence N. 5 of the District of Maine otl the sev
Pine Camp, New York, is passing
degrees 45' E. 67 ft. 2 ln . to a brass enth day of April, 1942. at ten o'clock,
Preserve the best of the sea
bolt ln the sidewalk; thence continu ln the forenoon (Daylight Saving
a furlough with his parents, Mr
son's crops, but remember when
ing N. 5 degrees 45' E.. 28 ft. 6 in . to Time) and show cause, if any they
the drill hole in the rock, which is have, why the Petition should not be
you invest your time and your
and Mrs. W. E. Moon.
the northwest corner of the property granted by giving to each of said
money, that good quality canning
Mrs. Gordon Greenlaw and chil
and the point of beginning, continu owners and claimants, or leaving at
supplies are an important part
ing 1.1 acres, more or less, together his, her or their usual place of abode
dren who have been visiting her
with all and singular the heredita
of the perfect recipe for success
a copy of said Petition and this Or
ments
and appurtenances thereunto der thereon, certified as correct by
parents at Lincolnville have re
ful canning. Get your needs here
belonging or ln anywise appertaining, the Clerk of this Court at least four
turned to their home - cn Beech
today in wide variety and at sav
which said lands are showm on a plat teen days prior to said date of hear
of the lands, a copy of which is at ing: that a like certified copy of said
ing prices.
Hill. Mr. Greenlaw has employ
tached to the Declaration of Taking Petition and this Order thereon be
filed In this proceeding with this Pe posted ln a public place ln the City
ment in Connecticut.
Ready to heat and serve.
tition and which said plat ls by ref of Rockland. County of Knox. State
And be sure. Our stock is complete
erence made a part hereof
5. That of Maine, where said property Is lo
the defendants Annie Mason Ross. cated; that a like certified copy there
(*nos A. Stagg, veteran football
Frances Theresa Ross, John Mason of be recorded ln the Registry of
Ross. Margaret Joan Ross, Mary Fran Deeds for the County of Knox In the
ccach, who is nearly 80 years old,
ces Ross and Elizabeth M. Dyer, all State of Maine where said land is
plays tennis whenever the weather
of said Rockland, are the apparent situated, accompanied by a correct
and presumptive owners of the land plan of lands proposed to be taken;
permits.
These are popular with our best trade.
as hereinabove described; that the that a like certified copy be left with
City of Rockland, a municipal cor
the Secretary of State for the State of
poratlon. the County of Knox, and Maine together with a copy of the
the
State
of
Maine
may
have
or
claim
The Notre Dame University ros
correct plan of land proposed to be
to have some Interests In and to said taken; that a like certified copy h*
ter lists 30 Murphys, 24 Kellys, and
lands. 6. That Petitioner has attempted left with the Treasurer of the County
to set forth the Interests of all par of Knox, together with a correct plan
24 Sullivans.
ties qamed herein sq far as this Pe of th© lands proposed to be taken;
titioner has been able to ascertain that a like certified copy be left with
the same, but notwithstanding such the City Clerk of the City of Rock
can
statement, all of the said parties are land. together with a correct plan of
made parties to this proceeding gen land proposed to be taken, and it »
erally to the end that all right, t.tle further ORDERED that notice be gl'
No charge for jug.
and Interest of whatever nature and en by the Marshal of this District '.o
character ln and to the said lands all persons Interested, and to all those
may be divested out of them s»?d persons mentioned ln said Petition as
vested ln Petitioner.
7. That Petl
non residents of Maine whose places
New Fresh Stock
tloner has attempted to set forth the of abode are known by sending by
interests and estates of all persons registered mall to the last known ad
You should see the food Alice makes with this flour.
GOOD LUCK
and corporations ln and to the lands dress of such persons like certified
hereinbefore described so far as the copies of said Petition and this Or
Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 miles
Petitioner has been able to ascertain der thereon, and that notice be gl'en
of tiny tubes or filters which help to purify the
the same, and the Petitioner has to all other persons Interested and
blood and keen you healthy. When tbey get
made all such persons and corpora
whose names and places of abode are
tired and don t work right in the daytime,
tions so far as ascertained parties to unknown by publishing a like certi
many people have to get up nighta. Frequent
this
proceeding,
but
Petitioner
also
Large
Can
Pumpkin
or
Squash
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
15
fied copy of said Petition and this
or scanty passages with smarting and burning
JELLY GLASSES
makes parties hereto all persons. Order thereon in The Courler-Oazette,
sometimes shows there is something wrong
Arms
and
corporations
owning
or
with your kidneys or Madder. Don't neglect
a newspaper printed and having a
claiming to own. having or claiming general circulation In this district,
this condition and lose valuable, restful sleep.
to have any right, title. Interest, or once each week for three successive
When disorder of kidney function permits
estate tn the land, encumbrances, weeks, the last publication whereof
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
servitudes, easements, demands, claims, to be fourteen days at least prior to
may aiso cause nagging backache, rbeumatio
or covenants on or ln respect of the said day of hearing Signed In <a:d
pains, leg pains, lose of pep and energy,
hereinabove described land to the end I District this thirty-first day of Jan
swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches
and dullness.
that the full fee simple title herein I uary. 1942
John A. Peters. Judge
Don't wait! Ask vour druggist for Doan's
may be vested tn the United States United States District Court A true
441 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Pills, used Successfully by millions for pver 40
of America free, clear, and discharged copy or Petition and Order of Court.
743 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TELEPHONE 17
years. Tbey give happy relief and will help
TEL. 2«8
of all other liens, encumbrances, —Attest: William B Mills. Clerk BI
tbs 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poigbnservitudes, easements, charges, de Marion Richards, Chief Deputy Cl- k
pus waste from your blood. Get Dom s fills.
mands and claims of whatsoever kind (L S.J.
28-Th 34

E-Z SEAL

SUNKIST

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

Nay-Brown

Mr. and Mrs. Ora Brown left
Sunday to attend the* wedding of
their daughter, Maxine Mildred
Brown to Dr. George Elliott Nay
of Wellesley Hills, Mass. The in
formal, but lovely wedding was
held at the Wellesley Hills Con
gregational Church, Monday at
high noon and the .ceremony was
performed by Rev. Mr. Revoir (a
friend of the groom) and the
single ring service was used. Only
the members of the immediate
families and a few friends were
present.
The bride who wore powder blue
with navy accessories and a beau
tiful corsage of white orchids was
given in marriage by her father.
Her attendant, Miss Muriel Fletch
er wore pale pink crepe with a cor
sage of red roses and blue del
phiniums. The groom wore a gTay
suit which complimented the
shades of the dresses. His atten
dant was a friend, James Crafts.
The bride's mother, dressed in
navy blue with white accessories,
wore white gardenias.
The bride graduated from Cam
den High School, Class of '37, at
tended Westbrook College and is
a graduate of Newton (Mass.) Hos

WEEKEND SPECIALS

Janet Waldo, the little leading
lady of RKO Radio's "The Bandit
Trail,” should surely be well protected, with Tim Holt, marshal
(center) and Lee "Lasses" White,
hLs deputy, as her buddies. Tim
is starred in this picture which is

STRAND THEATRE

foot cf Hyannisport. Mass.

*-r

Every-Ottier-Day

Every-Other-Day
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MAINE IW WASHINGTON

ND SATURDAY

THE RED CROSS
AND CIVILIAN DEFENSE

This And That

Maine Speeds Up—Admiral King—Pulp and Paper
—Feeding An Army
pvt. Maynard Wiley has been Mrs. J. L. McAleny and son Lieut.,
^siting his wife (Mary Richards) James McAleny of Portland were:
(From the office of Senator Ralph O. Brewster)
jjiis week-end while on leave from guest yesterday of Mr. and Mrs.|
Camp Lee' Va Mrs- wiley accoir.- Fred Collamore, Camden road.
WiLh three ships for our defense largely in the West with California
anied hint back
far as Boston.
At the Methebesec meeting tomor- ' sliding down the ways in Maine as the leading State. Potatoes are
y,s Katie Seavey and Mrs. Edith row Mrs. Josephine Rice will give a in a single day the nation realizes dehydrated in Idaho and a few
Tanguag are attending the flower short talk on our British heritage
that Maine is cn the job and do other States in lesser degtee.
m Boston; also visiting Mr. with poems. Ballads of Irelanu.'
ing
its share of the $142,003,000,000
There are two principal methods
,1(i Mrs Frederick B Seavey, Ho|te* Scotland, Wales and England will be |
sung by Captain Keryn ap Rice, ac war program in which America is employed at the present time—the
daic.
batch or tunnel process which Ls
companied by Mrs. Alex Vardavoulis. now engaged.
Tne Ship Thomas Wildey of the Miss Mabel Spring will be the prin
Fay and Scott Machine Shop at generally used to produce vege
Rebekah Fleet will meet Friday aft- cipal speaker in the afternoon and Dexter delivers its vital tools for tables which dehydrate in the
noOn with Mrs. Margaret Rackliff, will give a travel talk on her c-wn the war effort 10 days ahead of : form of a part of the original vegeBerkeley street.
schedule during the month of ! table, and the spray process which
experiences in England
March.
v . ! produces a powder for dehydraTwo more life members are addAll these items are symptoms i tion as a soup. These processes
Mrs.
Willis
H.
Anderson
of
Warren
in the last two days to the Edustreet spent the past week with her of Maine's readiness to serve and are also known as cabinet drying,
cational Club. Mrs. Frank B. French,
daughter, Mrs. Charles Havener of of the awareness in Maine as to vacuum, roller and blast tunnel.
Admoi item avenue and Miss Mar- Southbridge, Mass.
During tho what this war effort is all about.
Indications now point the way
,.ret McMillan, 8 Spruce street,
week other members of the family Maine is backing up the boys who to permanency with regard to this
waiting 38 “lifers,” Mrs. Morris B.
were able to gather for a reunion, are at the front or on the way by new industry.
perry. Limerock street and Miss
doing everything in our power to
Universal’s horror classic, feature^ t(j3 c Burpee, 41 Talbot avenue, among them being Private Wocdrow give to them the toots with which
Sir Cedric llardwicke, Lon ChaneJ constituting the 35th and 36th re- Anderson of Pine Camp. N. Y
Air-Borne Infantry
to carry on.
;ofctively. Harry V. Gilscn of AuMrs. Adelle Bird and Mrs. Eva
A Half Hour With King
/i5ta. State Commissioner of EduSleeper entertained Mite Club Sat
This
past week Senator Brewster
a:ion, relieves all doubts as to his
urday for luncheon and contract at as a member of a sub-committee
coming to sipeak Friday by writing
their apartment on Summer street, j on Naval Affairs spent a half-hour
March 12 to the club president es
Honors went to Mrs. Seabrock Greg with Admiral King, the new Chief
pecially to confirm this speaking
ory, Mrs. George St. Clair. Mrs. Ern of Naval Operations and Com
engagement at Grand Army hall at
est Buzwell and Mrs. Henrietta Sim mander-in-Chief of all American
- p. m Subject “The Community
mons.
Battle Fleets. Senator Brewster
and the Schools,” while the pictures
was deeply impressed with the
.•.owing the Maine Prison at ThomMr. and Mrs. Carl Andrews of calm and poise of this key man in
a.ston and address by State Warden
Rumford, who have been visiting our offense. Tall, lean, eagle-eyed.
John H Welch, will follow. Box
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Boody of Pleas Admiral King instantly inspires
nch at 6 p. in. Meeting opens at
ant street fcr the past several days, confidence in his grasp of this
j c'clui k. with Rev. J. Charles Machave returned home.
world-wide battle scene.
0jii.in
pictures at 4.33, “My Trip
JEFDS PILOTS
One may further properly dis
S ARMY
West ” At 2 30 the new Bond and
Mrs. Lena Merrill was hostess to
close
that Admiral King is not
Budget Committee meets with the the Sunshine Society Monday after
thinking
in terms of another year
Executive Board of Key Women.
noon at her Rankin street home.
He and his fleets of ships and
visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
Mrs. Eizabeth Vinal will entertain planes are focused on 1942. Action
second floor, 16 School street, Odd the Aid-A-Bit Club ol Pleasant Val is his watchword and it is up to
Mluws Block, City, for Furs, Fur ley Grange at her home on Orange the American people to see that
oi character, excepting existing pubhe has the tools. Admiral King
Ii • utility easements. If any. WHERE. Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate street. ,
was assured that Maine will do its
FORK the premises considered, to the prices
9-tJ
i nd that all and singular the lands
part.
The
Ship
of
Success
of
the
Re

described In this petition and hereby
s tight to be taken may be acquired
bekah fleet will held a card party
Pulp and Paper
by the United States of America by
Friday night in Odd Fellows Hall
condemnation In accordance with the
When the government this last
several Statutes and Acts of Congress
at 8 o’clock.
In such case made and provided, In
week
took control of all pulp and
full fee simple, free and clear and
discharged
of
all
liens.
encum
paper
production in the United
Mr. and Mrs. H P. Blodgett have
brances. servitudes, charges, restric
States
for
the duration of the war
tions and claims whatsoever other
returned from a vacation trip to
than those noted herein, the Petition
it
is
brought
home very forcibly
Florida.
er pra vs this Honorable Court: 1. To
that this is an all-out war. At
cite the owners and other persons
Far cry from the “doughboy"
Interested l'n the lands described In
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd, Mrs. Carle first blush one would think that who marched for days to capture
this Petition to appear In this Court
at a time to be fixed by the Court to
ton F. Snow. Mrs. George B Davis, pulp and paper had a very remote his objective, are the troops whose
answer this Petition. 2. To empanel
Mrs. Putnam C. Bicknell, Mrs. relationship to war in spite of all mission it is to fly where their
a Jury for inquiry and assessment l'n
accordance with the law and the
KeTyn ap Rice and Mrs. Mervyn the discussion of the propaganda
statutes in such cases made and pro
support is most needed, step from
vided of the damages und compensa
ap Rice attended the special per front. However, it develops that their transport plane and taking
tions to be paid by the United States
formance of Romeo and Juliet at pulp plants produce some of the
i I America lor the Interests of the
their place in the line, fully
aid parties in the hereinabove dematerial
required
in
modern
ex

the
University
of
Maine
Saturday.
equipped,
surprise and overpower
-inlieil lands sought to be acquired
in this proceeding and to make an
MLss Katherine Rice, daughter cf plosives and mills in Maine are the enemy. Accompanying them
t- ini'ii: anil award for the same.
Captain and Mrs. Keryn ap Rice among the lew mills that are fitted to the ground and ready for in
3 Tu take such action and post such
decrees and Judgments as
to produce some of the most es
took the rule of Juliet.
stant use are machine guns, the
liould i»e necessary or proper fully to
sential
items. Meanwhile the pro
effect the objects for which the aforeautomatic rifles which they carry
0
id Acts of Congress in so far as they
Rounds
Mother's
Class
met
last
duction
of
all
pulp
and
paper
mills
4U
themselves, and even motorcycles
i : de to the acquisition of this land
In the aid City ol (tockland. County
night at the Congregational vestry. must be co-ordinated in this totali
and
the multi-useful “peep." Air
' 1 Knox State nt Maine, were passed,
A covered dish supper was served tarian conflict.
borne infantry also is equipped
:. I i nise the lands described In this
1'el it loll to be condemned and taken
and the evening spent in relief
Last week it was tires. This week to disrupt communications and
in the United States of America, and
sewing.
the full fee simple title therein free
It is pulp and paper. Next week
destroy command posts far behind
1 ' m all other liens, encumbrances,
it
will
be
gasoline
and
fuel
oil.
the lines of battle.
ervltudes. restrictions and
Chief Wardens Wilbur Senter
covenants whatsoever to vest In the
Let every American every morn
NEW SPRING DRESSES and Robert Gregory held the first ing ask himself: “What can I do Don’t break or discard milk
United States of America, excepting
rxl-tlng public utility easements. If
For the Toddler
am 4 To grant such other relief as
session of the Ward 3 air raid war to help? How can I get along on bcttles. Return them to tiie milk
Sizes 1, 2 and 3 years
the nature of the case may require,
at the McLain School Tues a little less? How can I produce a man or use them in place of other
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. John
CHILDREN’S DRESSES dens
I) Clifford. Jr . United States Attorney
day
night.
Chief Warden Louis B little mere? How can I make this containers.
3 to 6*< and 7 to 14
lor the District of Maine. Edward J.
Harrigan. Assistant United States AtCook spoke to the group of 19 and great war effort function a little
In Figured Prints and Plain
for 'he District of Maine. JanDon’t waste fuel by letting heat
Colors in Spun Rayon
' outlined the duties of the air raid more efficiently? How much this
31
1942
STATE OF MAINE.
County of Cumberland, ss: I, Edward
escape
through cracks in doors and
warden and laid out a plan of ac week shall I be able to save to
BOYS’ COATS
J Harrigan, Assistant United States
windows.
Use insulation, weather
1
to
5
years
Attorney in and for the District of
tion for the ward.
put into Victory Bonds to ;ave
Maine, on oath depose and say that
In Navy Blue, Tweed, Copen Blue
stripping, or sterm doors and win
I have read the foregoing and annexed
America?”
and Camel
dows.
j>etltlon by me subscribed and know
We have a fine collection oi
the contents thereof and that the
Feeding American Boys
GIRLS
’
COATS
Spring suits, sizes 12 to 20. Alfreda
matters and things therein stated. I
2 to 7 years
verily believe to be true. Edward J.
Feeding American boys in all our
Perry, 7 Limerock street.
Harrigan. Assistant United States At
BABY COATS
island outposts and far across the
torney for the District of Maine.
In All Wool Flannel
Subscribed and sworn to before me
seas is going to be a challenge
Read The Courier-Gazette
this 31st day of January. 1942. William
A New Lot of
B Mills. Clerk United States District
with the shortage now of ships.
Court
(L S 1
IN THE DISTRICT
COTTON KNIT SUITS
Compacting all the nutriment in
COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
For Boys—1 to 5 years
FOR THE DISTRICT OF MAINE
a Maine potato into one-sixth of
Also
SOUTHERN DIVISION. United States
the bulk and weight is accordingly
of America. Petitioner, vs. 1.1 Acres
SWEATERS
of Land, more or less, in Rockland.
an
important item in the fighting
For
a
Limited
Time
Only
Maine Elizabeth M Dyer, et al.. De
And Mrs. Day's
fendants No 1579 LAW ORDER OF
overseas. In spite of the protests
COURT On reading the foregoing Pe
HARD SOLE SHOES
of a New York correspondent one
tition. lt is ORDERED that the same
Sizes 2 to 8
• *
be tiled jtad entered, and lt ls further
ventures again to mention the de
ORDERED that the nlalntlff. tbe
United States give notice to all the
hydration of potatoes which is
owners and claimants of lands men
considered in Washington as one
tioned In said Petition who are resi
dents of the District of Maine to apof the ways in which Maine can
peur at the United States Court House
In Portland in the Southern Division
very greatly help.
of the District of Maine on the sev
A
clean,
smooth
sheet,
for
busi
The present World War with its
enth day of April. 1942, at ten o'clock.
In the forenoon (Daylight Saving
ness—for school—for typewriter. tremendous demands upon ship
Time) and show cause. If any they
have why the Petition should hot be
ping
and
transportation has
gi anted by giving to each of said
brought about an active revival of
owners and claimants, or leaving at
his. her or their usual place of abode
dehydration which now includes a
3________
FOR 500 SHEET PACKAGE
a copy of said Petition and this Orgreat many fruits and vegetables.
der thereon, certified as correct by
We Do Not Break Packages
the Clerk of this Court at least four
The potato has forged to the front
teen days prior to said date of h?arln
that a like certified copty of said
Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra
in this industry and dehydrated
Petition and this Order thereon be
potatoes are being purchased in
posted in a public place In the City
of Rockland County of Knox. State
quantities
by the War Department,
of Maine where said property Is lo
cated that a like certified copy there
the
Navy
Department, and for
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
' I.IMEROCK ST.. ROCKLAND
of be recorded tn the Registry of
lend-lease shipments of
food
Deeds for the County of Knox In the
State of Maine where said land 13
products.
situated, accompanied by a correct
plan of lands proposed to be taken:
Dehydration is now carried on
that a like certified copy be left with
the Secretary of State for the State of
If they reveal anything it is that
Maine together with a copy of tbe
/ Hfllf'C.i
health is the sum of many factors.
correct plan of land proposed to be

EASTER COATS
AND DRESSES

SPECIAL OFFER!

500 Sheets 8^x11
Yellow Second
Sheets

Only 45c

CROCKETT’S
BABY SHOP

taken that a like certified ronv be
left with the Treasurer of tne County
of Knox, together with a correct plan
ot the lands proposed to be taken:
that a like certified copy be left with
the City Clerk of the City of Rock
land. together with a correct plan of
• and proposed to be taken, and it 1*
further ORDERED that notice be giv
en bv the Marshal of this District to
all persons Interested, and to all thosa
persons mentioned In said Petition as
non residents of Maine whose places
of abode are known by sending by
registered mail to the last known ad
ores- of such persons like certified
copies of said Petition and this Or
der thereon, and that notice be given
' ’ all other persons Interested and
whose names and places of abode are
unkn wn by publishing a like certi
fied copy of said Petition and thl»
Order thereon in The Courier-Gazette,
a newspaper printed and having »
1--neral circulation In this district,
cnce each week for three successive
weeks the last publication whereof
to be fourteen days at least prior to
said day of hearing Signed In said
District this thlrty-tirst day of Jab'

1942

John A

Peters. Judge

United States District Court. A true
copy of Petition and Order of Court.
Attest William R Mills. Clerk. BJ
Marlon Richards. Chief Deputy ClerX
S.j.
r 28-Th 3»

dont
lie!

The Courier-Gazette

Health rules are simple and fewNone can be disregarded. If inad
vertently some have been broken
and flesh and fat have increased ex
cessively don’t experiment with the
problem. Reducing methods should
be directed by a physician, who will
gauge and observe results so that thesum of health will be completely re
stored.

Comer Drug Store
Main A Limerock Streets
Tel. 378
Rockland, Me.

YOU GIRLSh
13 to 25 Who Suffer

DYSMEMU
Which Makes You
Tired, Nervous—

If at such times pain
and distress of func
tional monthly dis- _
_____
turbances make you feel weak,
dragged out. cranky, nervous—try
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound — made espectafiy /or
women.'

Pinkham’s Compound not only
helps relieve monthly pain (cramps,
headache, backache), but also
helps soothe nervousness of such
days when due to this cause. Taken
regularly thruout the month —It
helps build up resistance against
such symptoms. Thousands upon
thousands ot women helped! Fol
low label directions.

KNOX COUNTY AGENCY
FOR OVER 40 YEARS

HASKELL & CORTHELL
“SHOE CENTER”
CAMDEN. MAINE

A department devoted to news items concerning these
patriotic organizations

By K. S. F.
A fine idea is this: New battle
ships are to be named for Capt.
Franklin Van Valkenburg and
Capt. Mervyn S. Beunion who were
neroes lost at Pearl Harbor.
• • • •
Sculpturing in cotton is one of
the arts being developed for con
serving war needs when dolls are
to be made and it's a joy to see
some of the "concoctions'' made.
• • • •
Over at Colby when books are
kept over time they charge 25
cents per hour until they are re
turned. Not a bad idea for popular
books that some keep too long.
• • • •
Junior .-ays he would like to live
in England if they don’t have to
eat spinach.
• • • •
It was in Donald G. Mitchell’s
great book, "Ik Marvel” that this
truth appeared:

“A man without some sort of re
ligion is at best a poor reprobate,
the football of destiny, with no tie
linking him to infinity and the won
drous eternity that is begun with
him. But a woman without it is
even worse; a flame without heat,
a. rainbow, without color, a flower
without perfume!”
• • • •
“I’m a self-made man” said the
pugnacious clubman, glaring around
the rocm in the midst of an argu
ment.
“Sir,” said cne of the older mem
bers, “we accept ycur apology”—
Royal Arcanum Bulletin.
• • • •
The days are lengthening.
The setting sun reflects its lingering
rays
Come out and join the clear high
ways
Where ice and snow and Winter
sand
Has made us thoughtful of where we
stand
Even when sky is bleak with somber
gray
Come cut, ’tis daylight late today.
• • • •
Seventy-one percent cf the religi
ous population of India are Hindus
and 23 percent Mohammedans.
• • • •
The marine gardens off the coast
of Nassau are famous for their beau
tifully colored fish and strange but
lovely undersea formations of coral
which can be viewed through the
crystal-clear waters from glass-bot
tomed beats which make regular
trips from Prince George’s Wharf.
• • • •
Ch, yes, it must be remembered
that it was the French who depend
ed on the Maginot Line and then
the United States had Pearl Harbor
and who but thp British held Singa
pore? Let Americans come cut oi
their dreams and do business cn a
sure scale.
• • • •
Did you realize that rust adds
weight? Cne hundred pounds of
iron will weigh 143 pounds when it
has been completely covered with
rust. ThLs is the result of t”J:ing
up oxygen from the air.
• • • •
In a Mississippi newspaper was
found this advice:
“The first floor of the auditorium
will seat 830 persons, and there is
a small balcony that will accommo
date an additional 50 people with
upholstered seats.”
• • • •
Permanent Auto Tags
Advocates of keeping automobile
license plates In use for more than
one year now have a strong argu
ment in the need to conserve steel
for defense. Representative John
W. Gwynne of Icwa recently esti
mated that use of plates lor a fiveyear period would save 550 tons cl
steel annually in his State alone. At
the same time it would have $44,060
a year for Iowa taxpayers.
The Gwynne plan calls for keep
ing plates current by the use of a
small gadget weighing one and onehalf ounces instead of requiring new
plates, which average more than a
pound for the pair.
Since most of the steel for 1942
plates already has been ordered,
such a plan cculd hardly be put into
effect before issuance, of the 1943
plates. By that time, the war emer
gency may have subsided, but the
economy from making plates last
five years instead of cne would be
w’elcome even in peace time.—Dallas
(Texas) Morning News.
• • • •
To Get the Sack
From time immemorial and not
so very far back in our present time,
mechanics and artisans carried their
tools in sacks or bags. While cn a
jcb. the man’s tools were kept in
a shed or work-hcuse and his bag
was taken from him by his employer
At the completion ol the job, the
men were given their sacks to put
their took in and discharged.

Recently an interview took place
between Carl O. Nelson, represent
ing the American Legion and Capt.
K. A. Rice, chairman of the Knox
County Redi Cross. Mr. Nelson
offered the services of the Serv
ice Officers of the Legion to aid
In taking care of service cases
arising out of discharges and
casualties occuring in the armed
forces. Since the Red Cross ex
pects to iace a heavy task in its
work of helping Army, Navy and
Marine Corps men. veterans and
their dependents, the offer was
accepted at once. It was unexpec
ted and powerful help in a diffi
cult place.
Assisting at the conference were
Mayor Veazie and Malcolm H
Stoddard Manager of the Veterans
Administration at Togus. Mr. Stod
dard offered the excellent facili
ties of Togus to be made available
for proper cases at a moments'
notice. The Red Cross chapter
may now be sure of expert help
upon knotty problems of a legal
nature. The skilful services of the
Legion Posts in Camden. Union.
Rockland, and Thomaston as well
as the strong help of other co-op
erating bodies such as the Veterans
of Foreign Wars will now stand
mobilized side by side with the
Red Cross. Carl O. Nelson anti
John Chisholm are service officers
for the Legion and Oliver Ham
lin and Vernon Giles for the Vet
erans of Foreign Wars.
Saturday Capt. Rice was inter
viewed by Rev. J. Charles Mac
Donald of Rockland and Rev. Willfield Witham of Camden at the
Knox County Red Cross office. A
general plan is being prepared to
outline a definite part for the
Clergy and Religious Leaders of
Knox County to assume, in the
same problem of Home Service
work for the benefit of service
men and their dependents. Mr.
MacDonald and Mr. Witham were

acting cn behalf of the Executive
committee of that body with'•the
object of hammering a feasible
plan into shape which will serve as
a spiritual and moral weapon to
attack grave problems. The ob
jective to be reached is to provide
a means of consolation and also
of solid material iielp to people
I who are put to distress by the cruel
losses and hardships of the war.
A get-together meeting for Civil
ian Defense workers and their
triends is planned for Thursday
evening at the'Community Build
ing. All those who have taken
classes, are taking classes or are
interested in taking classes are
urged to attend this meeting. Briej
talks on the local set-up will be
given by Mayor Edward R. Veazie.
city co-ordinator; William J. Sulli
van, chairman of the Disaster
committee; Dr. Walter Hall, chair
man of the Medical unit; and
Capt. Keryn ap Rice, chairman
of the American Red Cross. Ray
mond T. Adams of Augusta, State
co-ordinator is also expected to be
piesent and it is hoped that he
will be able to bring with him Mrs.
Humphrey Plowden, an Air raid
warden from England who is con
ducting classes in this country at
the present time.
A demonstration of the various
fire and chemical warfare units is
also being planned. The Rockland
City Band will furnish musical
selections and refreshments are to
be served by members of the can
teen units, for which each lady
attending is asked to furnish sand
wiches or sweets. Moving pictures
on the incendiary bomb will be
shown and possibly others which
Mr. Adams may bring with him.
All interested citizens are urged
to attend this meeting as it will
give a definite picture of what is
being done fcr Civilian Defense in
this city and will give the layman
a description of the workings of
the various units.

A Morning Of Music
Assembly At High School
With Program By Feder
ated Music Clubs
The Rubinstein Club of Rock
land is one of eight musical organ
izations in this locality which are
members of the great national in
stitution known as “The National
Federation of Music Clubs.” The
federation has more than a mil
lion individual members, drawn
from almost every State in the
Union.
The far reaching tendrils of
that organization touch so many
vital points in our national life
that its importance is hard to
compute. Confucius said in 530 B.
C. "Tell me what the music of a
nation is like, and I will tell you
what the nation itself is like.”
Four Federated Clubs had rep
resentation cn Tuesday morning
assembly program, namely: The
Rubenstein Club.
Miss Mabtl
Spring, president; the Thomaston
Baptist Choral Society; the Thom
aston Baptist Junior Choir, Mrs
Grace M. Strout, director; and
the latest members, the Junior
Symphony Club of Warren, Mr.s.
Roland Berry, counselor.
Following is the program given
at Rockland High School, with
Lincoln McRae. Jr of the High
School as master of ceremonies
and Charlotte Lunn in charge of
de votionals.
God Bless America.
Irving Berlin
The School
led by Mrs. Strout at the piano
Vocal solo—Angels of Mercy.
Irving Berlin
Miss leverne Patterson en costume
of Thomaston Baptist Junior Choir
Paper Edward A. MacDowell,
Miss Mabel A Spring
Plano solo To a Wild Rose, MacDowell
Miss Carolyn Chisholm
pupil of Mrs. Faith Berry
Plano solo—A Scotch Tone Poem.
MacDowell
Miss Grace Paulsen
Thomaston Baptist Choral Society
(Miss Paulsen recited an Introductory
poem)
Vocal solo—Tying Apples on a
Lih»c Tree.
G H Garthln
Miss Joanne Marian Vinal
Thoniaston Baptist Junior Choir
j Violin solo "Berceuse'' from "Joacelyn,”
Godard
Willis Berry, pupil of Albert Marsh
Mrs Roland Berry, his mother,
accompanist
Vocal rtuet From the Cantnta of
"Ruth,”
J. A. Broad
Mrs Ruth Hoch and Miss Gladys Grant
Mrs. Faith Berrv. acc. mpanist
Plano duet- Tantasle Espagnole,
Paul Wachs
Mrs. Faith Berry and Mrs. Kathleen
Newman
The Star Spangled Panne*-.
Francis Scott Key
The School and Guests
Mrs. Faith Berry, accompanist

Buv Defense Bonds and Stamps

s:;-.'-:*.;:

, ...........

X

© W.D.P.

AVE MARIA. As an impressive finale to Walt Disney's super-produc
tion with outstanding musical performance by the Philadelphia
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Leopold Stokowski, the sublime
“Ave Maria" by Schubert is interpreted with motion and color, lhe
scene above is the chief atmospheric background for the “Ave
Maria" sequence.
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CO-HIT
ROY ROGERS
i"
\
< “Sheriff Of Tombstone’' >
Chapter 2
%
> “King of Texas Rangers”
<

X

SAT. KIDDIE MATINEE
One O’clock
HAPPY HOUR SHOW
EVERY SATURDAY
gASH NITE. $50

“Yank In The R. A. F.”
x
with
Betty Grable, Tyrone Power

MONDAY-TUESDAY

HARRY BERRY’S
“NEW SUNKIST

FOR

>ARHOLO<

“Castle In The Desert”
with
Sidney (Charlie Chan) Toler
also

Three Shows Daily—2, 7, 9
Saturday Evg. 6.15. Sunday 3

%bsaitbut

witt RAY WHITLEY
end hit 6 Bar Cowboyt |
NOW PLAYING

Plus LATEST NEWS

VANITIES”

‘Main Street on the March’

“A Whole New Cast”
NEW GIRLS

TODAY
VIRGINIA WEIDLER in

COMEDY GAGS

“BORN TO SING”

SONGS

ST4RTS SUNDAY

ON THE SCREEN

GINGER ROGERS in

“ROXIE HART”

4Usiand*
ROCKLAND

“Night Before Divorce”
with
LYNN BARRI
JOSEPH ALLEN, JR.

NO ADVANCE IN PRICES

-+age Eight

tvery-Other-Oay
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WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS

New Camden Theatre, Friday and Saturday

WASHINGTON-AND YOU
By Margaret Chase Smith

AND THE

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU
Agriculture

Max Turner of Portland, rodent
control agent of the U. S. Depart
ment of the Interior, was in the
district this past week working
on porcupine control. Demonstra
tions were started at Frank Gumboldt’s. North Newcastle and John
Hurme, West Rockport.

tion agent have been In charge of
the schools. Mrs. Wallace Spear
of North Nobleboro and Mrs. Ruth
Prior of Friendship have also at
tended to assist with supervising.
They have attended previous coat
schools.
"Tailoring Tricks” is the subject
of a meeting ln which some of the

more important phases of coat
1
Week are now available at the Ex making are taken up such as but
ton holes, inter-facing and press
tension Service Office. Rockland

Programs

fcr

Farm

and

Home

Calvin Elwell, Orff's Corner, has ing. Community clothing leaders
bought the Kenneth Elwell farm attended a training class to get in
and is planning to use it for a formation on this to use in con
dairy farm. The home farm where ducting their own meetings.
Margaret Margeson and Nellie
he and hte father, Albert, live will
Reed
of Owls Head, who were in
be used fcr poultry. They plan to
charge
of the meeting at Owls
increase both their herd and flock
Head,
Feb.
25, reported that 14
this coming year.
were
present
and that they en
Henry Keller of West Rockport,
joyed
the
meeting.
has built an addition to his brood
Mrs. Elizabeth Hathorn conduc
er house this year, and now has
ted
this subject with the Montit filled: He is using cement floor
sweag
Farm Bureau, March 5. She
in most of his pens.
gave
instructions
on a bound but
Farmers who have not taken up
all their farm allowance in the ton hole to use for coats and also
You never know what a woman The second half of the double
Agricultural Conservation program information on pressing using a will do when the right man comes feature show is “Sheriff of Tomb
can still cbtain lime. Requests tailor's cushion and beater.
along—particularly when she's a stone” with Roy Rogers. The sec
should be sent in as soon a.s pos
At Damariscotta Mrs. Irene Puf hard-boiled lady judge. That’s the ond chapter of the new serial "King
sible in order to get delivery before fer substituted fcr the clothing part Rosalind Russell plays in her of the Texas Rangers” will be on
planting time.
leader. She instructed and super new picture “Design For Scandal.” the same program. Every Saturday
Frank Flagg. D.H.I A supervisor, vised making bound buttonholes. playing at the new Camden night is cash night and this week’s
is in Kennebec County doing test
Thirty-one attended this same Theatre tomorrow and Saturday. awards total $20.
ing this week.
1 meeting at Mrs. Hazel Cain’s home
All farm families should plan a in Rockport, when Mrs. Bessie
garden this year, one that will fur Haraden, clothing leader, was in
nish plenty of fresh vegetables for , charge. £he assisted several to
the Summer and enough to can. put in interfacing, stay tape and Senator Elliot and Represen Here At a Glance Are Listed
Food may be needed next Winter. make buttonholes.
tative Smith Make Appeal
Some of the Leading
With the Homes
At Bristol, 51 came to the "Tail
For Fishermen
Features
Mrs. Stephen Prentice of Bris oring Tricks” meeting scheduled
Under date of March 7 State
Award of certificates recogniz
tol, county clothing project leader, March 5. A great deal of interest
will attend Farm and Home Week was shown at this meeting. Mrs Senator Albert B. Elliot of Thom ing two outstanding farmers and
as the uneffleial delegate from Mattie Tibbetts, Thelma Carter aston wrote to Congressman Mar two outstanding homemakers for
Knox and Linccln counties. She Wintie Russell and Lola Brackett garet Chase Smith as follows:
distinguished service to rural
will attend some special clothing all attended a training class for
“Your constituents and mine, Maine, Tuesday, March 24, marks
programs arranged for all of the training.
one of the high points in the 36th
Mrs. Florence Prentice of Bris who earn their living along the Farm and Home Week pregram,
county clothing project leaders in
the State. Mrs. Prentice is a very tol, county clothing project lead' coast of Maine by fishing, are to be presented Monday to Thurs
active member of her own Farm er. took charge of the “Tailoring alarmed at the possibility that they day of next week President Hauck
Bureau group in Bristol, and she Tricks" meeting in Boothbay, may be included in the proposed of the University, of Maine makes
rationing program of fuel oil and
was newly elected last October to March 4.
gasoline used as internal combus the awards and Harold J. Shaw,
Other meetings held recently on
the Executive Board of the KnoxSanford, himself an outstanding
Lincoln Farm Bureau, as the this same subject werer At Ten tion fuels in their motorboats and farmer. -speaks on contributions
ccunty clothing project leader. ants Harbor, with Myrtle Taylor trawlers. The product of their made by the recipients to a betteWallace Spear, president of the and Pearl Wall in charge; at Rock labors is as vital to the health and living.
Executive Board, is the official land, with Mrs. Kathryn Dean in well-being of the people of this
Speaker at the banquet, Thurs
charge; and at Nobleboro with country as products of the farm, day night, is John L. Davis, who is
delegate.
and in view of this there should be
Twenty-four women have made Florence Peck and MildTed Ricker
no discrimination in determining expected to present the kind of
coats at the two coat schools. in charge.
talk appreciated by Farm and
their respective needs of fuel.
Seven were childrens coats and
Home
Week guests after four days
"May I respectfully urge that you
the others were all adult coats and
of
relatively
serious talks relating
use your influence in opposition to
suit coats. Those making coats
directly
to
the
business of farm
the inclusion of fuel oil and gaso
were, at the school held in Aina:
ing
and
homemaking.
Dr. Davis is
line used by the fishermen along
Mrs. Paul Hilton, Mrs. Ella Erskine, Meeting of 4-H Executives
said
to
be
a
speaker
who
can en
the coast, in any rationing program
Mrs. Caro Genthner, Mrs. William
In Nobleboro Was At
tertain
and
inspire
an
audience,
under consideration."
Foster, Mrs. Alice Pickard, Mrs.
tended
By
63
Senator Elliot received the fol and do a good job at both. His
Kristine Wihlman, Mrs. Inez Ayer,
subject is “Philosophy, Facts, and
lowing reply:
Sixty-three 4-H leaders, assistants
Mrs. Mary Huewel, and Mrs. Orpha
"Thank you very much for writ Fun.”
Damon of Aina; Mrs. Ella Cun and older club members attended'
Here, in brief, is the general
ing me about the gasoline situa
ningham of Whitefield; Mrs. Grace the annual leaders’ conference ac
tion. I can think of no group that plan of Farm and Home Week pro
Jones of North Newcastle; Mrs. the Nobleboro Grange hall Satur
is more deserving and more in grams this year:
Evelyn Gray and Miss Annie days.
Monday, addresses by E. E.
Mrs. Henry Keller, club leader need of consideration than our Chase, President of the University
Adams of North Edgecomb. At the
Rockland school the following frcm West Rockport, presided at the fishermen along the coast of of Maine board of trustees, and
The meeting was Maine, and' I am today appealing Gecrge W. Shepherd, missionary
made coats; Mrs. Annie Starr, conference.
Mrs. Mary Kontio, West Rockport; epened with singing, led by Mrs to officials- to give them special to China.
Mrs. Kathryn Proctor. Mrs. Au Ralph Wentworth. Thomas Bragg, attention.”
Tuesday, farm bureau, women's
gustus Huntley, Mrs. Adah Rob club leader conducted the roll call
clubs, market gardening, roadside
erts and Mrs. Bessie Haraden of to which each club responded with
marketing, rural church, canning
Rcckland; Mrs. Evelyn Ross, Mrs. the number of projects enrolled and
crops, livestock, dairy, farm ma
Edna Trembly, Mrs. Martha Phil highlights of the 1942 program. The
chinery, and pcmological society
brook. Mrs. Bertha Borgerson and remainder of the morning was di Harold Leach Has Copy Pub programs.
lished In 1796, Still
vided into separate sessions with M.
Mrs: NelTTe'Reed ot Owls Head.
Wednesday, Maine Craft Guild,
Readable
Charlotte
Cleaves,
extension G. Huber, extention engineering spe
Maine Consumer Council, home
clothing specialist from Orono, and cialist, showing slides for the men
Harold Leach has a copy of the management, forestry, weeds, poul
Lucinda Rich, home demonstra- and boys on “Farm Machinery Re
try. beekeepers’, pasture, sheep,
pair" and Miss Lucinda Rich, home “American Coast Pilot” published small fruits, florists', and Children's
demonstration agent, giving a dem ir. 1796 which is still in readable Council programs.
onstration on “Making Bl Hour condition. The book came into
Thursday, potato growers', vege
the possession of his fathbr. Urban
J
Bread" fof the wdmen leaders.
table garden, flower garden, live
After lunch, served by the Noble Leach of Masonic street, some 40
stock breeders', and land use pro
.EAK5
years
ago.
The
original
owner
is
boro Farm Bureau group, a business
grams.
meeting was conducted by Anna not known although the book
NTHE
1
Simpson, county 4-H Club agent. shows evidence of having been
IOUSE
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Ralph Wentworth, county agent, used considerably.
Directions are given for navi
Mrs. Dorothy Twenstrop went
showed slides on “Home Grounds
Improvement." Miss Pauline Budge, gating in the waters of various Saturday to Illinois where she will
assistant State club leader, spoke harbors and rivers, as well as en visit her daughters for a month.
Mrs. Hattie Hooper of Jefferson is
briefly on “The 4-H Victory Pro tering them, from Passamaquoddy
and
Campobello
Island
to
the
caring
for her sister, Mrs. Alfred
gram.” he Warren clubs, led by
Horida
Keys
and
Jamaica.
Also
Standish.
Earle Mocre and Mrs. Luella Crock
The Ladies' Aid will meet today
ett, concluded the program with a there are the revenue laws of that
period,
tide
tables
and
other
in

at
Mrs. Leland Winchenbach’s.
“4-H Victory Pledge.’’ Members
formationthat
would
be
of
use
Members
will work for the Red
taking part were Carroll Martin
to
a
sea
captain.
EASY TO FIND IN
Cross. The regular aid meeting will
Warren Philbrook. Harvell CTockett,
In reading the book one has to be March 26 at the home of Mrs.
Earle
Moore.
Jr.,
Faye
Martin.
Marie
TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
keep in mind that printers of that Alfred Davis.
Crockett. Lois and Mary Norwood..
period
used the old style “s" that
YELLOW PAGES
Edward A Reed is employed in
Miss Pauline Bhdge conducted the
appears
to be the same character Wiscasset.
special training class for the Style
Among the cases of illness are:
Dress Revue girls. Eleven girls were as the “f.
Mrs. T. H. Fernald is confined to the
present Including: Faye Martin,
Cheer the boys in uniform Buy house with grippe. Mrs. Alfred
Marie Crockett, Warren ; Frances
VINALHAVEN
U.
S. Defense Bonds.
Standish is ill with pneumonia. Mrs.
Crummett, Geraldine Jones, Irene
ANO ROCKLAND
Stella Delano who has had grippe,
'Lenfest. Razorvllle; Ruth Norwood.
Esther Norwcod; Lois Nichols, Aud Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette is able to be about.
STEAMBOAT CO.
rey Grassow, Thelma Brownell;
ROCKLAND. ME.
Hope; Beverly Hancock, Nobleboro.
Service (•:

Doing Their Best

Farm-Home Week

Leaders Conferred

Old “Coast Pilot”

k
■
F

Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle aa Haut. Swans'
Island and Frenchboro
Effective Sept. 16, 1941
Eastern Standard Time

Too little; too late; too bad!
There still is time to buy U. S. De
fense Bonds and Stamps.

FALL AND WINTER SERVICE
Subject te change withoat notice

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Wonders I

DAI LY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Down
Read Up

ACHING-STIFF-SORE

Hara la a hotel ior permanent and transient guests away irom the

I MUSCLES

bustle oi the commercial hotel, in a quiet, restiul atmosphere you'll

I For Qtdcik Relief—Rub On

suites available. Garage facilities connected. No liquor sold.

AJK.

5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island,
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
0.30 Lv. Vinalhaven.
0.45 Ar. RecUand,

PJH.

Ar.
Ar.
Ar.
Ar.

6.00
4.40
3.30
2.45

Lv.130

111-tt

White Ribboners

Issued^
Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday

Established January

Falling Indications

(d) A general but steady fall indicates unsettled or wet weather
te) A very slow fall from a high point usually means wet, unplaasant
weather, without much wind.
(f) A sudden fall indicates a sudden rain or snow, high winds, or bo".
Here are the approximated readings for different sections of ti;-.-|
barometer.

WON REGIO
And Now It Is “0

Rising Barometer

Clearing with high winds and cocl wave.
High winds with ccol wave preceded by squalls
Fair weather with fresh winds tonight and tomoii.,\
Generally fair weather, probably cool today witli vai.
able winds.
30.8 to 31.0 in. Southeast rains with high winds.

29.0
29.3
°96
30.2

to
to
to
to

29.3
29.6
29 9
30.5

in.
in.
in.
in.

Falling Barometer
30.7 to 30.4 in. Fair and warmer, followed by wind and rain.
33.5 to 30.2 in. Storm brewing ln the direction cf the wind
30.2 to 29.9 in. Cloudy and warmer, followed by unsettled weathe:
299 w
to 29.6 in . Unsettled weather, increasing winds and warmer
29.6 to 29.3 in. Clear ng, slight squalls; fair and cooler tomorrow.
29.3 to 29.0 in. Clearing weather with high winds accompanied by qu,/ J
and cooler.
If the new moon, the first quarter, full mcon, or last quarter happens.
Time of Change
Summer
In Winter
Hard
frest unless
Fair
Between midnight and
wind be S cr W
2 a. m.
Snowy and stormy
Cold with frequent
Between 2 and 4 a. m.
showers
Rain
Rain
Between 4 and 6 a. m.
Stormy
Wind
and
rain
Between 6 and 8 a. m.
Cold
rain if wind
Changeable
Between 8 and 10 a. m.
be W.; snow if E
Cold and higli wind
■Frequent showers
Between 10 and 12 a. m.
Snow or rain
Very rainy
Between 12 noon and
2 p. rrr.
Fair and mild
Changeable
Between 2 and 4 p. m.
Fair
Fair
Between 4 and 6 p. m.
Fair if wind is N. W.;Fair and frosty If
Between 6 and 8 p. m.
rain if S. or S. W. wind is H. or N. E
Rain oi snew if s
or S. W.
Rain
or snow il the
Rainy
if
wind
is
Between 8 and 10 p. m.
wind be S. or S. W
S. or S. W.
Fair and frosty
Fair
Between 10 p. tn. and
midnight

syphilis ... the Frenchman, the
world's heaviest tippler’s average
consumption being 2% quarts
which is 5 pints per week. Next:
our record—
The Internal Revenue reports
(1940) show United States' average
consumption per person is now
2% pints per week. These same re
ports show per capita consumption
was 11.18 gallons in 1935, which is
1 3-5 pints per week—only five
years ago. How long will it be
until we reach 5 pints per week?
Next: what about adults?
The adult public seems apathe
tic—of our 131.640,000 population
62.000.000 are church members —
almost one-half. While supporting
210.000 churches we permit 42O.OCO
places licensed to sell drink—two
for every church, five for every
three schools—and spend $3 for
liquor for every $2 on education.
What about youth?
Allied Youth reported (October
1940) a survey of 15,000 senicr
high school students showing 43
in each 100 say they now drink to
some extent — 55 percent of the
boys, 37 percent of the girts. Life
recently reported a survey that
showed 62 percent of the youth

between 16 and 24 were drinkers
in those places where the survej
was made.

CUSHING
The farm known as the Eugene
Kllleran place has been sold to |
tlie Augusta Lumber Co. A creu
with a portable mill will arrive
soon to convert the cld growth of
trees into lumber.

At the Ladies Aid meeting Mon
day officers were chosen thus
President, Mrs. Mary Olson; vice
president, Miss Carrie E. Wallace,
secretary-treasurer, Miss Mina A
Woodcock; collector, Mis. Estelle
Saastainonen. Suppers were drawn

in this order: May, Mrs. Florence
Orne; June, Mrs. Lana Killeran;
July, Frances Alley, Mrs. Rcse
Wales; August. Jeannette Wales,
Lora Olson; September, Mrs Mart
Olson, Mrs. Gladys Orff. The Aid
realized $11.10 from the dinner
served town meeting day, thus be
ing the smallest amount since thfl
custom of serving dinner was es
tablished 44 years ago.
l
----------------- Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work|

Wonders 1

Here's «*°*
YOU e<*n

Smith’s
Banners of victory wave
Rcckland High School! It
10p rank last night in tlie
cne-act play contest aga
cempetitorj—Bridge

,

*•

rt

Arn

Dresden Mills and tlie Hi i
cf Belfast. Vinalhaven. \\
pnd Augusta. An hlstorr
tunic play. “The Last Curt
picting the prelude to
assassination, gave br ad
happy choice of talent
too. in plenty, to the hapisextet of Ernest Dondi
Hall, Barbara Lamb. Nan \
Harrison D:w and Dougla
Building up step by st
terrific climax of the fn
there were individual gl
each actor, but Ernest Dot!
oted the major dramatic ii
hts role of John Wilk*
slayer of the nations ido.
quite mad and worked to
by frustrated bitterness
the duty of Dondis, and he
less. Longer and nearly a i
was the part cf his s\
Carol Hall, who gave her
fective emotional appeal,
self possession and a
almost nonchalant, voin
the merits of Barbara Lad
her ccmrade actress, Nan
ard, supplied the smart
stagey atmosphere
Tlie entire cast played ti
actors back stege in tiie
theatre the night of the
tion. and if ever a dam
boards wa.s personified it
rison Dow whe did it. Oi
crepit, Douglas Cooper
about a.s “Peanut John.”
be lame yet from the essnj
tor tions.
Allston E. Smith, direct;
winning vehicle, will col
now on the finals to b<
Bowdoin College for t
championship, and he has;
hope of continued success.
Judges were Mrs. Flcrenl
ner of Thomaston, Miss Lvi
of Bates College and Mil
son of Camden High Sch
tlie first time in a one-act
test,” said their spoke,
frankly admit that we ul
could be two winners
and Cony High of August:
“A-minus” honors weir
well earned by tlie Cap
dramatists witli their
‘‘Pink and Patches,” the I
of a poor mountaineer
yearned for feminine "pr
cent, emotion, sympathy,
attribute of keen tragedy
this performance Its eo
Critchell, backed wind
suredly have bcpn a twin
such an arrangement be>
All honor to tlie AilglitM

tILA
l4O97

fi

Three Sh<

AWAITS YOU
tickets
e

a com
■

'Ocefed and

outside rn ,nf«reSf. 1
b«th, noudJ9?1** w,’Ht

lobby& SP*-

$4S° ar'urn*

2at®« from {i^doy
double.
, Monthly,
!Yt^rlY Mte7

°?al

Or

I eb/®- RreJn

M.

^•Mger

Enjoy the blue diet—golden
•unthine end/tropical breeze> of
Miami. Here it ell the beeuty end
splendor of endless perfect days
end nights where clear coolness it
enchanted by the moonlight end
the stars. Here it everything your
heart hes dreamed—for a perfect
vacation.
K

•- El Comodoro Hotel offers el
the facilities, ell the restful charm
en^ perfect comfort to suit the
most exacting teste. Located in
♦he heart of downtown Miami
"just a whisper" from all activities.
Tnere ere 250 ertisticely furnished
rooms with tub end shower from
$2.50 tingle end from $4.00
double. Steam heat. The modern
eir cooled Coffee Shop it famous
for fine food—et moderate prices.
The cocktail Lounge it deservedly
popular.

SAVE TIME
Pre-arrange

Your Trip

can travel today as before — but
you'll be helping yourself as well a?

your country if you cooperate in several

important ways.

Wartime conditions tend

to crowd transportation facilities on week
ends, the only time many soldiers, sailors,

Vital to

war workers can travel. Taking mid-week

War Efforts

trips will relieve congestion—for instance,
shopping tours, social visits, business trips,
recreational travel, even visits to men at

AVOID CROWDS

camps. And if you’ll arrange to get tickets,

s

Go before

schedules, information well before depar

r

Mid-Sumnfr

ture time, you 11 avoid delays and confusion

If y°ur* taking a vacation this year plan to go
i?rt the mid-summer rush. Going by bus instead
of y car, you ll be saving vital materials Ameri <j
needs. Puses carry a passenger several times as
far per pound of rubber, per gallon of fuel.

a COMODORO HOTEL
An.

AlZOL

SAVE MATERIALS

vations, address Joseph
H. Adams, Mgr., or your
♦revel agent.

enjoy. Only 6 minutes to downtown Boston,by rapid transit. Family

466 Commonwealth Avenue, at Charlesgate West
Henry A. Burnham. Mgr.

a Rising Indications

<a) A gradual but steady rise shows settled fair weather
(b) A very slow rise Irom a low point usually means high winds and th-.-l
weather.
.
(c) A rapid rise indicates clear weather with much wind.

jJ

"AtJ/mm"—in BOSTON

Kenmore Square

SUGGESTIONS FOR READING BAROMETEI

A ROYAL4

Plan your Vacation nowf
For information or reser

Room and bath irom $3 — double from $5 — suites from $6

MUSteroLE

Washington, March 18 — There Principal effect of the Smith
was not a dissenting vote in the amendment would have been to
House recently when we voted to cut overtime and thus reduce pay
increase the national debt to 125 envelopes.
Moreover, the Smith amendment
billion dollars if necessary, but we
was
a rider, which is bad legisla
all realized what an enormous
tive
practice. The Smith amend
burden armament is and that we
ment
was extremely wide in scope
must beat the dictators so that we
with
unknown
possibilities, which
would not have to live under arms
had
not
been
explored
in hearings
forever. We have to increase the
Labor
legislation
should
be con
legal debt limit so that the Trea
sidered
cn
its
own
merits
and
onlysury can borrow money for our
after
hearings.
Last
December
1
war program. We cannot tax fcr
voted
for
the
Smith
Amendment
the whole cost of the war, it must
which would help to eliminate
be spread out over many years.
strikes.
It has not yet been ac
I voted for an amendment to the
ted
upon
by the Senate.
annual Agriculture Department
• • D •
appropriation bill which would
Sugar
rationing
has come on top
have permitted Government agen
of
tire
rationing
and
will probably
cies to sell surplus agricultural
be
only
among
the
first
of many
commodities below parity prices.
This was a very controversial is- rations. While I realize the great
ue in the House and may be in amount of machinery and incon
the Senate. Parity means the pur venience involved in rationing. I
chase power that farmers get for think it well to begin rationing
their products as compared to what before shortages result from hoard
producers of industrial commodi ing and1 other selfish stampedes.
ties get. This level of equality be Having been asked by a constitu
tween industrial and agricultural ent about extra sugar rations fcr
purchasing power is determined by jelly and canned fruit for institu
tions. I queried the Price Adminis
a definite formula.
A recent price control bill tration and am told that provision
guarantees the farmer the highest has been made for additional allotof four alternatives, one of which 1 ments for this purpose though it
is the average price of farm prod is impossible to make nation-wide
ucts for the period 1919 to 1929 as rules which will meet every indi
determined by Price Control Ad vidual situation.
ministrator Leon Henderson sub
ject to the approval of Secretary
of Agriculture Wickard.
The Government in the last
eight or nine years, under the Hear An Announcement As
Agricultural Adjustment Act and
To the Approaching County
other farm aid acts, has been pay
Convention
ing farmers many benefits which
The W.C.T.U met Friday at the
recognize the basic importance of
Agriculture in peace as well as in home of Misses Ada and Alena
war. To help farmers in the de Young. A good sized group was
pression, the Government bought in attendance including five guests,
millions of bushels of grains and Miss Margaret Crandon of Thom
pounds of cotton to keep up prices aston, ccunty president, made her
by .removing surpluses. The Gov official visit to the local union, an
ernment now has these surpluses. nouncing that the county conven
They were bought for an emer tion would be held at Camden the
gency.
An emergency is now first or second week in May. Mrs.
here. The Government seeks to Augusta Christie, State president
sell the surpluses at less than and Miss Regina Moede of Seattle,
parity if that is necessary to keep Oregon, National W.C.T.U. lectur
food prices from being inflated, er and organizer will be the speak
that is, from going far above ers.
parity. The bill under considera
Dr. Mary F. Cushman, returned
tion sought to prevent the Gov Medical Missionary from Chilesso,
ernment from selling its own sur West Africa, will be guest speaker
pluses at less than parity. I voted for the department of Temperance
for a provision to permit it which and Missions April 30. Some very
was defeated.
interesting sketches from the life
I ieel tliat no one group of our of this noted Maine woman were
people should be permitted to get read by Miss Ada Ycung.
undue favor. Farmers are essen
The program on “Alcohol Edu
tial in winning the war. But al cation” was conducted by Mrs.
ready they are receiving ma ray Clara Emery and consisted of a
benefits from the Government and “Radio Message” from Bertha
special treatment in the price con Rachel Palmer. “The Need of the
trol law. I am confident that the Hour." Also a quiz exercise. "What
Administration' will not mistreat Dc We Know’’, based cn why total
the farmers in the disposition of abstinence is a necessary founda
Government surpluses because of tion stone in home making and in
its past record of consideration for home keeping.
farm interests.
The Need of the Hour
• • • •
A Unit for National Defense
Another recent vote related to
Based
on Current Events, Bertha
a proposal of Representative How
Rachel
Palmer—March 1942.
ard Smith of Virginia, to repeal
The
Newsweek
fcr Sept. 2, 1940,
all labor laws for maximum hours
quoted
the
Vichy
regime that al
and minimum wages
I voted
coholism
was
the
chief cause of
against this as did most of the
France's
moral
collapse,
and the
Members of Congress. The Smith
amendment would have accom country's chief problems are, not
plished little in the lengthening Germany, but tuberculosis, cancer
work hours except for workers Not
under contracts. Workers under
40-hour contracts now work long
er hours on payment of overtime.

r
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SHELDON’S DRUG STORE
... u .
Telephone «46-w
Main St.,
Rockland, Me

ON THE SC

131 a a Firet Street
MIAMI. FLORIDA
OPEN

THE

YEAR

ROUND

REYH0UND
teeenti

“Night Before
with
Lynn Barri, JoseplI

